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ABSTRACT 

Despite proponents' claims of its embodying and enabling democratic action, collaborative 

learning in the composition classroom often functions to reproduce the privileged discourses and 

knowledge of dominant cultures, effacing and denying differences in race, class, and gender. 

Moreover, such functions are masked by normalized structural and discursive conditions of 

education and routinized pedagogical practices that rarely face critical scrutiny—what this 

dissertation refers to as the techniques and technologies of collaborative learning. If teachers and 

students in composition studies can engage in what Pierre Bourdieu calls epistemic reflexivity (a 

critical effort to umnask the social and intellectual unconscious embedded in routinized procedures 

of knowledge production), the collaborative classroom can become a site for resisting and 

critiquing, rather than reproducing, the status quo. 
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INTRODUCTION 

COLLABORATION, THE RHETORICAL REFLEXIVE TURN, AND 

A CRITICAL SCRUTINY OF THE UNSEEN 

During the past decade, collaborative learning has receded quietly into the 

normalized background of composition studies. It has reached a level of the taken-for-

granted; it is routinely taught in TA-training programs and introductory graduate 

seminars as a staple in writing pedagogy, along with process and assessment. 

Collaboration often eludes definition these days, in part because it is recognizable to 

many almost immediately in practice. That is, "we know it when we see it." It is 

embodied in the student-centered classroom, characterized by discussion and debate, 

peer-group conversations, student-presentations, and teachers who appear to fimction 

more like coaches than professors—guides or facilitators rather than lecturers. 

Collaboration has even become integral to process and assessment themselves: we 

regularly teach our students to evaluate and revise written work through an array of peer-

review exercises, generic mainstays of first-year composition. 

Such routine applications of collaboration have been fueled by a tacit acceptance 

of social-constructivist theories and the honoring of dialogue in composition studies. 

Those theoretical foundations, which 1 offer here in name only and without definition, are 

premises upon which collaborative learning has been built and with which it has long 

been associated.' My too-general invocation of such premises is intentional: it illustrates 

one contribution to collaborative learning's recession into our disciplinary background. 
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The notion that knowledge is socially constructed and the idea that dialogue is an 

essential part of that process have each become a given in contemporary scholarship; they 

are assumed correct and beyond interrogation. In turn the collaborative classroom, often 

synonymous with the dialogic classroom, has become a given. Indeed as Kay Halasek 

notes, "The dialogic—as metaphor, as philosophy, and as practice—has been elevated to 

the level of a 'god' term in the discipline, and as such, it has become at once ossified, 

transparent, and irrecoverable" (3). 

The same needs to be said of collaboration. It has become an unchallenged 

enthymematic premise in descriptions of effective pedagogical techniques and in 

arguments for incorporating new technologies into the curriculum. At the 2000 

Conference for the National Council of Writing Program Administrators, for example, 

Fred Kemp and Rebecca Rickly based the efficacy of course-management software being 

developed at Texas Technical University primarily on its facilitation of collaboration. In 

their demonstration of the software, called TOPIC, they referred to—but did not describe 

in any detail—^the now standard modes of collaboration mentioned above; TOPIC 

structures group conversations, document-sharing and peer evaluations, and a 

"coach/player" relationship between teacher and student. These basic tenets of 

collaborative learning were left to stand without elaboration as self-evident examples of 

TOPIC'S worth. Notably not one of the twenty or so audience members publicly 

challenged these tenets or even analyzed them in any way that might hav^e called into 

question their impact on, say, the writing process or social relations within the classroom. 

This is hardly surprising; evaluations of collaborative learning have, by and large. 



disappeared from the mainstream of composition studies scholarship. On the debating 

table from the early eighties to the early nineties, collaboration no longer enjoys critical 

scrutiny. Like dialogue in general, it has become "ossified" and "transparent." 

While such ossification is evidence of the widespread tacit approval of 

collaboration and of corresponding theories of dialogue and social constructivism, a 

significant problem is that an uncritical acceptance can enable collaboration to function in 

ways that contradict die assumptions on which its approval are based. For example, peer 

group discussions are often assumed to locate the authority of knowing within students 

rather than within the teacher; the collaborative mode's "generation of knowledge" 

allegedly replaces the lecture mode's "transmission of information." The approval of 

such dislocation of authority resides, at least in part, in a democratic agenda that seeks to 

resist the reproduction of dominant cultural discourses and knowledge, which the teacher 

often (but not always) embodies. On their surface many peer group conversations appear 

to meet that agenda; students work together to solve and explore problems, in the process 

voicing their ovm perspectives in their own discourses. Yet beneath that surface the 

authority of knowledge may in fact remain with the teacher—or with the discipline, or a 

privileged race, class, or gender, or any combination thereof—as the students work 

collectively to reproduce and call their own exactly that which might traditionally have 

been transmitted in lecture form. In this case, then, collaboration is more dangerous than 

lecture, for the collaborative environment conceals the reproduction of dominant cultural 

discourses, knowledge, and authority with its appearance of socially constructed 

knowledge and dialogue. 
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I believe this kind of reproduction—^what I term cultural reproduction and define 

in more detail below—occurs through collaborative learning precisely because it has 

become normalized beyond critical scrutiny. Moreover, the structural and discursive 

conditions of collaboration—the forms it takes and the contexts within which it is 

situated—have also become normalized beyond critical scrutiny. A peer group's 

conversation may function to reproduce dominant cultural discourses and knowledge in 

part because it is occurs in a classroom environment informed by particular academic 

expectations, including conventions of language and codes of behavior. Such a 

conversation is inevitably shaped by ever-present assessment standards within the writing 

classroom, by disciplinary norms embodied in textbooks and the language of the teacher, 

and even by the presence of instructional technologies that function to reinscribe rather 

than challenge the status quo. A peer group's conversation may be held online, for 

instance, within an electronic conferencing program that subtly encourages increased 

authority of the teacher and increased self-monitoring of the students. In such a case the 

medium of instruction may shape the conversation in ways that go unseen yet directly 

oppose the pedagogical purpose of the peer group technique, at least the purpose as it is 

commonly espoused by collaborative learning advocates. 

The above examples—each focusing on cultural reproduction—are not random. 

They reflect a primary concern in our field and the central concern of this dissertation: 

namely the reproduction of dominant cultural discourses, knowledge, and authority, and 

our responses as teachers of writing. I believe that at least one of our responses must be 

geared toward critique and resistance. We need as teachers to reveal and challenge 
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cultural reproduction within the classroom and beyond, and we need to help our students 

do the same. At the heart of that belief is the democratic agenda referred to above (and 

articulated in more detail in the next section)—an agenda that strives toward social 

dialogue unencumbered by the dominance of any privileged race, class, or gender. This 

is, of course, an ideal that will never be fully achieved, but it is one that we can work 

toward. And at least one way to do that is to recognize and critique the often unseen (and 

therefore unaddressed) ways in which dominance and privilege are reproduced. By 

exposing that reproduction in process, we can begin to reconfigure the structural and 

discursive conditions that shape our pedagogical work. In other words, I suggest critique 

not for its own sake but to enable resistance and to inform (or reform) practice. 

I wish to model such critique here by interrogating the unseen ways in which 

certain techniques and technologies of the collaborative learning classroom function as 

modes of cultural reproduction. Collaborative learning is for me a significant site for 

analysis primarily because of its centrality to our pedagogical work and its taken-for-

granted status, two factors that contribute to cultural reproduction in education. Focusing 

on the "techniques and technologies" of the classroom is a useful way into the material; 

the seeming instrumental neutrality of each, both in concept and in application, 

contributes to the normalization of collaborative learning and the concealment of its 

reproductive function. Moreover, given the recent rapid incorporation of a particular set 

of technologies—specifically, computer technologies—into our teaching practices, and 

given the assumptions upon which those technologies are being developed and 

implemented (as exemplified by Kemp and Rickly mentioned above), I believe a critical 
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interrogation of technology, again in both concept and application, to be an unavoidable 

part of this project. 

I also wish to analjae collaboration here because of its promise. It has within its 

theoretical bases and its practical applications a terrific potential to facilitate social 

dialogue that indeed can be more egalitarian than traditional practices of education allow 

for. By exposing the ways in which that potential is routinely undermined, I hope to lay 

the groundwork for a revision of collaboration in the writing classroom. This dissertation, 

then, models critique as a prelude to pedagogic action. It also illustrates the necessity for 

a particular critical focus in response to cultural reproduction—^what I am calling here a 

critical scrutiny of the unseen. For those of us seeking to resist cultural reproduction in 

our teaching and scholarship, I believe we must look closely at the largely ignored, 

routinized structural and discursive conditions of our work, including those techniques 

and technologies we rely on to facilitate the now commonplace practices of collaboration. 

In the next section, I will describe more fully the current disciplinary project of critiquing 

and resisting cultural reproduction. In doing so I will define some of my primary terms 

(including cultural reproduction itself), and I will describe the particular academic 

context within which this work is situated and to which it is a contribution. 

The Rhetorical Reflexive Turn: 

Resisting Cultural Reproduction in Composition and Rhetoric 

In his keynote address to the 2000 Conference on College Composition and 

Commvmication, Keith Gilyard spoke of the ever-present need to immask the 
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"reproduction of privilege" in higher education: the perpetuation and standardization of 

specific kinds of discourse and knowledge favored by members of dominant cultures and 

used to reaffirm unequal social relations. Gilyard's call—^while important—is certainly 

not new; it follows and contributes to a substantial body of research that has been 

developed in the humanities around the politics of identity and democratic participation. 

Scholars and teachers have sought ways, particularly during the past three decades, to 

compose students as equal participants in democratic dialogue, participants sensitive to 

social and cultural differences and able to understand the interrelations among broadly 

conceived notions of identification, language, and power. 

In rhetoric and composition studies, that agenda belongs to a disciplinary 

development that Charles Bazerman has labeled "the rhetorical reflexive tum" 

(Constructing Experience passim); it is a tum that emphasizes discourse as conventional 

and epistemic, and it is marked by scholarship that seeks to reveal and critique discourse 

on those grounds. Rhetorical reflexivity is exemplified effectively in Bazerman's own 

scholarship; in his work with genres—specifically scientific genres, chosen for their 

rigidity and for the level of naturalness they appear to represent—Bazerman seeks to 

reveal scientific positivism as a collection of generic typifications. While Bazerman sees 

generic tj^pifications as necessary to the creation of knowledge and the continuation even 

of social existence (Textual Dynamics 6), he wants to encourage awareness of them as 

being both constructed and constructing. Such awareness can help students and teachers 

better understand the social construction of knowledge and the role of discourse in 

structuring human relations. Debates about language form and content, according to 
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Bazerman, are really debates about social positioning, about paradigmatic thinking and 

the development of worldviews. 

Rhetorical reflexivity is thus at the heart of Patricia Bizzell's well-known analyses 

of academic discourse." In her early work, Bizzell saw academic discourse as a means 

toward empowerment: by training students in the language of the academy, vmting 

teachers would supposedly empower their students to think critically about language and 

the ways in which their worldviews are constructed by it. What Bizzell eventually has 

come to see, however, is her own short-sighted privileging of academic discourse as 

"naturally" suited to such ways of thinking and learning. By unquestioningly reproducing 

that form in her students' writing, she was at one time reproducing the worldviews and 

social positioning embodied in the dominant discursive form of higher education. That 

particular form is inevitably ideological and subject-oriented, arising out of a long history 

of cultural power dominated by white European males of upper (and eventually middle) 

classes. By selecting and tacitly promoting academic discourse as the language form best 

suited to the construction of knowledge, Bizzell was normalizing and naturalizing the 

form, thus contributing not only to the "reproduction of privilege" referred, to by Gilyard 

above, but also to the obfliscation of that reproduction. 

It is in fact the normalization and naturalization of discourse—and subsequently 

of the social relations structvired by that discourse—^that the rhetorical reflexive turn is 

committed to exposing and critiquing. In developing the notion of rhetorical reflexivity, 

Bazerman references Bakhtin's praise for carnival, an event that functions to lay bare the 

artificiality and conventionality of differing discourses (and thus differing subject 
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positions and social relations) through their arbitrary and disorderly juxtaposition. 

Embedded, then, within carnival is a mechanism for exposing and critiquing its own 

discursive practices. Indeed as Bakhtin has written, "at buffoon spectacles, the 

heteroglossia of the clown sounded forth, ridiculing all 'languages' and dialects"; in such 

places and times, "there was to be found a lively play with the 'languages' of poets, 

scholars, monks, knights, and others, where all 'languages' were masks and where no 

language could claim to be an authentic, incontestable face" (668). 

Bakhtin's term heteroglossia, cited above and central to his theories on language 

and social relations, has become a key concept in the rhetorical reflexive turn. Scattered 

throughout much of this past decade's scholarship in rhetoric and composition, 

heteroglossia is often defined as a plurality of competing, conflicting voices, as a 

condition of irreducible diversity of discourses, each replete with socio-ideological codes 

and constitutive of particular subject positions. Heteroglossia thus opposes and refutes 

singularity in language, instead drawing attention to multiplicity and difference and, in 

turn, denaturalizing the privileging of any one discursive convention. As Bakhtinian 

scholar Kay Halasek notes. 

When confironted with heteroglossia, with the existence of myriad other cultures, 
languages, and conceptual horizons, a dominant monologue attempts to ignore 
and then deny their legitimacy. In the end, the dominant ideology is 
disempowered, stripped of its absolute authority. Mono logic academic discourse 
is an excellent example. Through official and unofficial means, the academy 
historically has rejected the notion of the students' right to their own language in 
an attempt to marginalize and disempower women, minorities, and underprepared 
students. The degree to which this movement is conscious or unconscious in not 
easy to determine. By challenging this monologism, educational theorists have 
begim to question and challenge the monolith of academic discourse. (9) 
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Notable in Halasek's description is the apposition of cultures, languages, and conceptual 

horizons. Indeed such categories are not easily separated; each is inextricably bound to 

the others. The integral relations among them have long been established in this field and 

need no introduction here. Nevertheless, because they are so fiindamental to the rhetorical 

reflexive turn and to my own work, I wish to clarify those relations at least generally and 

briefly. (More specific and detailed clarifications will emerge, I hope, within the overall 

scope of this dissertation.) In short I understand cultures to be constituted in large part by 

language;^ the words we use to conceive of ourselves, others, and the spaces we share 

shape those conceptions in ways that are relational and, often, hierarchical. Within the 

scope, then, of a particular culture's ways of describing and conceiving the world— 

within its conceptual horizon—is an ideological base for power relations. By ideology I 

mean more than Karl Marx's concept of "false consciousness." I draw on Louis 

Althusser's definition of ideology as "a 'representation' of the imaginary relationship of 

individuals to their real conditions of existence" (241): a representation that is grounded 

in practices, rituals, and material conditions and serves to "interpellate individuals as 

subjects." I see Althusser's "real conditions of existence" from a Burkean perspective, 

one in which "reality" is, primarily, socially constructed through language. Because 

ideology and language interpellate individuals as subjects, they play a central role within 

formations of social power. Halasek suggests, like Bazerman and Bakhtin, that 

heteroglossia can help to demystifj' those formations, to a point even of enabling 

resistance to political domination and oppression. 
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Also worth noting in the passage by Halasek above is her difficulty in 

determining how conscious the pursuit of power through "language, cultures, and 

conceptual horizons" really is. It is no doubt impossible to draw a line between conscious 

and unconscious efforts to reify culturally privileged discursive conventions such as 

academic discourse. I would like to think that those of us who teach have only the best 

intentions in mind when we have our students engage in particular forms of discourse. 

Rhetorical reflexivity, nonetheless, hinges on the proposition that the reproduction of 

privilege is largely unconscious, that those of us contributing to it are often unaware of 

the social and political nature of our actions; hence the necessity of "urmiasking" 

discourse through heteroglossia. In his keynote speech referred to above, Gilyard 

exemplified such unmasking; he wove smoothly in and out of academic discourse and 

African American colloquialisms, drawing alternately on disciplinary topoi and James 

Brown lyrics. In doing so Gilyard—like Bakhtin's carnival buffoon—constructed himself 

out of a complex play of differing, interanimated voices from multiple and competing 

socio-ideological positions. His self-conscious embodiment and expression of what some 

scholars would call the postmodern subject^ served to disrupt generic academic 

expectations and call attention to them as not natural but normalized. Indeed Gilyard 

spoke at length of our need to remember that standard discourses are in actuality 

standard/zet/. While the simultaneity of competing discursive conventions in Gilyard's 

speech underscored that reminder, it also demonstrated ways of communicating and 

thinking beyond the ways privileged in the academy. This is yet another significant 

feature of the rhetorical reflexive turn: more than just the demystification of dominant 
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discourses, rhetorical reflexivity is also characterized by the validation of marginalized 

discourses—language forms practiced by those outside the centers of social and cultural 

power. 

The political agenda informing and informed by the rhetorical reflexive turn is 

thus one I am here calling democratic. This is a broad and overused term, I know; 

democratic action can certainly take multiple forms, and one democracy is not the same 

as another. Aristotle, after all, lived within a democracy that many scholars these days 

would hardly label as such. Nevertheless, the term shows up time and again in recent 

composition scholarship as a shorthand reference to pedagogic actions that (1) critique 

dominant cultural discourses and/or (2) give more equitable voice to people traditionally 

marginalized in terms of race, class, gender, and, more recently, sexual orientation. Those 

actions—often interconnected, but not always—represent efforts to level the discursive 

plajdng fields upon which power is enacted and to construct students as more equal 

agents of social change. Toward such ends, and in an effort to construct conditions that 

encourage rhetorical reflexivity, teachers and scholars in composition have recently 

sought to bring diverse students together into classrooms to address issues and explicate 

differing discourses according to race, class, and gender (Pratt; Graff; Villanueva); others 

have invoked service learning models as ways to experience and explore discursive 

practices across sites of social difference (Cushman; Gere and Schutz; Herzberg); and 

still others have begun teaching in electronic domains to facilitate discursive negotiations 

of conflict, authority, and diversity (LeCourt; Bums; Selfe and Selfe). 



On at least a general level such scholars and teachers share basic assumptions 

about the unequal distribution of power in social formations. Such scholars build their 

work routinely on the implicit assvunption that an egalitarian democracy is both a fiction 

and an ideal toward which to strive. Their work is also built on the assumption that 

egalitarianism and diversity are often at odds with one another. While we Americans 

pride ourselves on a commitment to diversity, we often fail to recognize that along with 

diversity comes selection and exclusion, privilege and disfavor; those who embody, 

represent, or otherwise identify with the preferred languages, cultures, and conceptual 

horizons of those who have the greatest power in a given social context (be it national, 

regional, or even institutional) are regularly granted authority in and access to democratic 

deliberations. Those who do not identify with such preferred modes of being often find 

themselves on the margins of power, struggling for access and authority. Efforts to 

critique dominant, privileged discourses and to legitimate marginalized discourses are 

therefore responses that simultaneously reveal the shortcomings of American democracy 

and reassert an idealized version of democracy as a primary pedagogical project. 

Indeed it is hardly surprising to find recent articulations of writing instruction 

citing work by his Marion Young,^ who argues that effective democracy demands "real 

participatory structures in which actual people with their geographical, ethnic, gender, 

and occupational differences, assert their perspectives on social issues within institutions 

that encourage the representation of their distinct voices" (116). Nor is it surprising to 

find repeated references to Henry A. Giroux, whose efforts to construct a critical 

pedagogy are marked by a call "to construct schools as democratic public spheres" (689), 



as sites for "furthering the habits, customs, and social relations that are essential to 

democratic public forums" (690). Like Young, Giroux grounds his educational project 

"for revitalizing democratic public life" (690) in a politics of difference, which he often 

defines in terms of language, culture, and ideology. While Young posits a "postmodern 

democracy," Giroux terms his own vision "critical democracy." The rhetorical reflexive 

turn attempts to facilitate both democratic agendas by demystifying and legitimating 

social differences, particularly as they are groimded in discursive practices. 

Thus at the risk of remaining too general or broad in defining rhetorical 

reflexivit>' as democratic, I am reluctant to narrow that descriptor in a way that will 

exclude other conceptions of democracy (beyond "critical" or "postmodern," for 

example) that also seek to alleviate unequal power relations and/or validate social 

differences. James Berlin, for instance, has attempted to refigure English studies to 

prepare students "for work, democratic politics, and consumer culture" (xxi). Drawing on 

both Giroux and Young—and on others, such as John Dewey and Fred Newton Scott— 

Berlin constructs a vision of democratic education that is not restricted to but certainly 

includes key tenets of the rhetorical reflexive turn. I will continue, then, to use the term 

democratic in defining rhetorical reflexivity, and I will use the term throughout this 

dissertation as a shorthand reference to the political commitments and practices sketched 

here. Gilyard's call to resist and critique the standardization of certain discourses is 

indeed a democratic move, for if a politics of difference is to genuinely succeed, the 

constructs through which differing social groups gain or lose power must be revealed as 

exactly that: constructs. 
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Such standardization—and thus reproduction—of discursive practices is part of a 

complex process in which people are taught to value certain social differences and 

devalue others (consciously or not). Those valuations collectively comprise what Pierre 

Bourdieu calls a habitus, the definition of which is difficult to pin down; Bourdieu 

defines habitus broadly throughout his work, narrowing it differently in different 

contexts. At times he writes that it is "a system of schemes of thought, perception, 

appreciation, and action" (Bourdieu and Passeron 40). At other times the habitus is 

defined much like Aristotle's notion of hexis, which might be loosely described as the 

cultivation of habits that represent and shape us as individuals and, significantly, as group 

members (Bourdieu and Passeron 34). For my own purposes, I borrow from the scope of 

Bourdieu's work to define the habitus as the collection of discourse styles, mannerisms, 

aesthetic sensibilities, and accumulated knowledge with which particular groups or 

classes identify themselves and through which their lived experiences are mediated. 

Consistent across Bourdieu's uses of habitus, and significant to my own appropriation, is 

his insistence that those mediating structures are simultaneously political in nature and 

apolitical or "objective" in appearance (passim). In fact their political functions are 

successfiil because of their seeming neutrality: regarding a privileged discursive style or 

aesthetic taste as objectively "normal" or "standard" facilitates its privileging and hides 

the political work that it does. To return to the example of academic discourse: a 

classroom discussion may be centered on demystifying class relations and unequal social 

power; that discussion may thus appear democratic, but if it is mediated (as classroom 

conversations so often are) through academic discourse, then those who identify most 
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with that discursive form will be granted the greatest authority. In this case academic 

discourse is what Bourdieu and Passeron call a dominant cultural arbitrary, a portion of 

the dominant group's habitus that is reproduced to ensure the continuation of the 

ideologies embedded in the habitus. Bourdieu and Passeron share common ground here 

with Antonio Gramsci in recognizing that political power is most lastingly maintained not 

through force but through ideological consent, or hegemony.^ Hence a dominant group's 

wish to impose and sustain its own ideological interests through the inculcation of its own 

habitus. This is, in short, what Bourdieu and Passeron call cultural reproduction. 

Nowhere is this process more clear than in educational systems' privileging of 

literary canons, discourse practices, and "foundational" cultural knowledge—all of which 

Bourdieu and Passeron appropriately term cultural capital. Important to note is their 

emphasis on the arbitrariness of that capital: 

The selection of meanings which objectively defines a group's or a class's culture 
as a symbolic system is arbitrary insofar as the structure and functions of that 
culture cannot be deduced from any universal principle, whether physical, 
biological or spiritual, not being linked by any sort of internal relation to 'the 
nature of things' or any 'human nature'. (8, italics original) 

Regardless of that arbitrariness (or perhaps because of it), education—^which Bourdieu 

and Passeron refer to as "symbolic violence"—regularly works through selection and 

exclusion to treat as worthy the meanings that define the class of the dominant culture 

and to treat as unworthy all else (8). In so doing education tends to naturalize the 

urmatural—the very problem articulated by Gilyard and Bazerman in relation to 

discourse. 
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This then brings us back to composition's rhetorical reflexive turn, the concern of 

which is clearly cultural reproduction and the focus of which is one particular form of 

cultural capital: discourse. This also brings us to further terms that must be defined here: 

culture and dominant culture. Without question I could spend the remainder of this work 

unpacking each. Berlin has written that in the past two decades "what to make of the term 

culture has been one of the most conspicuous arenas of debate in education" (xviii). 

Making culture so conspicuous has in fact been an evolving conception of culture as both 

arbitrary and bound to formations of social power. Sounding similar to Bourdieu, Berlin 

summarizes a prominent, recent definition of culture (which he attributes largely to 

scholars in Cultural Studies) as "a set of historically variable signifying practices 

characteristic of diverse social groups" and "the mediations of lived activity by language" 

(xviii-xix). Though he does not invoke Bourdieu directly, Berlin clearly references 

"signifying practices" as a cultural arbitrary; moreover, he also references many of 

Bourdieu's basic concerns: 

As the lived experiences and everyday language of citizens become more and 
more diversified, conservative forces insist on the imposition of a uniform set of 
texts and a monolithic set of reading and writing practices. These texts and 
practices are designed to reinforce the cultural hegemony of certain class, race, 
and gender groups at a time when this hegemony is being challenged in the daily 
encounters of ordinary citizens—citizens who inhabit a disparate array of cultural 
spaces, (xx) 

Thus for my own purposes and within the context I am developing here, I wish to regard 

culture as a descriptive term to categorize meaning-making practices with which 

particular social groups identify. Moreover, since those practices are varied and diverse, 

coexisting within and comprising a range of social formations, I wish to consider culture 
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in the plural. Just as there is no single discourse or discourse community, there is no 

single culture. I find it more useful to speak of differing cultures and their identifying 

discursive practices. One might, for example, speak of an American corporate culture, 

one marked by a rhetoric of efficiency and an ethic of expediency (Katz); one might 

speak also of an American Black culture, marked by such a discursive form as Black 

English Vernacular (Labov), by representations of lived experiences in Afi^can-American 

literature, and by other (largely suppressed) cultural arbitraries; one might speak also of 

academic cultures, of gay and lesbian cultures, or of patriarchal and matriarchal cultures. 

These are certainly broad applications of the term, but within the scope of this 

dissertation, I hope that my use of it invokes the conceptions of social formations that I 

have been developing. 

That said, I must complicate further the "correspondence" that I have suggested 

between meaning-making practices and particular cultures. Neither category is simply 

nor easily identified, and neither should be considered stable. In what cultural category, 

for example, should one consider Richard Rodriguez, a gay Hispanic academic from 

working-class roots who has self-consciously adopted the language and knowledge—the 

cultural capital—of a predominantly white, heterosexual, upper-middle class social 

group? Rodriguez is obviously positioned within many cultures as I am defining them, 

simultaneously being informed by them but also informing them in return. Such a 

complication is similar (and related) to complications of the notion of the discourse 

community—what 1 would consider a specific mode of cultural participation and 

identification. It is tempting to regard discourse communities as unified and coherent; 



indeed mucii of what I have written thus far can be read as suggesting a simple and 

consistent correspondence among discourses, ideologies, and group membership—a 

correspondence constitutive of homogenous identities and values. Yet Rodriguez's 

membership in an academic discourse community means that he will inform that 

community's discursive practices from his position as an often-marginalized individual. 

Moreover, it would be naive to assume his socio-ideological position is identical to the 

other members in that group, especially those who do not share all his cultural 

identifications. 

Despite such instability, nevertheless, certain socio-ideological positions do 

dominate within certain discourse communities, and certain discourse communities do 

dominate within cultures. When those modes of domination coexist, the results are 

dominant discourses, shot through with dominant ideologies. Finally within a larger 

social formation—^American society, for instance—the social groups who have the 

greatest political power (regardless of the reasons, which would be impossible to 

articulate here) represent themselves and carry out their power using their own dominant 

discursive practices. These groups constitute, then, dominant cultures—categories 

defined not by a "majority rule" but through a convergence of power, ideology, and 

identifying cultural capital. That such groups are commonly identifiable is evidence of 

that convergence. Further evidence can be found in the overuse of what Cy Knoblauch 

calls "a misleadingly simple fiction": the construct of dominant culture as a singular 

monolith. "The" dominant culture in the US, as Knoblauch implicidy demonstrates, is 

really a composite of many dominant cultures as I'm here defining them; they are, as 
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Knoblauch writes, "(sub)urban-white, upper middle-class, Eurocentric in outlook, and 

either male or willing to accommodate the norms of patriarchal realit>'" (12). 

WMle Bourdieu and Passeron are less carefiil in defining culture and dominant 

culture (indeed they consistently rely on the fiction of the monolith),® their general use of 

the terms can be productively read along the lines that I am developing here. Cultural 

reproduction becomes for them, as it does for me, the reproduction of a dominant 

culture's habitus. That reproduction involves allegedly apolitical mediating structures that 

privilege arbitrary forms of dominant cultural capital as well as the ideological codes 

embedded in and concealed by that capital. Discourse is, as I have shown, one mediating 

structure that the rhetorical reflexive turn is committed to critiquing. Beyond discourse, 

however, are other seemingly apolitical structures that mediate our lived experiences. In 

the context of education as a lived experience, and within the focus of this dissertation, 

those structures include the techniques and technologies of collaboration that have been 

made essentially invisible, or at the very least, "objective," through their routinization. 

They enable collaborative learning to function as a mode of cultural reproduction despite 

the rhetorical reflexive turn—perhaps even, ironiceilly enough, because of it. That is, the 

work done by composition scholars and teachers in analyzing discourse as a means of 

reproducing power and privilege has allowed for a certain level of complacency in 

examining the mediating conditions of that work. I want here to take awaj' that 

complacency, to remind readers that there is in the rhetorical reflexive turn much we can 

leam from but also much we can build on and contribute to. As I will show in the next 

chapter, composition studies's goal of demystifying and critiquing the discursive 
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mechanisms of cultural reproduction has informed recent conceptions of collaborative 

learning; if those conceptions are to be realized, that goal must now be extended beyond 

discourse—^which, in the context of our disciplinary work, can no longer be considered 

unseen. 

A critical scrutiny of the unseen: 

Overview of Chapters 

Having developed above a foundation for a defining vision of collaborative 

learning, and having established an academic context and disciplinary project within 

which to situate this dissertation, I now wish to offer an overview of my remaining 

chapters. All of them, except for Chapter One, are dedicated to critically explicating the 

cultural reproduction at work within routinized and normalized structural and discursive 

conditions that mediate collaboration in the writing classroom—the techniques and 

technologies we employ as teachers yet rarely scrutinize. Included are assessment 

(Chapter Two), the interrelations of specific classroom procedures and practices (Chapter 

Three), the disciplinary paradigm (Chapter Four), and the emerging role of new 

technologies in education (Chapter Five). At first glance the scope of this work may 

appear too broad. An entire dissertation could certainly be written on any one of the 

conditions mentioned; collaboration in the computerized classroom, for example, is easily 

a book-length subject. However, what holds this work together as its main thread is a 

consistent critical methodology that guides each chapter's analysis. My primary focus is 

not so much any of the individual conditions mediating collaboration as it is the particular 
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means of interrogating those conditions. In this respect each of chapters two through, five 

exemplifies differently, and helps to develop, a very specific focus: namely a critical 

scrutiny of unseen modes of cultural reproduction in the collaborative classroom. 

In Chapter One I wish to accomplish two tasks. The first is to continue defining 

my primary terms. I have begun that task above in relation to cultural reproduction and 

the academic context that I am working within; I wish now to focus on the primary terms 

guiding the subject and critical work of the dissertation, specifically collaborative 

learning, technique, technology, and assessment. 1 thus begin the chapter by offering a 

defining vision of collaborative learning, one informed by the rhetorical reflexive turn 

and one that is, like democracy, both a fiction and an ideal toward which to strive. In 

doing so I draw on scholars such as Kenneth Bruffee (for his pioneering work and 

continuing influence), Mary Louise Pratt (for her notion of contact zones), John Trimbur 

(for his concept of dissensus in the collaborative classroom), and Mikhail Bakhtin (for his 

theory of dialogism). In brief I define collaborafive learning as a philosophy and a set of 

pedagogical practices that seek to situate students in less hierarchical relations—with one 

another, with classroom teachers, and with textual authorities—and to engage those 

students in the active, shared construction of knowledge in the classroom; I argue that 

such practices need to be informed by student differences in race, class, and gender, and 

that they should facilitate critique of and resistance to cultural reproduction. In defining 

the other primary terms referred to above—technique, technology, and assessment—I 

hope to accomplish my second task, which is to lay a foundation for the critical 
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methodology that will inform (and continue to be developed throughout) the remaining 

chapters. 

In Chapter Two I apply, and further construct, such a critique by examining 

assessment. I argue specifically that current forms of assessment in the collaborative 

writing classroom—ones routinized and thus unseen—can undercut efforts toward a 

democratic and resistant form of collaboration by effacing social differences and 

privileging dominant cultural capital. Writing assessment is of course both theoretical and 

pedagogical, but it is also empirical; it has a scientific, "objective" appearance, one that 

encourages many teachers to think of it as a simple and even value-fi-ee instrument of 

measurement. Drawing on assessment scholarship by Moss, White, Farr, and others, and 

through analyses of concrete examples from my own and others' collaborative 

classrooms, I counter such an appearance; I explicate assessment as a technology of 

power, one that constructs students as willing subjects of dominant cultures. I conclude 

the chapter by suggesting ways to revise the relationship between assessment and 

collaborative learning. I begin this dissertation's critical analyses with assessment for two 

significant reasons. First, assessment is situated locally, at the most immediate and visible 

location of collaborative learning practices: the classroom. It thus provides a fairly 

concrete demonstration both of the unseen functions of cultural reproduction in our work 

and of the potential for a revision of collaborative learning. Second, I begin with 

assessment because the language of psychometrics offers methodological terms and 

concepts that I will build on throughout the dissertation. Specifically I will rely on the 

terms consequential validity and epistemic reflexivity, constructs that I find particularly 
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useful for their emphases on the socio-ideological impact of knowledge-generating 

practices that have become normalized and taken for granted. 

In Chapter Three I move outward from assessment to consider the interrelations 

among local classroom procedures and practices, examining how specific collaborative 

actions are informed by and dependent on certain structural relationships. I describe and 

analyze a series of collaborative practices that have become commonplace in composition 

pedagogy: peer critique and revision; teacher/student- and group-conferencing; 

co-authoring; and discussion formats such as "webbing," consensus-building, and 

debating. I articulate theoretical justifications for such practices, and I use the guiding 

conceptual categories of consequential validity and epistemic reflexivity to critique the 

reality of how those practices often contribute to cultural reproduction within particular 

classroom contexts. To illustrate, and as evidence for some of my claims, 1 draw on my 

own experiences teaching First-year Composition (FYC) and Business Writing at the 

University of Arizona. Surprisingly enough, the collaborative learning techniques I use 

teaching FYC (a course that is often purported to challenge dominant cultural ideologies) 

actually promote the reproduction of dominant cultural discourses and knowledge, 

whereas the techniques I use in Business Writing (a course designed to efficiently 

acculturate students into the marketplace) more readily enable critique and resistance. 

Through such analysis I hope to encourage a greater critical awareness of structure as a 

pedagogical technique in the collaborative classroom. I conclude by suggesting ways to 

configure interrelated classroom practices so that embedded within those configurations 

are opportunities for resistance, differently positioned dialogue, and critical reflection. 
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In Chapter Four I continue to move outward by analyzing the relationship 

between collaboration and the disciplinary paradigm within which it is situated and 

through which it is mediated. I show how, despite hopes that collaboration enables 

students to collectively construct knowledge from positioned perspectives of social 

difference, disciplinarity can function to calcify knowledge as objective and learning as 

an information-banking process; moreover, disciplinarity can impose a homogenous 

social character on its members, a character often constructed along dominant cultural 

lines. I will provide evidence for these claims through theories of social constructivism 

and through two extended examples, the first historical and the second contemporary. In 

addition to supporting particular arguments about disciplinarity, the second extended 

example offers an alternative to discipline-bound collaboration, namely /«re/*disciplinary 

collaboration. Drawing on that altemative, 1 suggest practical strategies for addressing the 

effects of disciplinarity on collaborative learning. 

In Chapter Five I continue to interrogate unseen conditions of collaboration at a 

level that stretches beyond the discipline but that simultaneously returns the reader to 

immediate classroom space. I examine generally the medium of instruction, and I focus 

specifically on one particular medium: the electronic space of the computer-enhanced, 

intemetworked writing classroom. By analyzing electronic collaborations, I hope to 

demonstrate that intemetworked environments, despite claims by digital enthusiasts, do 

not necessarily facilitate critique of or resistance to dominant cultural discourses and 

knowledge. Such environments can in fact be deceptive, for their visible potential for 

facilitating collaboration can mask the mvisible ways in which technology often 



functions to reaffirm the status quo. I provide evidence for this critique through 

scholarship in the growing field of computers and composition and through analyses of 

both hardware and software applications that mediate collaborative writing pedagogies. 

I analyze the intemetworked classroom as my final extended critique in the 

dissertation not just because it locates the reader both beyond disciplinary constraints and 

within immediate classroom space but also because it so aptly represents the culmination 

of a dual conception of technology that I develop from the first chapter onward. As I 

argue in Chapter One, technology needs to be understood in two ways: in its vernacular, 

instrumental sense (which is usually taken for granted) and in its more political, 

ideological sense (which is often elided). Because the former tends to conceal and 

therefore enable the latter, I believe they must be understood in relation to one another. 

Computer mediated collaboration embodies the techniques and exemplifies the 

technologies of collaborative learning that are most illustratively normalized and bound 

to cultural reproduction. Chapter Five's call for and development of a critical 

methodology for incorporating new technologies into our collaborative classrooms, then, 

draws on, puts into practice, and reinforces specifically the dissertation's general critical 

project. 

In the Conclusion I attempt to extend the conceptual boundaries of that project by 

examining means for revising collaborative learning beyond the individual teacher's or 

scholar's work. Specifically, I highlight institutional initiatives and pedagogical 

projects—such as service learning and writing across the curriculum—that are seeking to 

do this, implicitly if not explicitly, and I use them to indicate directions for future related 
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endeavors. I conclude by offering common parameters to follow^ in our intellectual work 

as teachers, administrators, and curriculum designers. 
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Notes 

' The earliest articulations of collaborative learning, by Ken Bruffee, are justified 

primarily through social-constructivist theory. See, for example, "Social Construction, 

Language, and the Authority of Knowledge: A Bibliographic Essay." 

~ The progression of Bizzell's analyses of academic discourse can be found in Academic 

Discourse and Critical Consciousness, where she maps a growing awareness of the socio-

ideological function of academic discourse and its role in the maintenance of privilege. 

^ Below in the same section. I offer a working defmition of culture. As for language, I 

wish to make clear that although I may appear to be using the term interchangeably with 

discourse, I am working not to; I consider language broad in scope—an umbrella term to 

describe signifying practices that enable communication. When I use the term discourse, 

I am following my field's general—and often implicit—meaning of a more narrowly 

conceived set of language conventions tliat are shared by definable social groups whose 

ideological commitments can to a reasonable extent be identified, especially as they are 

perpetuated in discursive codes. 

* See Faigley, 1992. 

^ See, for example. Friend; Bums; Berlin. 

^ See Selections from the Prison Notebooks. 

^ See Rodriguez, Hunger of Memory. 

n 

In Reproduction. Bourdieu and Passeron do not seek to problematize cultural categories 

in the ways I have attempted to using Rodriguez. Just as they refer to the dominant 
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culture in America, they also regularly index unified and easily distinguishable classes 

(and dominant and subordinate class members). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

REPRODUCTION AND RESISTANCE: 

DEFINING THE TERMS OF COLLABORATIVE LEARNING 

I begin this chapter by reminding the reader of the dissertation's title: Assessing 

Collaborative Learning: Techniques, Technologies, and Cultural Reproduction in the 

Composition Classroom. Virtually every term is contested, each with varying and 

variable meanings. Although I have in the introduction developed a local definition of 

cultural reproduction as a way to establish a context for this work, I need now to define 

the very subject of my critique—collaborative learning. Additionally, I must define 

technique and technology; both share titular prominence because they exemplify 

routinized concepts and terms that guide much pedagogical practice in collaborative 

learning. Just as many composition teachers and scholars rely on collaboration as a god-

term, so do many rely on the seeming transparency of the collaborative "techniques" they 

employ and the supplementsd "technologies" they apply. I surround those terms in 

quotation marks to underscore the irony of their alleged transparency. As I demonstrate in 

this chapter, they are see-through in neither meaning nor application. Indeed, both can be 

defined in terms of power and its reproduction—definitions and functions too commonly 

ignored. Thus my purpose in defining these terms extends beyond simply being a 

responsible scholar. It is through definition that I hope to begin laying a foundation for 

the critical methodology that guides the central work of this dissertation. As part of that 



task I will also need to define assessment, which I view as both a mode of cultural 

reproduction in and of itself and as a guiding construct for critical inquiry and analysis. 

While I define my primary terms in separate sections below, I remind the reader 

that such separation is artificial and done only for clarification. Indeed the terms as I am 

defining them must be understood in relation to one another. In the first section I offer a 

defining vision of collaborative learning as a practice of resisting cultural reproduction; 

such a vision, I argue, accords with and contributes to the political agenda that I have, 

following Bazerman, termed the rhetoricad reflexive turn in composition studies. In the 

section following that, I define technique and technology in relation to power and 

reproduction, drawing on theoretical applications of the terms by scholars such as 

Jacques Ellul and Michel Foucault and contrasting those applications with vernacular 

usage. I conclude the chapter with an introductory definition of assessment, one I will 

develop more fully in Chapter Two. Within the context of the preceding terms and the 

overall project of this dissertation, I define assessment as a technique of education and a 

technology of power. I also exploit assessment as an apt descriptor for what this 

dissertation is: namely, an assessment of collaborative learning, a critical evaluation 

guided by a particular methodology and informed by particular political concerns. 

Collaborative Learning as Resistance: 

Criticism and Utopic Visions 

Despite its taken-for-granted status, some scholars in composition studies have 

come to see collaborative learning, particularly as it has been developed by Kenneth 
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Bniffee, as a practice of cultural reproduction, or at the very least, assimilation. Indeed 

Bruffee has been criticized for constructing a model of education that asks students to 

join dominant cultures rather than resist or critique them (Myers; Trimbur; Bizzell; 

Payne). Despite such criticism, some valuable core tenets of Bruffee's model can be seen 

as fostering resistance to cultural reproduction—a vision I wish to develop here. 

Specifically Bruffee wants to redefine traditional understandings of knowledge and 

authority in the classroom; he wants to subvert hierarchies between teachers and students, 

and he wants to grant students access to the social construction of knowledge. Drawing 

on the work of Paulo Freire, Bruffee disparages the "banking model" of education, 

wherein teachers "prepare for teaching by filling their own minds to overflowing with 

disciplinary knowledge and expertise. Their goal is to have plenty of knowledge in 

reserve for filling the minds of their students" rCollaborative r.eaming 72). In 

collaborative learning environments, teachers instead work to construct conditions in 

which students are able to successfully participate in disciplinary conversations, resisting 

in the process the authorities of knowledge represented by textbooks and professors. 

Bruffee argues that this can be done through active problem-solving practices that 

facilitate student-generated knowledge. Such practices situate students in groups rather 

than rows, and they situate the instructor at the side of the room rather than at a lecture 

podium (metaphorically and literally). Thus, on at least one level, Bruffee's work 

addresses what Bourdieu would see as one mode of cultural reproduction in education: 

the physical (and simultaneously ideological) space of the classroom, in which 

specifically privileged forms of authority and power are inscribed and maintained. 



The problem with BrufFee's model is that it is built upon consensus-making 

practices in both knowledge and discourse. Bruffee describes the end-goal of student 

collaboration as reaccultiiration, a process in which students are brought from disparate 

(and often marginalized) communities into traditional learning communities of "like-

minded peers" marked and shaped by shared academic and disciplinary features, 

including discourse. Reacculturation, according to Bruffee, is dependent upon the 

students and teacher in a given class reaching consensus, not just explicit consensus over 

basic disciplinary information but also—even especially—tacit consensus over the 

appropriate discursive forms to use in academic conversations. This conception has been 

attacked repeatedly for promoting "groupthink" and what is basically a homogenous 

conformity to the status quo.' In response scholars such as John Trimbur, Greg Myers, 

Xin Lu Gale, and Bill Karis have all struggled to infuse conflict, rather than consensus, 

into collaborative learning. Trimbur has sought to redefine consensus as a rhetoric of 

dissensus, an agreement to disagree given differing social positionalities and relations 

within the classroom. Such a view of consensus would be considered by many scholars in 

composition to be dialogic—a reference to Bakhtin's use of the term to signify dialogue 

that is heteroglossic; a condition of irreducible diversity in multiple discourses and a 

constant struggle among them. Bakhtin favors the dialogic because it enables a "surplus 

of seeing," a state in which individuals see themselves and others not as simple objects 

but as subjects always-already defined through their discursive relations v^dth one another 

(Holquist). Dissensus, then, can facilitate resistance to cultural reproduction in much the 

way that carnival—as I describe in the Introduction—does for Bakhtin and rhetorical 



reflexivity does for Bazerman: by enabling the coexistence of "a polyphony of voices" 

shot through with "social, cultural, and linguistic differences" (Trimbur, "Consensus" 

609). 

That dialogic state is central to anthropologist Mary Louise Pratt's notion of the 

contact zone, a metaphor that also has become commonplace in composition studies 

during the past decade, and one that I draw upon here to posit collaboration as resistance 

to cultural reproduction. In the early 1990s, Pratt offered the contact zone as an 

alternative to what she saw as a then-popular conception of communities in the academy: 

"discrete, self-defined, coherent entities, held together by a homogenous competence or 

grammar shared identically and equedly among all the members" (537). In contrast the 

contact zone is, to Pratt, a more accurate depiction of communities, what she considers 

"social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts 

of highly asymmetrical relations of power [. . .]"(530). In the process those cultures 

negotiate—implicitly and explicitly—their identifying cultural arbitraries and their 

relationships among each other. In contact zones individuals engage in what Pratt calls 

transculturation and autoethnography. practices of simultaneously absorbing dominant 

cultural discourses and knowledge and rewriting them according to one's own cultural 

identifications. At first glance it is tempting to read Pratt's work as a comforting 

postmodem response to concerns of cultural reproduction. That is, if the contact zone is a 

more accurate understanding of community, why worry about homogeneity or the 

unequal privileging of cultural arbitraries? To answer: although Pratt does not reference 

Bourdieu or Bakhtin directly, she complements much of their work by implicitly 
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recognizing that contact zones exist in degrees, in differing measures of heterogeneity 

and of oppression and domination. Our goal as educators, then, is to work toward an 

idealized version of the contact zone, one that in many respects resembles Trimbur's 

conception of a dissensus-based collaborative classroom (which Trimbur acknowledges 

is Utopian). Pratt writes that "pedagogical arts of the contact zone" will include 

identifying with the ideas, interests, histories, and attitudes of others; experiments 
in transculturation and collaborative work in the arts of critique, parody, and 
comparison (including unseemly comparisons between elite and vernacular 
cultural forms) [. . .] ways to move into and out of rhetorics of authenticity; 
ground rules for communication across lines of difference and hierarchy that go 
beyond politeness but maintain mutual respect; [and] a systematic approach to the 
all-important concept of cultural mediation. (541, italics original) 

What Pratt specifically means by a "systematic approach" to "cultural mediation" 

is difficult to know, for she stops short of providing any real methodology for structuring 

a successful pedagogical contact zone. This lack creates at least one significant problem 

in adopting the contact zone as a controlling metaphor for collaboration-as-resistance: By 

not offering any concrete guidelines for structuring social interaction, Pratt safely escapes 

having to address the messiness involved in disabling some of the rules of social 

engagement that fimction in service of cultural reproduction. For those same rules often 

serve to maintain order and a certain level of control that many deem necessary. Most 

readers will no doubt be familiar, for example, with Richard E. Miller's well-known 

ardcle, "Fault Lines in the Contact Zone," in which he argues that Pratt's encouragement 

of difference and oppositional dialogue does little to help teachers deal with openly 

hostile and potentiadly harmful discourse. While Miller focuses on an extreme example of 

oppositional discourse—a student's self-representation as violent and homophobic—^to 
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celebrating difference: Regardless of our commitment to diversity, as teachers we all 

have to construct with our students boundaries that demarcate which differences are 

acceptable and which are not. That may sound somewhat Orwellian (all differences are 

equal, but some are more equal than others), yet we cannot simply open the floodgates to 

everything in the classroom, as Miller's article makes clear. Importandy, however, what 

might seem to be disruptive or out-of-bounds to one teacher might be to another a healthy 

and productive exploration of alternative ways of thinking and identifying. Without 

trying to decide where on such a spectrum we should each stand, I believe the most 

ethical move we can make in response is to be vigilant in recognizing the ideological 

weight of dominant cultural capital, which includes rules of engagement and acceptances 

or rejections of particular positions. At the same time, we need to acknowledge our own 

identification with that capital and the reasons behind our identification; in short we can 

work to denaturalize cultural arbitraries. We can then, with our students, be in better 

positions to judge the appropriateness of expressions of social difference that are not so 

immediately obvious as the homophobic student Miller describes. 

I do not here wish to naively imply easy or self-evident recognition of dominant 

ideologies as they exist in our classrooms or teaching practices. Such recognition is no 

simple move, particularly given the myriad ways through which cultural reproduction 

succeeds and given its self-effacing function. Thus I believe that a "systematic approach 

to cultural mediation" will involve carefully structured dialogic interactions that foster 

reflexive, critical interrogations of the discourses aind knowledge that comprise those 
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invocation of Bazerman's rhetorical reflexive turn as the context for this work), I believe 

such interrogations are most likely to arise from paratactic juxtapositions that lay baare the 

constructed and constructing nature of cultural discourses and knowledge. It is from this 

perspective and this framework that I wish to posit a vision of collaborative learning 

grounded in social dialogue that represents and juxtaposes an array of diverse subjec=t 

positions and their identifying cultural arbitraries. This is a vision of collaboration thsat 

resists, rather than serves, cultural reproduction. 

Such dialogic collaboration will not simply happen on its own; hence my use- of 

the adjectival phrase "carefully structured." By that phrase I mean more than the care and 

attention paid to disciplinary content or discussion topics (although I certainly includle 

such features). That is indeed the kind of structuring built into pedagogical models siach 

as that represented in Bizzell and Herzberg's Negotiating Difference- a textbook and 

curriculum designed to create a contact zone through readings and discussions of 

conflicting, differently positioned perspectives on historical social issues. In additiorLi to 

such curricular structuring, collaborative learning can also involve physical structurirng: 

as mentioned above, in most current composition classrooms students are situated in 

peer-groups, and traditional lecture formats have been refigured into discussion forrtLats 

facilitated through open-ended questions. 

While these are healthy moves toward collaborative learning practices as I am 

here envisioning them, we as educators need to be careful not to stop short of utilizin_g 

other structural means through which we might resist modes of cultural reproduction and 
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foster social interactions that are dialogic, critical, and reflexive. Moreover, we need to be 

careful not to stop short of interrogating structural conditions that may undermine such 

dialogue. (Indeed I am reminded of Bourdieu's use of the term "objective structures'' to 

describe culturally-reproductive mediations of lived experience.^) While it is true that 

social interactions in a collaborative classroom are mediated by discursive conventions, 

by the curriculum, and by the physical geography of the classroom, interactions are also 

mediated by a host of conditions inevitably ideological but normalized beyond our 

critical evaluations. Dialogue in current collaborative classrooms is mediated, for 

example, by an array of bureaucratic institutional structures; by economic conditions that 

determine the material resources of the classroom and govern who can even be present; 

and by the logistics of academic disciplinarity, one function of which is to impose order 

and coherence on the construction of knowledge. In tum the students who are 

collaborating are also mediated; they are shaped and constrained, constructed often in 

monologic and culturally privileged ways. Despite perhaps an appearance of dialogic 

collaboration borne out of open-ended discussions and an attention to a "multicultural" 

curriculum, students are routinely composed as willing subjects of dominant cultures. 

They are composed, along with the collaborative classroom itself, out of overdetermined 

material and social conditions that undermine idealized possibilities of democracy or 

contact zone dialogue. In the next section, I wish to elaborate further on such 

overdetermination, unpacking in the process two more of my title's terms, technique and 

technology. As 1 hope to show, the terms themselves exemplify the kind of normalization 

that effaces and enables cultural reproduction in the collaborative classroom. 
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Technique and Technology. 

Systemic Modes of Cultural Reproduction 

In saying the collaborative classroom is overdetermined, I am following a nmnber 

of postmodern theorists who recognize with differing focuses the systemic and material 

means through which ideological dominance operates (Smith; Foucault; Therbon; Ebert; 

Giroux). Often drawing on works by Louis Althusser and Antonio Gramsci, such scholars 

regularly describe the ways in which ideology interpellates subjects through a multitude 

of minute, seemingly apolitical inscriptions in daily discursive and material practices. 

When those inscriptions promote, however unconsciously, the values of dominant 

cultures, they contribute to what Gramsci has termed hegemony—dominant cultural 

power realized not through force but ideological consent. As Berlin writes, "Ideology 

always brings with it strong social and cultural reinforcement, so that what we take to 

exist, to have value, and to be possible seems necessary, normal, and inevitable—in the 

nature of things. This goes for power as well, since ideology naturalizes certain authority 

regimes—those of class, race, and gender, for example—and renders alternatives all but 

unthinkable" fR-hetoric 79). Because those reinforcements surround us (and are 

embedded) in normalized daily practices, both material and discursive, we cannot avoid 

them. 

This overdetermination is evident, for example, in the socializing codes embedded 

in disciplinary discourse, which I mentioned above and will explicate more fully in 

Chapter Four. There I argue that disciplinarity—a structural and discursive condition of 

higher education that we routinely take for granted and accept as natural and 
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unavoidable—has often ftinctioned to efface and even deny social and cultural 

differences, thereby undermining dialogic collaboration and promoting cultural 

reproduction. As Foucault notes, disciplines constitute "a system of control in the 

production of discourse," determining the conditions under which it may be employed 

and imposing rules to select and exclude potential topics, discursive conventions, and 

even speaking subjects ("Discourse" 155). That process of selection and exclusion is 

formed and mediated by its relationship to other systems of selection and exclusion— 

what Teresa Ebert calls systems of difference. While she believes those systems can be 

transformed, she writes that 

such transformations are themselves contingent on analyzing the ways in which 
the operation of power and organization of differences in a specific system are 
overdetermined by other systems of difference, because systems of difference are 
also situated in a social formation—which is itself a structure of differences made 
up of other systems of differences, including the social, economic, political, 
cultural, and ideological. (899, italics original) 

While I disagree with Ebert's separation of the ideological from the other categories she 

employs, I agree with her recognition of systemic overdetermination and with her call for 

analyses. As educators we need to recognize that our collaborative classroom 

conversations are situated within disciplinary paradigms ideologically informed by a 

multitude of social, polidcal, economic, and cultural conditions, many of which function 

in the service of cultural reproduction. Furthermore, we need to engage in critical 

analyses of the relationships among collaborative classroom conversations and their 

determining conditions—of which the disciplinary stmcture is but one example. 

My example of the disciplinary structure is significant. I choose that example not 

just because I will develop it at length later on but also because the meaning and function 
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of discipline are illustratively context-depeadent. Readers familiar with Foucault will 

readily call to mind his exploration of discipline beyond academic formations, 

particularly the disciplining fimction of Jeremy Bentham's prison model, the panopticon. 

Architecturally engineered to efficiently and effectively produce human subjugation, the 

panopticon is, according to Foucault, "a mechanism of power reduced to its ideal form,"' 

and as such, it is "a figure of political technology" applicable to any number of social 

contexts ("Panopticism" 189). Foucault writes, 

[The panopticon] is poly\'alent in its applications; it serves to reform prisoners, 
but also to treat patients, to instruct schoolchildren, to confine the insane, to 
supervise workers, to put beggars and idlers to work. It is a type of location of 
bodies in space, of distribution of individuals in relation to one another, of 
hierarchical organization, of disposition of centers and channels of power, of 
definition of the instruments and modes of intervention of power, which can be 
implemented in hospitals, workshops, schools, prisons. Whenever one is dealing 
with a multiplicity of individuals on whom a task or a particular form of behavior 
must be imposed, the panoptic schema may be used. (189) 

Important to notice is Foucault's gloss of an "infinitely minute web" of panoptic 

mechanisms ("Panopticism" 203)—an overdetermination of discipline inscribed in 

locations of bodies, of distributions of individuals, definitions of instruments of power, 

and so on. Foucault writes that discipline is a modality for the exercise of authority, 

"comprising a whole set of instruments, techniques, procedures, levels of application, 

targets" ("Panopticism" 196). In terms of subject formation panopticism works by 

encouraging self-discipline through a multiplicity of material and discursive practices that 

become normalized and naturalized through routine application ("Panopticism"203). 

Parallels here with Bourdieuian modes of cultural reproduction should be obvious; the 

(self-) impositions of particular forms of behavior are central to the disciplining projects 
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of various institutions as well as to projects designed to sustain and reproduce dominant 

cultural capital. Indeed in many cases such projects would be one and the same. 

In defining panopticism, Foucault writes that "it is a 'physics' or an 'anatomy' of 

power, a 'technology'" ("Panopticism"! 96). Throughout much of his work Foucault uses 

the term technology to articulate what John Fiske calls a "bottom-up" process of power-

and subject-formation (161). Fiske argues, correctly I believe, that Foucault reverses 

traditional ways of thinking about power relations: namely those that suggest power is 

exerted from a position of dominance and exercised on those "beneath" that position (a 

"top-down" scheme). In a bottom-up model, social relations are constructed out of the 

multitude of normalized "micro-technologies of power which produce, organize, and 

control social differences" (161). For Foucault a workstation in a factory is a technology 

of power, for it controls an individual's body and behaviors; it mediates concrete, lived 

experiences, just as discourse does. Moreover, that mediation is indiscriminate, affecting 

even those individuals with the greatest social power: of Bentham's prison model, 

Foucault writes that "enclosed as he is in the middle of this architectural mechanism, is 

not the director's own fate entirely bound up with it?" (188) The disciplinary structure of 

academia, then, might also be regarded as a technology of power, for as 1 show in 

Chapter Four it functions to produce, organize, and control social differences. Indeed I 

argue that, like the director in the panopticon, the teacher in the discipline is authored as 

its willing subject. 

Thus technology, intimately bound to discipline as Foucault defmes it, is anything 

but an apolitical or neutral construct. It is not, as the vernacular would suggest, a tool or 
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set of tools designed simply for human use and dependent on the user for its social 

application. Yet that vernacular use of the term conceals technology's inherently political 

fimction. Technologies are routinely normalized as value-free mechanisms created by 

ingenious individuals and usable by anyone with the proper training. The lecture podium 

is a technology in this sense; it is constructed to mechanically improve the delivery of 

educational information. But as part of that function the podium magnifies (and thus 

privileges) the speaker's voice—either through increased height in positioning or through 

a microphone—and situates the speaker in a location of authority, usually elevated and at 

the front of the room. Thus the podium also helps to define power relations within the 

classroom (just as it does in prison auditoriums analyzed by Foucault). When that dual 

sense of technology is concealed, through normalized vernacular conceptions, for 

example, cultural reproduction is facilitated. 

Technologies of collaborative learning need to be regarded in such a dual sense. 

Furthermore, just as we need to analyze the term technology, so do we need to analyze 

that which it signifies. As I demonstrate in Chapter Five, many of the "new technologies" 

mediating collaborative learning today must be regarded as potential Foucauldian 

technologies of power and, at the same time, mediating structures of cultural 

reproduction; while software applications appear to be objective structures that enable 

dialogic collaboration, they inevitably mediate social relations in nonobjective ways. The 

focus on technologies in this dissertation, then, has less to do with computer mediated 

pedagogy than with the exercises of power and subject formation inscribed in routinized 

conditions of education. By emphasizing and illustrating that conception of technology 
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tJiroughout, I wish to undo the ease with which the vernacular use of technology is so 

often applied. My hope is that by the time the reader reaches Chapter Five (wherein 1 

directly address the vernacular through an analysis of computer mediated collaboration), 

he or she will readily regard technology in its political, rather than apolitical, sense. 

I have similar hopes for the reader's reception of technique. We in composition 

studies speak regularly of collaborative learning techniques: peer-group structures, uses 

of particular writing prompts, specific discussion formats designed to evoke debate and 

involve numerous participants—the list goes on. Often those techniques, especially when 

labeled as such, are regarded as little more than instrumental means for achieving desired 

ends. Many of us fail to recognize, however, that techniques fiinction systemically to 

organize social formations and inculcate particular behaviors. Jacques Ellul defines 

technique as the ^''totality of methods rationally arrived at and having absolute efficiency 

[ . . . ] in every field of human activity" (xxv, italics original). Moreover, Ellul argues that 

technique "is not an isolated fact in society," that it "is related to every factor in the life 

of modem man; it affects social facts as well as all others. Thus technique itself is a 

sociological phenomenon" (xxvi). What this means, according to Ellul, is that our 

methods of practice—be they pedagogical or otherwise—cannot be separated from, or 

even said to arise from, our social formations; we become subjects of technique, 

substantively integrated into an "ensemble of means" that is ultimately autonomous (19). 

While I find this view of technique extreme—it largely denies the coexistence of human 

agency—Ellul does offer an array of convincing examples (from city planning and 

assembly-line production to fascism and education) to illustrate technique as a 
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homogenizing force that determines particular ways of behaving and thinking. In the 

section below, and more fiilly in Chapter Two, I offer as my own example of technique 

assessment-, while sometimes appearing to be an apolitical means of efficient or rational 

pedagogical practice, assessment invariably embodies and enacts homogeneous 

sociopolitical subject formation. 

Speaking of the "purely technical" is thus akin to speaking of the "purely 

technological": The implied neutrality in either is a deception. Yet many of us invoke 

such impUcations routinely in our teaching and scholarship, concealing in the process the 

political work of both the signifiers and the signifieds. When I write in this dissertation of 

techniques of collaboration or technologies of education, then, I hope to invoke more 

tlian the normalized, vernacular senses of the terms: I also hope to invoke the inherently 

political functions of both, fimctions that are often bound to cultural reproduction and 

often work to undermine agendas of resistance or critique. A carefully structured 

technique of collaborative learning will, I hope, facilitate its own interrogation. Just as 

Bizzell and Herzberg's structuring of cross-cultural conversations can help to urmiask 

privileged discourses and knowledge and their integral relations to power and cultural 

reproduction, so can structuring a course or a curriculum in inter- or anti-disciplinary 

ways. Of course as Foucault reminds us consistently throughout his work, we can never 

step outside structures of power and reproduction; we can never find a politically free 

space from which to enact critique or resistance. Nevertheless, we need not accept 

overdetermination as a fatalistic done-deal. We can work to vigilantly critique the 

normalized technical and technological structures that have become invisible to us but 



within which we operate. In the next and final section, I offer a beginning definition of 

one way into such critique: assessment. 

Assessment: 

A Technique, a Technology, and a Mode of Cultural Reproduction 

As I argue in Chapter Two, assessment has a deceptive semblance of objectivity 

to it; in practice it is constructed out of empirical concepts and jargon, and it is routinely 

reduced in conversation to mere "testing," what some might consider a "purely technical" 

exercise. Indeed many teachers of writing, like their students, struggle to downplay any 

"subjectivity" in their evaluations, attempting to claim objectivity and apolitical 

disinterest. Yet as Edward M. White, William D. Lutz, and Sandra Kamusikiri define it, 

"assessment is unavoidably a political act" (1). Citing Trimbur's definition of politics as 

foregrounding "conflicts of interest, asymmetrical relations of power, hidden motives, 

and unforseen consequences," they argue that writing assessment "helps determine what 

programs are approved and offered, who receives opportunity, who gains power and 

privilege, and who is successful" (1). 

In other words assessment is much more than objective evaluation and more than 

a pedagogical technique in its vernacular sense. Rather it is a technique in an Ellulian 

sense, insofar as it comprises an ensemble of means for rationally and efficiently ranking, 

ordering, and objectifying students as subjects. Assessment is also a technology, in a 

Foucauldian sense, in that it is comprised of an entire system of authoring functions that 

discipline behaviors and define social positions. Finally given that assessment works to 
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select and exclude, to standardize and hierarchically order subjects, it is also a mode of 

cultural reproduction. Sounding very much like Bourdieu and Passeron, White, Lutz, and 

Kamusikiri write, "Assessment expresses a hierarchy of values, and those who control 

assessment determine the values that prevail. Assessment results identify those who most 

fully internalize and support the prevailing values and who thus are most entitled to the 

best rewards" (1-2). In relation to collaborative learning in composition, assessment can 

be seen in further—particularly systemic—^ways. Both large-scale (university-wide) 

proficiency testing and small-scale in-class grading practices impact a collaborative 

classroom's curriculum, fimctioning to evaluate whether or not it is being met and 

inevitably shaping it by making its objectives and goals concrete. Assessment thus works 

in both top-down and bottom-up ways, simultaneously following and driving the 

curriculum. 

When I examine the relationship between collaborative learning and in-class 

assessment in the next chapter, my intention is primarily to demonstrate assessment as 

one of the structural and discursive conditions determining the shape of collaboration and 

contributing to unseen cultural reproduction in the classroom. At the same time, however, 

I also hope to demonstrate assessment as a revisable practice, one that can be refigured— 

carefully structured—to facilitate resistance to cultural reproduction. 1 thus conclude 

Chapter Two with suggestions for reconceiving grading practices within the collaborative 

classroom. In refiguring assessment in such ways, I begin to develop a methodological 

framework for another kind of evaluation: for critique. 
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In using the term critique (and the adjective critical) throughout this dissertation, 

I wish to reference something more narrow than its common disciplinary definitions, 

which often go unstated and which tend to be both broad and general, encompassing 

everything from textual analysis to "thinking outside the box" to understanding multiple 

perspectives. When I use critique here, I wish to more specifically reference the 

explication of power and ideology as they are embedded in institutionalized material and 

discursive conditions. This sort of critique is most commonly associated with what has 

come to be known as the Frankfurt School of sociological analysis, characterized by the 

works of such scholars as Walter Benjamin, Theodor Adomo, and Max Horkheimer. 

While I do not wish to situate this dissertation's critical work directly within the 

Frankfurt School (in fact I do not draw explicitly on any of the aforementioned scholars), 

1 do wish to invoke the inherently political nature of its sociological focus. Indeed in 

critiquing (and refiguring) assessment, I construct my work around a key concept for 

reflexive sociology developed by Bourdieu and Wacquant. I believe a framework critical 

of unseen institutionalized power and ideology is applicable not just to classroom 

assessment but also to other techniques and technologies of collaborative learning, the 

political natures and apolitical semblances of which need to be unmasked if cultural 

reproduction is to be resisted. That is the agenda driving the remaining chapters of the 

dissertation, each of which will draw upon and further develop this methodology. 

Ideally such a methodology will work much the way collaboration itself (also 

ideally) might work: to enable the generation of new knowledge while simultaneously 

enabling the critique of and resistance to its ovm modes of domination and cultural 
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reproduction. These are in fact largely similar to the two hallmarks of democratic 

pedagogic action characteristic of rhetorical reflexivity with which I began this 

dissertation: the validation of marginalized discourses and knowledge and the critique of 

dominant cultural discourses and knowledge. Having come full circle, then, and having 

defined the primary terms and concepts of this work, I wish to move forward. In the next 

chapter I will analyze in greater detail assessment in the collaborative classroom, doing 

so to more fully articulate and exemplify much of what I have sketched above and to lay 

further foundation for a critical assessment of collaboration. 
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Notes 

' Bruffee addresses these critiques in the second edition of his book Collaborative 

Learning. While he acknowledges the need for heterogeneity and the value of diverse 

discourse communities, he is steadfast in his resolution that "teaching the conflicts" is not 

productive in academia these days. He argues that consensus is a more ethical and useful 

goal given the current omnipresence of social agonism (255-57). 

" See page in the Introduction. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Assessing the Subjects of Collaborative Learning: 

From Consequential Validity to Epistemic Reflexivity 

Despite my hopes otherwise, my composition classroom is often a site of 

acquiescence to dominant cultural discourse and knowledge. It is regularly a locus of 

socio-ideological imposition, a space in which conformity to the status quo is rewarded 

and social difference denied on a daily basis. My classroom routinely serves to reproduce 

the habitus of the American mainstream—the arbitrary aesthetic sensibilities, tastes, 

mannerisms, accumulated knowledge, and discourse styles of our privileged class, race, 

and gender. At least one means for such reproduction of privilege can be found in the 

assessment techniques I employ. When I evaluate my students, I unwittingly discipline 

those who demonstrate feminist discourses, I "correct" those whose working class roots 

interrupt their progress toward social betterment, and I order a homogeneous dynamic of 

social interaction. Through my evaluations my students quickly leam how to more 

effectively write, act, and think like white, middle-class American men. If they are to 

make the grade, they assimilate. What's more, they do so in the name of enlightened 

pedagogy, under the guise of "empowering" collaborative learning practices that promise 

to reduce social hierarchies, call into question dominant hegemonies, and give voice to 

the traditionally marginalized. Undermining that promise are normalized pedagogical 

techniques—grading practices—that Foucault would consider technologies of power and 

Bourdieu would label as sanctioned symbolic violence. ̂ 
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I turn in this chapter, then, to assessment. The practices of classroom evaluation, 

of testing and grading, are themselves often practices of cultural reproduction and 

interpellation, despite that they are regularly regarded—at least implicitly—as value-free 

instruments of measurement peripheral (and sometimes obstructive) to the "real work" of 

teaching and learning. Assessment is thus an illustrative place to begin carving out a 

methodology for both an analysis and revision of collaborative education. Assessment is 

also a good place to begin such work because it is routine, taken-for-granted action at the 

classroom level; it is (to some extent) within the individual teacher's control and can be 

(with some ease) proactively addressed. In subsequent chapters, 1 will extend my 

analyses outward, beyond the classroom level to other conditions of cultural reproduction 

that are more unwieldy, even more overdetermined. Finally assessment is a useful place 

for me to begin because psychometrics scholarship offers valuable terms and concepts 

that I will build upon and develop in constructing a methodology for critiquing other 

unseen mediating conditions of collaboration. 

One such term is validity, most commonly used as shorthand for the term face 

validity. What is important to note is in fact that shorthand usage; it implies the terms are 

one and the same, that validity is to be measured on the (sur)face, in the realm of the 

visible and the direct, as it so often is. However, the Spring 1998 issue of Assessing 

Writing, devoted entirely to essays on validity, demonstrates the need to look beyond the 

surface; the essays in that issue examine ways in which writing assessment is often 

socially, politically, and ideologically mvalid. Pamela Moss, in her contribution, argues 

for the consideration of consequential validity, a term I find particularly useful for its 
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emphasis oa the indirect social outcomes of assessment. Moss argues that testing is a 

"social practice with social origins and social consequences" ("Testing" 111). In her 

essay, she invokes a related term that is also valuable to my work: epistemic reflexivity. 

She borrows this term from Bourdieu, who defines it as a process of critical reflection 

designed to explicate the routinized procedures of scientific inquiry. Bourdieu argues that 

epistemic reflexivity, as a guiding construct, can help us unmask "the social and 

intellectual unconscious embedded in analytic tools and operations" (Bourdieu & 

Wacquant, An Invitation 36, italics original). What Moss and Bourdieu share is thus a 

critical awareness of the inevitably ideological impact of normalized educational 

techniques, of which assessment is but one. 

Wishing to develop such awareness in the context of this dissertation, I 

demonstrate in this chapter how normalized forms of assessment in the collaborative 

writing classroom undercut resistance to cultural reproduction by denying difference and 

reinforcing dominant cultural values. I argue that one way to reduce this problem and to 

begin constructing more resistant collaborative education is to examine the consequential 

validity of our assessment practices and to use this concept as a means for engaging in 

epistemic reflexivity. That is, by focusing on the consequential validity of assessment, we 

can begin to unmask the ways in which the analytical tools and operations of grading 

contribute to a social and intellectual unconscious that privileges specific dominant 

cultural capital. 
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Epistemic Reflexivity and Consequential Validity: 

Examining Cultural Biases 

Bourdieu's epistemic reflexivity is "neither egocentric nor logocentric but 

quintessentially embedded in, and tumed toward, scientific practice" (Bourdieu and 

Wacquant 46). In other words, Bourdieu shifts the researcher's critical gaze away from 

his or her own positionality and rationality and instead toward the normalized and 

naturalized presuppositions inscribed in empirical concepts, instruments of analysis, and 

practical operations of research- Bourdieu's work is thus applicable to assessment, easily 

regarded as "scientific inquiry" given the empirical categories and terminology that guide 

it. Yet even if assessment were not easily categorized as empirical, I believe the concept 

of epistemic reflexivity could still be readily applied. Assessment, like any other facet of 

education, is a procedure-driven practice of knowledge production, enmeshed in 

technique as Ellul has defined it. Indeed as Bourdieu has implicidy shown in his work 

with Passeron, virtually all the knowledge making practices of education are unavoidably 

forms of technique; they are systemic in nature and have inscribed within them 

normalized and naturalized presuppositions. As scientific practice and/or as mode of 

education, then, assessment can be subjected to the critical lens offered by Bourdieu. 

Through epistemic reflexivity, we have a means for exposing and evaluating the always-

already political nature of our work. That is, we can begin to examine more explicitly the 

effects of assessment beyond course placements or curricular and budgetary decisions. 

We can examine intangible, unseen effects on stakeholders—students, teachers, and 

administrators—at the paradigmatic level of cultural norms and values. 
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Consequential validity, a relatively new area of research currently being explored, 

opens the door to addressing such effects by examining both the intended and unintended 

social consequences of systematic inquiry." Although the consideration of testing 

consequences has long been a part of assessment research, it was brought to the fore by 

Samuel Messick in 1989, when he introduced the term consequential validity and offered 

it as a conceptual category. Within Messick's framework, the interpretation and use of 

tests need to be regarded according to both an evidential basis and a consequential basis. 

Messick represents the distinction this way: 

EVIDENTIAL 
BASIS 
CONSEQUENTIAL 
BASIS 

Notably each basis begs different questions. While the evidential basis might ask Does 

this test measure what it says it does?, the consequential basis asks What is being valued 

in this test? and, even more significantly. What are the social consequences of that 

valuing? Indeed Messick writes that validity needs to be addressed as a "social value" 

that has "meaning and force outside of measurement wherever evaluative judgments and 

decisions are made" ("Interplay" 13). Consequential validity thus belongs to what Moss 

describes as an important set of questions that asks how stakeholders, through the process 

of assessment, "come to understand themselves and others, as writers, as constructors of 

knowledge, and as members of the educational and broader communities in which they 

TEST INTERPRETATION TEST USE 

Construct validity Construct validity 
+ Relevance/utility 

Value implications Social consequences 

(Messick, "Validity" 20) 
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participate" ("Response" 119). Such questions are both ideological and political, asking 

ultimately how the "subjects" of assessment are formed.^ 

Sandra Kamusikiri addresses this issue directly by challenging the tacit 

assumptions behind assessment practices that discriminate against speakers and writers of 

African American English, or Ebonics. Kamusikiri argues that assessors need to constmct 

writing tests that are sensitive to cultural differences in expression and modes of learning 

(201). Her concern is first and foremost one of construct validity. That is, she wants to 

ensure fairness on an evidential basis by addressing potentially ethnocentric biases in test 

construction. Notably, however, Kamusikiri's concern is also one of consequential 

validity, for she implies that the very form and structure of writing tests can function to 

discipline students in ways that are culturally inscribed. Given "the powerful and decisive 

role of the composition instructor as an evaluator" (188), and given the inherent 

connections between worldviews and language use now generally accepted, Kamusikiri 

wams us about the assessors' need to "define explicitly, by means of test guidelines, 

prompts, and scoring guides, the language and discourse styles that are acceptable'''' (200, 

italics mine). It is worth observing that Kamusikiri does not specify when or where such 

styles are acceptable, an omission that underscores the normalization and universalization 

that can occur in assessment. If evaluation is a means of valuing, as Edward M. White 

suggests, then we cannot underestimate the effects of implicitly valuing and devaluing 

culturally specific conventions of language through the form and structure of our tests. 

Marcia Farr and Gloria Nardini express similar concerns in "Essayist Literacy and 

Sociolinguistic Difference" (187-203). Their focus is also most directly on construct 
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validity; in arguing that essay tests do not fairly and fully acknowledge culturally diverse 

forms of literacy. Fan* and Nardini suggest that such tests do not assess what they say 

they do—namely, literacy within a multicultural context. But like Kamusikiri, Farr and 

Nardini also begin to explore the consequential validity of essay tests, though they do not 

use the term. Two of their guiding questions are "What assumptions does essayist literacy 

make (about the writer and the writer's point of view, for instance)?" and "Is a particular 

social and cultural mind-set privileged in the negotiation of this kind of literacy" (109)? 

In seeking answers to these questions, the authors invoke arguments by David 

Bartholomae and Richard Ohmann, both of whom see writing as a function of cultural 

reproduction. Farr and Nardini summarize those scholars' arguments this way: "The 

rhetoric of the university exists to defend the status quo of American political life without 

affirming, or perhaps even being aware of, such a goal" (III). The implication they draw 

is that the rhetoric often privileged in essay tests "therefore becomes a kind of ideology in 

which language forms the conceptions of ourselves, our audiences, and the reality in 

which we exist" (113). Their implication mirrors, almost exactiy, the focus of the 

"important set of questions" articulated by Moss above. Thus by considering the 

discursive foundations of assessment that fimction at the level of the taken-for-granted, 

Farr and Nardini begin to explore consequential validity and to embrace Bourdieu's 

notion of epistemic reflexivity. 
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Collaborative Learning and Assessment: 

Signs of Consequential (In)Validity 

The main thread of concern emerging here is central to my and others' efforts to 

revise collaborative learning. Trimbur's call for dissensus in the collaborative classroom, 

for example, is a reaction to fears that consensus will function to promote conformity to 

the status quo ("Consensus"). At heart for Trimbur, then, is a concem with the 

consequences of consensus—and even more specifically, the social, political, and cultural 

consequences for students as willing subjects. While Trimbur's critique remains highly 

influential and often-cited, it needs to be extended. Trimbur is right to expose consensus-

making as a practice embedded with ideological consequences; nevertheless, he stops 

short of examining other techniques of collaborative education that are equally 

ideological and even less visible. I mean, of course, assessment. Even in collaborative 

classrooms that appear to function as sites of dissensus, as dialogic and heteroglossic 

contact zones, what happens when we put into practice the analytic tools and operations 

of assessment? What is the consequential validity of those tools? I demonstrate in this 

section how current forms of assessment, in their structural and discursive forms, can 

undermine heteroglossic and dialogic collaboration by reinforcing modes of thinking and 

being privileged by the dominant culture. The very practices of assessing the products 

and processes of collaboration have embedded within them ideological and cultural codes 

that ultimately favor homogenous conformity to the status quo. 

To begin, and to further emphasize that assessment often resides in the realm of 

the taken-for-granted, I wish to note the extent to which assessment is not an issue in 
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collaborative learning discussions. Most descriptive accounts of and theoretical 

arguments about collaborative learning tend to gloss over—or ignore completely—the 

implementation and function of assessment/ Perhaps in these many cases assessment is 

assumed to be obvious—a natural outgrowth of philosophical approaches to or practical 

applications of collaboration. I suggest that in such cases a danger exists. The most 

obvious and common result is that teachers resort to traditional means for grading. Most 

composition teachers I know make extensive use of group work and student-centered 

discussions in their writing classes, yet virtually all of them grade students as individuals, 

usually against one another, and on the basis of final products. To a large extent 1 also do 

this, and I suspect many of my readers do as well. 

Several problems exist here. For one, the process undermines the very concept of 

collaboration. The message students receive is embedded in the evaluation we offer; we 

reinforce for them a competitive, individualistic paradigm, despite our efforts to promote 

"the social construction of knowledge." This is a problem articulated by Susan Miller, 

whose enthusiasm about collaborative work with undergraduates was deflated by at least 

one student's refusal to embrace the process. Miller writes that even after she and her 

students engaged with "social constructions of knowledge and language" all semester 

long, one student's final position was this: "Professor Miller, [the university] grade[s] on 

a curve. Many must fail so that 1 may succeed" (288). At work here is a model of 

collaborative learning Trimbur sees as utilizing the practices, strategies, and techniques 

of collaboration most amenable to traditional curricula and pedagogy ("Keynote"). 

Within such a model, and through such practices of assessment, our efforts to construct 
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sites of collaboratioa and social dialogue (which might embody the habituses of 

marginalized cultures) are severely hindered. 

A case study conducted by Sally Barr Reagan involving graduate students 

exemplifies this point precisely. Reagan's students spent a semester studying 

collaborative learning and attempting to implement it with their own students. Reagan 

tracks her graduate students' progress, their growing enlightermient about collaborative 

learning, through various revisions of their term papers. Particularly telling is a late 

version of one paper, wherein the writer "finally realizes" that responding to a student 

with "good point" or "I agree" is much more effective than giving that student a grade 

(206). This recalls, of course, a view expressed by Peter Elbow—a pioneer in 

collaborative learning, as evidenced in the title of his book. Writing Without Teachers. 

Elbow believes that instructors should avoid giving grades on writing as much as 

possible; he sees the act of grading as antithetical to the work we are trying to do. I 

suggest that Elbow's reticence—and Reagan's graduate student's— stems fi-om a 

recognition of the consequences of grading and, notably, from a failure to address the 

structural and discursive underpinnings of grading that lead to such consequences. 

Elbow's position serves to emphasize the negative consequences that assessment can 

have on collaborative learning as well as the difficulty we face in understanding why. 

Our solution for far too long has been simply to not think about why. Even more 

revealing than Reagan's graduate student's "enlightenment" is her process of writing 

about it. Reagan reports this of the student's "progress": 

Despite the addition of her new introduction, this draft had been cut to ten 
pages. The paragraph on grading was omitted; instead, Angie retained her focus 
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on the students by reiterating that "this connection between reading and writing is 
fundamental in helping students improve both skills." Additional references to 
grading were also omitted, so that the focus remained on the value of 
collaborative learning in peer response groups. (205) 

Notably the graduate student's solution to the problems she faces regarding grading in the 

collaborative classroom is to write them out. As she comes to the revelation that grades 

hinder collaborative work, her response is not only to not give them, but also to ignore 

the issue entirely. She revises and, according to Reagan, "strengthens" her essay by 

focusing safely on "the value of collaborative learning in peer response groups." 

The impact of ignoring assessment in such ways runs even deeper dian the simple 

reinscription of individualism. Reluctantly resorting (but resorting nonetheless) to 

"techniques amenable to traditional curricula" in Trimbur's postindustrial model 

mentioned above can reinforce social hierarchies and normalized, naturalized 

conventions of discourse and thought. The essayist literacy described by Fan* and Nardini 

is often going to be a privileged norm in models of education where assessment is 

reduced to an interaction only between the teacher, who stands often as an embodiment 

of disciplinary values and often a dominant culture, and the individual student, who is 

working to please the teacher and join his or her discourse community. While Reagan's 

graduate student can avoid giving grades temporarily, she wall eventually have to do so, 

and those grades v^ll function in the disciplining of both her and her students. 

When assessment is addressed in the literature, what is often examined is 

programnatic assessment designed to answer the question. Is collaborative learning 

working? Several such examples can be found in 1992's Collaborative Learning: A 

Sourcebook for Higher Education, edited by Anne Goodsell, Michelle Maher, and 
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Vincent Tinto. The editors devote an entire section to assessment, within which each 

article offers suggestions for evaluating collaborative learning programs. Finding out 

whether collaborative learning is working or not is indeed a valuable endeavor, but it 

begs another question: what is meant by "working?" The articles in the sourcebook 

mentioned here appear to take the answer for granted. Success in the collaborative 

classroom is defined implicitly in accordance with established disciplinary values, ones 

that could be exposed and challenged through Bourdieu's epistemic reflexivity but fail 

here to move beyond the level of enthymeme. Harvey Wiener's contribution to the 

sourcebook (a reprinted essay originally published in College English in 1986) is an 

illustrative example. He writes. 

By advancing collaborative learning as a productive instructional mode for 
teaching literature and writing... English teachers have a rare opportunity to 
evolve a set of standards by which to judge classroom performance in the new 
paradigm. Our first obligation is to define for ourselves what we see as efficient 
classroom models for collaborative learning. Our next obligation is to pass on to 
beginners the standards by which we measure our own performances so that new 
teachers seeking membership in this intellectual community have a class 
paradigm to study. And, finally, we are obliged to lay out for classroom observers 
what to look for as hallmarks of collaboration so that any judgments evaluators 
make about teaching performance are judgments our community has justified 
through thoughtful, disciplined discussion. (90) 

What is abundantly clear in Wiener's writing is an invocation of traditional disciplinary 

hierarchies and social norms—the dangerous interrelations among which I explicate in 

Chapter Four. The process of constructing assessment standards is confined to a group of 

experts and accepted wholesale by future stakeholders. Perhaps the most ominous phrase, 

to me, is Wiener's praise for "thoughtful, disciplined discussion." Lurking just below the 

surface is Foucault's use of the term discipline, which he defines as a technology of 
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There is little room for critical self-reflexivity in such "thoughtfiil, disciplined 

discussions," nor for dialogic or heteroglossic collaboration among stakeholders. There 

is, instead, only a blind acceptance of the discipline's disciplining function. 

It is that application of power that Deborah Holdstein chastises in response to 

large-scale "collaborative" grading sessions. I've offset the term collaborative here in 

keeping with Holdstein's view that such sessions are more about interpellation and 

assimilation than cooperation and communication. She writes that "the statistically 

reliable language of science dominates our testing programs and the scoring 

'communities' that allegedly 'interpret,' but instead force inappropriately derived norms 

of conformity" (87). Although Holdstein and Wiener are writing about programmatic 

assessment and the conformity of educators, they serve as useful parallel examples in our 

attempts to better understand the processes at work between teachers and students who 

are situated within the collaborative classroom and are subject to assessment as a 

technology of power. 

To illustrate the problem even more directly, and to further demonstrate the need 

to scrutinize the deceptively "reliable" language of testing that Holdstein challenges, I 

tum now to one of the very few explicit and detailed discussions of assessment practices 

in the collaborative classroom I have found. By examining the language and form of 

those practices, I want to further develop and support the claims I have been sketching 

above—that assessment can undermine the collaborative classroom's potential to become 

a dialogic contact zone resistant to cultural reproduction, and that we can begin to 
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understand such underrnining if we examine the consequential validity of our assessment 

techniques. 

Consequential Validity as a Vehicle for Epistemie Reflexivity: 

An Example 

In "Assessing Effectiveness in the Collaborative Classroom," Sharon Cramer 

takes a valuable step by attempting to revise traditional assessment practices for a 

collaborative environment. She constructs four models of the collaborative classroom, all 

of which vary in the level of authority given to the instructor and students. She describes, 

for example, the high task/high relationship model, wherein the teacher makes most of 

the decisions regarding the structure and form of assignments, and the students work in 

groups to complete them, seeking guidance mainly from the instructor. On the opposite 

end of her spectrum, Cramer describes the low taslc/low relationship model, wherein 

students are responsible for designing assignments and carrying them out in groups, 

seeking little or no guidance from the instructor. The two models in between these ones 

obviously vary in the degrees to which students are involved in the construction of the 

course and are dependent upon the teacher for support. Additionally Cramer distinguishes 

between assessments of product and process in the classroom, offering strategies for 

doing both. Thus she offers a fairly comprehensive program for assessment, one that 

serves as an appropriate site of analysis. 

Assessing Collaborative Products 



A revealing point of departure in Cramer's scheme lies in the differences between 

grading products and processes. Appropriately, Cramer offers suggestions for grading 

group projects, along with the caution that some students will carry others and that this 

may become a problem (79). However, she offers no rubrics or guidelines for 

establishing criteria for such grading, taking for granted that assessing products is 

familiar, easy, and routine. She implicitly relies on traditional practices of assessment; 

her only real modification is to suggest that instructors leam to give grades to groups in 

various formations and on various kinds of products. Like Wiener cited above she 

reinforces the assumption that disciplinary norms should be comfortably, unquestioningly 

employed. Also implicit in that assumption is the authority of the instructor as evaluator. 

Nowhere does Cramer suggest that students—or anyone other than die teacher for that 

matter—should somehow be involved in establishing grading criteria; in fact, she leaves 

the burden entirely in the instructor's hands and never even addresses the issue. When 

such traditional hierarchies are maintained, it becomes less likely that one goal of 

collaboration—to engage in heteroglossic dialogue—^will ever come to fioiition. 

An extended example from my own classroom may help to illustrate this. 

(Although my focus in this section is on Cramer's model, I digress here to my own 

experience for the sake of example, an opportunity missing in Cramer's account precisely 

because she glosses over the techniques involved in evaluating products.) Admittedly, I 

practice much of what I am here calling into question. Within my composition classroom, 

I have often devised grading standards on my own; although I am always careful to 

clarify them to the students and embed them in my assignment sheets, I rarely involve the 
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they are "right." However, I have recently reevaluated that position. On a day when my 

students were working diligently in groups, giving each other feedback on their essays, I 

had the opportxmity to witness the disciplining process at work. I had what Bourdieu 

might call a moment of epistemic reflexive clarity. 

One of the female students in a group of four had written an analytic essay largely 

in the form of a narrative. Much of her work was writer-based, and much of it deviated 

from the form I had implicitly demanded—the thesis-driven, author-evacuated prose 

privileged in the academy.^ I am calling my demand for that form implicit because what I 

asked for explicitly was simply argumentation and analysis. During in-class discussions 

and in the overview of the assignment, I asked students to construct an analytic 

argument—the subject of which is not important here. We had examined various forms 

that argumentation can take by analyzing published essays (including narratives) and 

sample papers written by previous students of mine. Notably all the sample student 

papers were, as I told my students, "A" papers. None were narratives. 

In many respects my student who had written the narrative for this assignment 

was engaging in ways of writing and thinking now generally recognized as conforming to 

expectations of femeile gendered performance.^ However, the opportunity for 

acknowledging and validating her approach, her way of writing and thinking, her way of 

being, was lost because I had developed grading criteria that would not allow for such 

deviations, despite em assignment that certainly suggested such allowance. I listened 

carefully as the students in her group, referring regularly to the standards I had set 
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regarding argumentation, told her how her essay was "wrong." Although she attempted to 

defend what she was doing, she was quickly silenced by the two male voices in the 

group, both of whom cut her off in mid-sentence, and both of whom maintained as 

"right" the grading criteria I had established. 

At work in that situation were technologies of power, all functioning to discipline 

students as willing subjects. The first technology lay in the language of my assignment 

sheet. I had expressed, for example, one of my grading criteria this way: '^Thesis—does 

the writer clearly and explicitly acknowledge his or her argument early on in the paper, 

and does the writer reinforce that argument explicitly and consistently throughout? " 

Such an articulation serves several functions. On the most basic level, it demands the 

thesis-driven essay characterized by explicit argumentation—a form of writing now 

generally acknowledged as conforming to expectations of male gendered performance.^ 

Even more significant, however, is the way in which that form becomes naturalized. My 

thesis criterion is expressed as a rhetorical question, a mode of discourse that implies a 

singular answer, one assumed to be obvious and unequivocally right. Moreover, the 

criterion ignores (as does my assignment sheet) the context and purpose for this form of 

analytic writing. While I make it a point to discuss them in class, they are absent from my 

grading articulation and thus to a certain degree erased. Context and purpose are further 

obscured in the essay form itself, if one subscribes to Trimbur's depiction of essayist 

literacy as a "rhetoric of deproduction," a model of communication that erases any signs 

that the language was produced by a contextualized human being ("Essayist Literacy").^ 

At the heart of my criterion, then, is a paradigm that universalizes and privileges only one 
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way of thinking and communicating, to the denial of other possibilities. Moreover the 

form of the assessment criterion works to transform that privileged assumption into a 

naturalized fact. 

Another technology at work in that situation was the peer-review process itself. 

The guidelines I set for group interaction were fairly relaxed. I asked the students to "talk 

through" one another's papers, paying specific attention to the ways in which the essays 

were meeting the assignment and the ways they could be improved. Nowhere in my 

instructions was an allowance for any critique or transformation of the assignment itself. 

A significant implication of the assessment categories I employed (meeting the 

assignment and improving the paper) can be found in their juxtaposition: to improve the 

paper is to meet the assignment, not to question it. And finally, in my "relaxed" 

instructions, 1 gave free reign to the emergence of traditional gender roles: the males 

dominated, and the females were silenced. The status quo prevailed, gender differences 

were effaced, and the potential for resistance to cultural reproduction was lost. Such were 

the unintended consequences of what I assumed was a neutral assignment. To examine 

the consequential validity in my own assessment practices is anything but a comfortable 

process. It is, however, revealing. In the structural and discursive forms of grading tools 

and procedures, ideology clearly resides. When those forms are ignored, as they were by 

me and as they are by Cramer above, so is their ideological work. 

Assessing Collaborative Processes 

I return, then, to Cramer's model of assessment, for when it comes to grading 

collaborative processes, she does offer analytic tools and procedures that can be 
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practice in our field, they have not yet become normalized. They remain removed from 

paradigmatic status, something Wiener and Cramer obviously honor but I wish to resist. 

Unlike in her discussion of product-oriented assessment, Cramer here suggests that 

students can be involved in grading their own performances. I think this is a valuable 

move; it opens the door for dialogue and for critique informed by rhetorical reflexivity. 

Had my students been able to grade themselves and each other in the group process I 

describe above, perhaps their gendered performances would have been brought out onto 

the table, where they could be recognized and explicated. Perhaps then my female student 

would have had a forum for articulating and defending her approach to the assigrmient. 

Such a site of dialogue could potentially lead to resistance of cultural reproduction. 

However, to examine beneath the surface impressions (and beyond such potential 

promise) the consequential validity of Cramer's assessment, we need to look closely at 

the analytic tools and procedures she employs. One tool she uses, for example, is a 

checklist. She offers several examples, each articulating a set of process-oriented criteria 

upon which students can grade themselves and each other. It is important to recognize 

here how the form of the checklist can function. By its very design, the checklist 

articulates and solidifies a necessarily limited group of measurable expectations, to the 

inclusion of some and the exclusion of others. As Bourdieu notes, and as I have discussed 

in more detail in the Introduction, such inclusion and exclusion are at the heart of cultural 

reproduction. They contribute to education's role in maintaining, concealing, and 

legitimating privileged cultural capital. Bourdieu and Passeron consider pedagogic action 
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a mode of "symbolic violence," for it imposes and inculcates certain meanings that define 

a group's or a class's culture, doing so by treating as worthy the meanings that define the 

class of the dominant culture and as unworthy all else. Moreover, by selecting certain 

meanings and excluding others, pedagogic action "naturalizes" the dominant culture and 

elides its arbitrariness. Within assessment checklists, this process is at work; the 

condensed and "note" form of most checklists serves to remove expectations from the 

realm of context and convention, universalizing and naturalizing them. Consider the 

following checklist Cramer offers: 

Directions: Using a scale from 1 to 5, in which 1 means that you demonstrate the 
skill consistently, 3 that you demonstrate the skill occasionally, and 5 that you 
need improvement in use of the skill, rate yourself on each of the following items: 

Incorporated prior knowledge into classroom discussions 
Asked questions of group members in an open-minded way 
Built on comments of other group members to enhance discussion 
Volunteered ideas in a constructive maimer 
Helped the group to summarize its progress 
Identified missing information in the group plan 
Built on ideas from others 

Included—and inscribed—here is a model of consensus, the very paradigm Trimbur has 

attempted to subvert in the collaborative classroom because it can fimction to promote 

conformity. Not only do the items presented above suggest consensus, there is a distinct 

absence of items that might promote healthy dissensus. While some of the lines suggest 

room for an environment open to difference, that possibility is hindered by the metaphor 

of "building" and "constructing" embedded in the list. Such a metaphor is antithetical to 
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any deconstructive acts that are necessary for a contact zone to function successfully. The 

question we need to ask is. What is being normalized here? 

That question is even more crucial in this portion of another checklist Cramer 

offers; 

Develops ideas constructively with others 
Makes helpful suggestions on ways of accomplishing projects 
Is a good listener 
Seeks input from quieter team members 
Includes ideas firom others when summarizing 

To me, a white, middle-class. North American male, these criteria seem to be effective 

marks of successful collaboration. But I wonder how a Japanese student might react to 

them. The list specifically constructs a group wherein all members must speak regularly; 

silence or even quiet introspection is less valued than "input" and "suggestions." Any of 

us who have worked with Asian students in our classrooms know that their cultural codes 

of behavior are not the same as ours. Given the cultural success of Japanese collectivism 

and interdependence,' we can hardly suggest that in order to succeed the Japanese 

students will have to "unlearn" what their culture has taught them. Yet embedded in the 

list above is exactly that agenda. What we Euro-Americans consider as effective 

collaboration is not universal. Nevertheless, it is the "what" in What is being normalized 

here? 

The list above is problematic not only in its construct validity (it does not consider 

cultural differences in collaborative behavior and is thus not a valid assessment for all 

students), but also in its consequential validity. The unintended impact of cultural 
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students will necessarily alter their behavior; if not, they will be penalized. And second, 

because the students are evaluating themselves using such predetermined checklists, they 

become willing participants in their own disciplining. The checklist is a form of 

panopticism, functioning not unlike the "thoughtftil, disciplined discussion" in Wiener's 

attempts to construct collaborative assessment practices. 

Finally, it is worth noting the effects of Cramer's model as a whole. Conceiving 

of students as evaluators in process-oriented assessment but not in product-oriented 

assessment suggests a hierarchy, especially given that the bulk of most course grades are 

centered on products. The underlying message here is that the process is less important, 

and thus the assessment of it can be relegated to the students; they remain less competent 

at evaluation than the teacher, who alone evaluates the "real work" in the class. Such a 

move suggests a visibly illusory form of empowerment, one that subtly reinforces 

traditional hierarchies and privileges product over process. 

The technologies of power at work in Cramer's assessment package are indeed 

potentially damaging. Yet Cramer is hardly to blame. She is subject to the invisibility of 

such technologies embedded in what Bourdieu calls the analytic tools and operations of 

research. By considering her work in terms of consequential validity, we can begin to 

make such technologies visible, and we can begin to distinguish between their intended 

and unintended effects. Still, given the power of disciplinary and cultural hegemony at 

work in our discourses and pedagogical practices, the line between what is intended and 

unintended is not so easily discerned. Making such distinctions is perhaps most useful as 
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a rhetorical device to prompt assessors to more closely evaluate their ovvn work. 

Assuming such evaluation is undertaken, and assuming the problems I have begim to 

sketch here surface to a considerable degree (as I suspect they will), the next question we 

face is. What alternatives to consequentially problematic assessment techniques exist? 

Indeed I am wary of attempting to develop alternatives here. My wariness is 

rooted, of course, in a recognition of the always-already political nature of assessment 

and the inevitability of negative consequences to whatever I propose. I nonetheless do 

subscribe to the possibility of alternatives, for I believe, like Maurice Scharton, that 

validity is "an axiological matter of degree, not a positivistic dichotomy of valid versus 

invalid" (55). That is, although I do not think we can ever escape reproducing the status 

quo in one way or another in our methodologies, I do think we can construct assessment 

techniques that are more sensitive to cultural difference. I want, then, to conclude with a 

response to the above critiques of assessment. 1 want to begin thinking in new ways about 

how we construct assessment within the collaborative classroom and about how it 

constructs us. I offer below a tentative suggestion to begin that work—an admittedly too-

brief sketch of some theoretical grounds upon which an alternative set of assessment 

techniques might be developed. Specifically, and appropriately enough, 1 am suggesting 

collaborative assessment for the collaborative classroom as an alternative that might 

fimction less to reinscribe the status quo and more to open up possibilities for resistance 

to cultural reproduction. 
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Conclusion: 

Collaborative Assessment in the Collaborative Classroom 

In "Fertile Obsession: Validity after Poststructuralism," Patti Lather argues for 

empirical researchers to employ as a methodological category transgressive validity—a 

conceptual category that can be actualized within a set of competing, complementing, and 

conflicting practical inquiry procedures that are "multiple, partial, endlessly deferred" 

(675). Lather uses such descriptors to characterize procedures that subscribe to 

postmodern understandings of language and power and are kept in check by their 

concurrent applications. She describes four kinds of transgressive validity, all of which 

work against the normalization and naturalization of research practices by making 

explicit the discursive and ideological foundations of those practices. That is in fact the 

work that I have attempted to do in relation to assessment vis-a-vis consequential 

validity.'" An important difference between the two forms of validation, however, is that 

transgressive validity does not necessarily focus on the consequences of the discursive 

and ideological foundations it exposes; it merely functions to deconstruct those 

foundations in process. Moreover, transgressive validity is largely a theoretical 

framework, one that is dialogic in nature, constructed out of an interplay between 

oppositional and hegemonic codes. Lather sees transgressive validity as "a space of 

constructed visibility of the practices of methodology [...], an apparatus for observing 

the staging of the poses of methodology, a site that 'gives to be seen' the unthought in our 

thought" (676). In other words, though she never cites Bourdieu, Lather is positioning 

validity as a site of epistemic reflexivity, the success of which depends on juxtaposition 
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effectively complements, theoretical ground common to Bazerman's rhetorical 

reflexivity, Bakhtin's carnival, and Pratt's contact zone: namely its application of 

paratactic juxtaposition as a denaturalizing force. 

I find transgressive validity particularly useful as a generative theoretical model 

not just because it complements the theoretical constructs central to my work, but also 

because it effectively embodies two conditions Bourdieu says are necessary for epistemic 

reflexivity: collaboration and institutionalization (Bourdieu and Wacquant, An 

Invitation). With this dissertation's working definition of collaboration in mind, I want to 

suggest that assessment techniques within the collaborative classroom need to be 

themselves collaborative, drawing on multiple, partial, even endlessly deferred 

perspectives and concerns. Collaborative assessments should involve, at as many stages 

as possible, the views of all the stakeholders, including students whose voices are 

regularly silenced. Ongoing opportunities for dialogue and dissensus need to be 

imbedded in the very mechanics of designing, administering, and grading products and 

processes, so that no one takes for granted the seeming neutrality, objectivity, or 

universality of any one step. Notably I am not recommending that we abandon everything 

that "thoughtful, disciplined discussion" has to offer, nor am I suggesting a kind of free-

for-all relativism in how we grade our students. I am instead suggesting something in 

between, which draws together Bourdieu's two conditions of collaboration and 

institutionalization. Through careful and considered structuring, I believe collaborative 

assessment techniques can be developed as institutionalized methodologies. That is. 
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rather than standardized rubrics for assessment, I suggest developing standardized 

methods for constructing rubrics and for evaluating products in ways that respond to 

localized needs, particularly as those needs are expressed in collaborative exchanges. 

This accords, in fact, with recent calls to reconfigure portfolio grading; Sandra Murphy 

and Bill Condon, for example, have each argued for greater involvement in stakeholder 

participation and for measuring reliability in terms of evaluation processes that respond 

to local conditions ("Situating Portfolios'). 

Collaborative assessment practices are also beginning to take shape in recent calls 

for multiple-method assessments. Indeed Richard Haswell argues that evaluating writing 

tests simultaneously along many measures is a way "to be sensitive to the presence of 

conflicting perspectives, to seek convergent fmdings among studies with different biases, 

and to probe a social context that is complex, fluid, and provisional" (89). Sounding not 

unlike Lather, Haswell suggests that juxtaposing different methods of measurement can 

help researchers examine those methods through comparison and contrast with one 

another. The presence of differing modes of inquiry works against the naturalization of 

any one mode by highlighting that mode as an option among many and by providing 

others against which it can be evaluated. Within this model collaboration is at work even 

after stakeholders have stopped talking; their perspectives and approaches to assessment 

are embedded in competing and complementary forms of inquiry. 

While multiple-methods and emphases on evaluation processes and local 

conditions are steps in the right direction, I believe collaboration needs to be even further 

institutionalized in assessment. It needs to become an integral part of the construction of 
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analjtic tools and operations that constitute program evaluations, large-scale testing 

procedures, classroom codes of conduct, and teacher and peer evaluations of student 

performance. When that happens, our assessment practices may function as "spaces of 

constructed visibility," wherein we can see "the unthought in our thought." Assessment 

may thus become less a technology of power and more a genuine mode of education. 

Examining the consequential validity of our work may then prove to be more 

encouraging than it currently is. And finally, we may discover ourselves to be regularly 

engaged in epistemic reflexivity, a process that will serve us as much as it will our 

students. 

In the next chapter, as I explore techniques of structuring interrelated curricular 

assignments and classroom activities, I continue to draw on the concepts of epistemic 

reflexivity and consequential validity. 1 do not wish to remove these concepts wholesale 

from their original empirical contexts; their value lies precisely in their relationships with 

research practices that strive for rigid objectivity and apolitical neutrality. While 

techniques of collaborative learning are rarely considered objective in the sense that 

empirical research is, those techniques are nonetheless regularly regarded as more or less 

neutral, particularly when they are normalized as everyday practices existing within and 

comprising the mediating structures of education—^what Bourdieu and Passeron call 

"'objective' structures of cultural reproduction." I wish to apply consequential validity, 

then, as a conceptual guide for examining the intended and unintended social 

consequences embedded in routinized collaborative techniques. Along the same lines, I 

will continue to focus on the "intellectual unconscious" also embedded in such 
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techniques, hoping in the process to continue revealing the reproduction of privilege and 

to achieve something akin to epistemic reflexivity. 
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Notes 

' For a discxission of "overdetennined" technologies and education as "symbolic 

violence," see Chapter One. 

^ Useful sources on consequential validity include Messick (1989), Luke (1995), Gee 

(1996), and Shepard (1997). 

^ This line of inquiry parallels a similar line within the general field of composition. 

Scholars such as Bizzell, Bartholomae, and Faigley have focused much of their work on 

understanding the formation of students as subjects; hence the subtitle in Faigley's 

landmark book. Fragments of Rationality. 

See, for example, Bruffee (1984; 1993), Trimbur (1989), Cross (1994), and Bosworth 

and Hamilton (1994). 

^ For a discussion of "author-evacuated" prose, see Geertz (1988). 

^ Gendered discourse is of course much more complex than such a generalization implies. 

I have been reductive here only for the sake of the larger argument. For discussions of 

gendered discourse, see Foss and Foss (1991); BCirsch (1993); Olson and Hirsh (1995). 

' See note 6 above. See Foss and Foss (1991); BCirsch (1993); Olson and Hirsh (1995). 

^ For a fuller discussion of Trimbur's "essayistic literacy," see Chapter Four's discussion 

of the rhetoric of deproduction. 

^ See Gudykunst and Nishida (1994). 

In applying Lather's work to assessment, I am drawing on and extending some brief 

observations made by Moss (1998). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

STRUCTURING TECHNIQUES: MEDIATING ARRANGEMENTS AND 

PARATACTIC JUXTAPOSITIONS 

One of the first times I ever wrote about collaborative learning was years ago, 

when I was a fairly new graduate student taking courses. I was in the process of trying to 

understand collaboration—I still am—and chose it as a topic for a seminar paper. Unsture 

of what my thesis might be, I made an appointment to talk with the professor for whom I 

would write the paper. Almost immediately she offered me her definition of collaboration 

and described how she saw it working within her classes. She told me she was sure of one 

thing: if a collaborative course were to succeed, it would need to be planned in detail 

from start to finish—not just individual class sessions but the entire course. She asked if I 

agreed; I nodded, tentatively. (I was, by and large, playing a believing game that I knew I 

would later try to undo.) I still remember her response to my acquiescence; "Good. Then 

I won't have to change your mind." 

That memory has stuck with me, mainly because it exemplifies the contradictions 

at work in collaborative learning—contradictions between possessing and sharing 

authorities of knowledge, between conforming to and challenging the status quo. I do not 

know if the professor were serious or if she were "baiting" me. She demonstrated similar 

behavior later in the semester, when she forbade one of my classmates to post anything 

further on our class listserv until the student had read some particular texts (the names of 

which I can no longer remember). If these behaviors were meant to be taken seriously, if 
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they were not intended as irony, then I believe they illustrate yet another mediating force 

at work on the collaborative classroom: the technique of structuring activities and 

assignments in relation to one another and to the overall curriculum. I do not think it 

coincidental that this professor, who had indeed structured our entire course in detail, 

would demand conformity. She was acting as a subject of technique, specifically her own 

technique of arranging curricular content and sequencing lessons (most of which did 

involve small group work and student-centered discussions) in accordance with that 

content. At its most basic level, such detailed and comprehensive ordering—a rational 

means to pedagogical ends—suggests in its very existence that the ends are 

predetermined. At a more complex level, such ordering does the determining. 

As I show in this chapter, the logical progression of collaborative lessons driven 

by (and in tum driving) the curriculum has social consequences. Common to many 

collaborative writing classes is a logical progression I describe here as hypotactic, one 

that often functions to efficiently assimilate individuals into a specific discursive stance 

and subject position. This is also a structure that rationalizes and conceals that 

assimilative function. In the section below I define hypotaxis, indexing its function in 

academic discourse, process pedagogies, and collaborative learning practices. In the 

section following that, I illustrate in greater depth the political nature of such structure by 

examining its role in a routine fu-st-year composition course. In the process I hope to 

reveal the social and intellectual unconscious embedded in that structure; it is, I believe, 

an unconscious ideologically aligned with academic discourse insofar as it is an author-

effacing rhetoric of deproduction.' In the last section I offer a counter model: a technique 
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for structuring collaboration in paratactic ways. As it does in competing discourses in 

Bakhtin's carnival, the "multiple, partial, and endlessly deferred" forms of validity in 

Lather's transgressive validity, and the simultaneity of multiple methods in collaborative 

assessment practices I describe in Chapter Two, parataxis can disrupt normalization; it 

can reveal in process the arbitrariness (in Bourdieu and Passeron's sense of the word) of 

privileged order. More importantly, it can help to counter the socializing work of that 

order. 

Hypotactic Structures: 

Mediating Conformity 

To date I have found little scholarship critiquing techniques for ordering or 

arranging collaborative practices relative to one another. There are certainly enough 

descriptions of ordering practices for "successfiil" collaboration, including some of my 

own,^ but few that consider from a political or sociological perspective the impact of 

specific structuring techniques. Work in cognitive rhetoric and adaptations of Lev 

Vygotsky's "zone of proximal development" (ZPD) theory come perhaps the closest. 

ZPD, as readers will recall, suggests that children leam in stages, developing cognitive 

skills in necessarily increasing levels of complexity. ZPD is thus central to what 

Rosenshine and Meister call "scaffolding," a theory of collaborative education that 

emphasizes sequencing according to cognitive development. Like early cognitivist 

approaches to writing instruction (see Flower and Hayes; Emig), scaffolding theorists 

base their scheme on a structural logic of acquisition. In early work by Flower and Hayes, 
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writers are assumed to acquire competency by advancing through stages of problem-

solving—from invention through revision; similarly, scaffolding theorists suggest that 

each level of acquisition in discourse and/or knowledge becomes a scaffold upon which 

further learning can occur. 

The problem with scaffolding as a pedagogical model lies not in the metaphor or 

even in the logic of acquisition itself; the problem lies in the universalization and 

singularity of that logic. A professor who has her entire course laid out before engaging 

with her students in collaborative projects—^which might challenge her particular vision 

for the course—effectively reduces the potential for those projects to undo her 

normalized assumptions or to significantly alter the endpoint of the course in terms of the 

knowledge and discourses learned. This is not unlike the universalization and reification 

of process as a pedagogical technique; early composing models built on early cognitive 

theories in composition studies look suspiciously current-traditional, a label commonly 

used to reference writing instruction that is arhetorical—detached from social and 

cultural contexts—and therefore apparently universal. (The "modes" of discourse, often 

taught as ends in and of themselves rather than as strategies appropriate to particular 

contexts, are thus often considered current-traditional.) In describing the process 

pedagogy movement (marked most notably by Hairston's well-known article, "The 

Winds of Change" in 1982), Crowley has vmtten that she sees "no evidence that an 

alternative epistemology has ever succeeded in dislodging the hold of current-

traditionalism on writing instruction [...] and that for all their pomp and circumstance 

"process strategies fit quite comfortably within its framework" ("Around 1971" 64). 
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Indeed a cursory look at first-year composition (FYC) textbooks reveals the extent to 

which process has become as reified as the modes of discourse; as Crowley notes, such 

texts regularly present "the" composing process as a series of discrete, linear steps, 

implicitly applicable to all forms of writing and generalizable to all cultural paradigms. 

More recent cognitive theories have moved beyond such universalization. As 

Linda Flower and Elenore Long write, these days cognitive rhetoric 

is committed to pedagogy that speaks to the needs of individual writers, especially 

those student writers who traditionally have not been well served by the educational 

system's policies and practices. As part of an ongoing effort to refine its praxis, 

cognitive rhetoric has begun inquiring into the ways writers actively negotiate language, 

discourse conventions, social structures, and material influences. These negotiations are 

considered crossroads where individuals and social forces are not only active but also 

often in conflict. Analysis of these points of conflict works to identify discursive 

practices, options, goals, and constraints and their impact on literate action. This more 

specific line of inquiry is part of an extended effort to unravel fiuther the ways that 

thinking and social context are fimctionally intertwined. (109) 

Despite that stress on individual differences and on social contexts, models for 

structuring collaborative learning continue to rely on singular logics of cognitive 

development, much the way early process models do and scaffolding does. Computer-

mediated pedagogy scholar James Inman illustrates this reliance in his design for a 

technology-enhanced "Center for Collaborative Learning and Communication" (CCLC) 

at Furman University in Greenville, South Carolina. At the 2000 National Symposium on 
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New Information Technologies and Liberal Education, rnman presented an overview of 

CCLC, which is being developed for students across the curriculum, and which is being 

constructed to accommodate specific "universal" stages of collaboration. According to 

Inman's design, a group of students working on a collective project will begin by 

brainstorming ideas in the center's first stop, one of two "information gathering" 

rooms—a small conferencing room designed for casual conversation. In calling this the 

"first stop" I am being both figurative and literal; it is located at the far west end of the 

center, and students move eastward through the collaborative process. A group's second 

stop is one of several "work areas," a partitioned space containing a circular table big 

enough for six and a single computer workstation for one. In his overview of CCLC, 

Inman posited various scenarios in which groups would work together at the tables, their 

work complemented and pimctuated by one member at the computer inputting 

information, calling up online documents, translating into text the group's creations, and 

so on. The third stop for each group is the "communications area," a large room filled 

with intemetworked computers upon which students are able to work individually or in 

groups. The final area, the last stop, is a "multimedia center," where students are able to 

employ high-end technology in the final production of their collaborative project. 

Unfortunately nowhere in CCLC's structure is there room (or a room) for alternate 

modes of collaboration or even for recursion: put simply, there is no room for methods of 

constructing knowledge that do not accord with the tacitly accepted approach inscribed in 

the architectural logic. Just as a workstation in a factory will interpellate the worker 



situated within it, so will the workstations in this center (including, as 1 demonstrate in 

Chapter Five, the electronic workstations.) 

The structural design determined by and determining CCLC's sequence of 

collaborative stations can aptly be called a hypotactic structure. In composition studies 

hypotaxis generally refers to "the subordination of one idea to another in logical 

hierarchies" (Bizzell 241). The five-paragraph essay, for example, follows a hypotactic 

structure: the thesis is stated first, leading and subordinating the remainder of the essay, 

which can then be read in linear fashion. Notably the thesis in a five-paragraph essay 

does not change; it may become more developed and more concrete, but the introduction, 

the body, and the conclusion are all designed to reinforce the thesis as a unified argument 

and justify it through logical progression. Within paragraphs a similar structure exists 

when topic sentences lead into further-developing statements and summative 

declarations. The hypotactic structure is clearly a privileged and naturalized one in 

academic discourse, challenged only recently within dominant cultural circles by 

hypertext theories of reading and writing (Sosnoski; Gresham and Hartley; LeCourt; and 

Sire). 

While hypotaxis serves in stmcturing academic discourse to unify and subordinate 

ideas under a dominant argument (or position, or theme, or stance), it can do much the 

same work in structuring collaboration, unifying and subordinating individuals' stances 

or positions. In the next section, I demonstrate that work in more detail by analyzing a 

typical first-year composition course, one I taught at a four-year college in the Pacific 

Northwest, Eastern Washington University.^ What I hope to show is that this course's 
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hjqpotactic arrangement of curricular content and corresponding collaborative activities 

encourages within students and teachers a preferred positionality, one marked by 

"objectivity" and "critical distance"—illusory forms of apolitical disinterestedness that 

undermine the potential for positioned perspectives across social and cultural differences. 

Such structure, then, undermines resistance to cultural reproduction and instead facilitates 

its enactment. 

English 201: 

Ordering the Subjects 

Eastern Washington University (EWU) is a typical four-year public college with 

typical undergraduate writing requirements. Serving approximately 8000 students, EWU 

is the third largest university in the state, offering a range of MA programs in English. 

Teaching Assistants in literature, rhetoric and composition, technical writing, and 

creative writing are called on—and given supporting curricular materials—to teach 

English 201, one of EWU's required undergraduate writing courses. Although it is 

numbered at the 200-level, English 201 is normally taken during the second or third 

quarter of a student's first year and is similar in scope to most 101 composition courses in 

the US; its emphasis is on expository writing and classical argument. Students are taught 

a neo-Aristotelian version of rhetorical analysis, which they rely on to evaluate 

arguments. They also apply that rhetorical knowledge to their own researched, formal 

Eirguments—academic essays in which they develop positions on social issues. The text 
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for the course could be any number of readers developed around "standard" issues of 

environmental protection, affirmative action, gun control, abortion, and free speech. 

The particular book I used when teaching 201 (as did all other English TAs at 

EWU) was Sylvan Bamet and Hugo Bedau's Current Issues and Enduring Questions: A 

Guide to Critical Thinking and Argument. With Readings. The text contains readings 

revolving around the issues noted above, and it offers exercises for students to work 

through. Most of the exercises are collaborative in nature, asking students, for example, 

to respond to open-ended discussion questions, to play versions of Elbow's believing and 

doubting game, and to engage in mock debates. What I wish to emphasize here is the 

book's organization. Like many similar texts, the book is arranged according to em 

imagined curriculum and a developmental logic. As Bamet and Bedau state in the 

preface, "before one can write a persuasive argument one must clarify one's own ideas [. 

..] to find out what one really thinks about a problem" (iv). Such clarification and writing 

occurs, according to Bamet and Bedau, through specific stages of reading and writing, 

which the authors outline. They present what appears to be a common-sense, even 

natural, order of acquisition. What the authors do not seem to recognize, however, is that 

"one's own ideas" are shaped by one's own context; in this case, that context includes a 

hypotactic order of acquisition that homogenizes individuals as they allegedly discover 

"what they really think" about a problem. 

The book presents a sequence of four primary stages, around which EWU's 

English 201 curriculxim is structured.'' The first stage is summary, which Bamet and 

Bedau imply is the first move academics make in understanding arguments. I say "imply" 
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because the authors nowhere state this as fact; nevertheless, summary comprises the first 

section of the book, introduced by the heading, "Getting Started" (22), and it is the first 

stage the authors discuss. What Bamet and Bedau do say about summary is that it "does 

not include the reader's evaluation or any other sort of comment on the original" (28, 

italics original). Summaries, according to the authors, are to be "objective" and 

"detached," not out of any ethical obligation, but merely as a means of assisting readers 

in grasping ideas (the meanings of which, the logic suggests, reside clearly and 

unambiguously within the text). Objectivity thus becomes an ought largely for its own 

sake. As far as inserting "one's own thoughts" into a summary, Bamet and Bedau write, 

when writing your summaries, it is often useful to interject your own thoughts 
("seems far fetched," "strong point," "I don't get it"), enclosing them within 
square brackets, [ ], or in some other way keeping these responses distinct from 
your summary of the writer's argument. Remember, however, that if your 
instructor asks you to hand in a summary, it should not contain ideas other than 
those found in the original piece. You can rearrange these, add transitions as 
needed, and so forth, but the summary should give the reader nothing but a sense 
of the original piece. (28) 

The first step in a determining stracture for developing "critical thinking and argument," 

then, involves a position of objectivity, a detached neutrality that enables students to 

condense an allegedly clear and universal idea for others to grasp, bracketing themselves 

out of the equation if necessary. The premise upon which this is constmcted is akin to the 

basic premise holding up the traditional literary canon as "the best that's ever been 

written," one with timeless tmths and enduring themes.^ If a text is unambiguous, 

needing only careful and disinterested summary for its meaning to be passed on, then 

social and cultural differences that might impact either the production or reception of the 

text are irrelevant. The subject positions of those reading the texts and writing the 
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summaries are effaced as a necessary first stage in participating in what might otherwise 

be considered social dialogue. 

As a beginning English instructor, I worked hard while teaching 201 to follow 

Bamet and Bedau's design. During the first major assignment—an objective summary, of 

course—I had my students work in pairs and groups, scrutinizing each other's drafts for 

those places where they might have erroneously let themselves slip into the writing. Such 

collaborative activities reinforced objectivity not as a useful fiction appropriate in 

particular contexts but as the natural stance assumed by academics. Collaboration 

mediated by a logical stage of cognitive development thus fimctions much the way 

collaboration mediated by assessment often does: to promote discourse that appears 

author-evacuated, deproducing (as Trimbur would say) the context and writers' and 

readers' positions within that context. 

Indeed, the second stage of Bamet and Bedau's curricular design takes such 

deproduction fiirther by pushing it beneath an appearance of positioned evaluation. The 

second major assignment in the text—and in 201—is a rhetorical einalysis of an 

argument. More specifically, it is an academic essay analyzing another academic essay 

according to the benchmarks of Farr and Nardini's "essayist literacy" that I reference in 

Chapter Two. Bamet and Bedau identify the elements "that deserve notice when 

examirdng any argument [as] the author's thesis, purpose, methods, and persona (107, 

italics original). While such elements can be productively defined to apply to a broad 

range of analyses, they are implicitly and reductively dislocated here from any explicit 

discursive forms and cultural contexts—save for academic discourse and the dominant 
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cultural contexts it embodies. A persona, for example, becomes for Bamet and Bedau a 

mere device that can be equally utilized by anyone: 

In establishing a persona, writers adopt various rhetorical strategies, 

ranging from the use of characteristic words to the use of a particular form of 

organization. For instance, the writer who speaks of an opponent's "gimmicks" instead 

of "strategy" is trying to downgrade the opponent and also to convey the self-image of a 

streetwise person. On a larger scale, consider the way in which evidence is presented and 

the kind of evidence offered. One writer may first bombard the reader with facts and then 

spend relatively little time drawing conclusions. Another may rely cliiefly on 

generalizations, waiting until the end of the essay to bring the thesis home with a few 

details. [.. .] One writer may seem professorial or pedantic, offering examples of an 

academic sort; another, whose examples are drawn from ordinary life, may seem like a 

regular guy. All such devices deserve comment in your analysis. (104) 

Social differences, then, are those found between professors and "regular guys," while 

differing forms of evidence run the gamut between "facts" and "generalizations." 

Personas that perform gender are ignored, as are personas situated within and responsive 

to racial contexts. The closest the authors come to any such difference might be class-

based, between those who are "regular" and "streetwise" and those who are "pedantic"— 

although even that seems a stretch at best. 

The analysis assigrmient thus moves students from "objective summary" to 

"objective evaluation." While the students are now presenting their own arguments 

(about other essays), those arguments are shaped to accommodate "universal" methods 
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and discursive conventions that reduce social differences and ignore cultural 

positionality. While on the surface students appear to move toward positions of 

independence and authority, for they are no longer simply reproducing in condensed form 

what others have said, that appearance conceals the ways in which they are continuing to 

reproduce privileged personas, methods, and other "strategies" of argument, each of 

which has inscribed within it a specific social and intellectual unconscious. The logical 

progression upon which Bamet and Bedau base their curriculum is one that reinforces 

that unconscious in the guise of necessary cognitive development. 

The final two stages in Bamet and Bedau's model—^variations on the first two— 

further that development, completing a hypotactic structure designed to lead students 

from summary through to informed, reasoned argumentation. The third stage asks 

students to summarize and evaluate competing arguments around a single issue, 

acknowledging in the process differing positions. Not surprisingly such positions are 

defined within the parameters offered for analysis; students come to understand differing 

positions as embodiments or realizations of differing strategies of argumentation, ones 

seemingly universal and unaffiliated with any particular social or cultural identification. 

Also not surprisingly students are asked to keep themselves out of this assignment; they 

are to describe the issue and the arguments from an impartial, disinterested stance. The 

fourth stage asks students to finally situate themselves in the conversation by staking out 

their own arguments and defending them. The students thus arrive at a level of cognitive 

development where they can, at last, understand arguments, evaluate them, situate them 

against others, and, finally, present their own in response. 



The architectural logic at work here is similar to that at work in the design for the 

Center for Collaborative Learning and Communication described in the preceding 

section; the structure assumes a hierarchical order of cognitive complexity and a 

corresponding sequence through which students are to develop. Each stage of that 

sequence is determined, to a large degree, by the other stages relative to it. Analyzing a 

single argument, for example, is mediated by the goals of objectivity that inform the 

preceding lessons in summary; by the same token, the homogeneously constructed 

disinterested evaluator of the analysis assignment becomes a basis for the stance students 

eventually take in arguing over social issues. Perhaps the most significant observation to 

make here is the predetermination built into the entire structure, a structure routinized 

within English 201's curriculum design, rationalized through its hypotactic arrangement, 

and naturalized as constituting the way writers communicate. Such predetermination 

informs every collaborative act within the course: the mock debates suggested by Bamet 

and Bedau's text become forums in which differing students present differing rational 

arguments, each nevertheless embracing the same discursive stance and corresponding 

subject position; peer reviews become sites in which students can coach each other on 

how to remove oneself from writing; and group conversations become means by which a 

prescribed conclusion is simply fleshed out with details. 

Little room is left for students or teachers to challenge the socioideological 

function of the discourse they are working to adopt. There is also little room left to 

consider the social consequences of that adoption. The social and intellectual unconscious 

inscribed in English lOl's structure is an imdeniable privileging of dominant cultural 
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capital—namely self-effacing discourse that appears indifferent to the role of social and 

cultural identifications in constructions of knowledge. Because it is hypotactic, English 

20rs structure justifies its own existence; it thus becomes a rational technique of 

efficiently reproducing that capital—what Ellul would call "reason in the guise of 

technique" (21). The phrase "Critical Thinking" as it appears in Bamet and Bedau's 

subtitle and as a guiding construct for English 201, then, is a far cry from what 1 mean by 

critical in this dissertation; it references instead a kind of flexibility in thinking within a 

narrowly conceived subject position and within a project of cultural reproduction. 

Paratactic Structures: 

Disrupting the Order 

1 argued earlier in this chapter that the hypotactic structure normalized in 

academia has been challenged only recently within dominant cultural circles, specifically 

by hj^ertext theorists. Less recently, however, hj^otaxis has been challenged by 

representatives of nondominant cultural circles. Feminist scholars, for example, have 

been critiquing logics of unity and linearity for decades. As Luce Irigaray has argued, 

contexts inscribing hierarchical order and unity—however unnatural they may or may not 

be—create subject positions that accord not with women's ways of knowing but with 

men's. She writes that resistance to that kind of domination begins with "jamming the 

theoretical machinery' itself, suspending its pretension to the production of a truth and 

meaning that are excessively univocal" fThis Sex 78). Irigaray's call to disrupt order and 

unity has been adopted by a host of feminist critics working in a wide range of areas 



related to composition studies (LeCourt; Rejoiolds; and Mountford). Although most do 

not use the term, what each of these scholars argues for, in one way or another, is 

parataxis, the juxtaposing of words and ideas without relying on normalized mechanisms 

for coordination and subordination. 

Parataxis has also been suggested and/or performed by writers of nondominant 

nationalities and ethnicities. Gloria Anzaldua in Borderlands, for example, switches 

without transitions or, notably, translations "from English to Castillian Spanish to the 

North Mexican dialect to Tex-Mex to a sprinkling of Nahuatl to a mixture of all of these" 

("Preface"). Indeed the text proves a difficult read, jarring and confusing at times, 

beautiful and poetic at others, and always unstable. Anzaldua code switches so 

abruptly—so disruptively—to underscore what she calls her own language: the "language 

of the Borderlands," which resides "at the juncture of cultures." Rather than "beg 

entrance" into a dominant culture, Anzaldua wishes "to be met halfway" ("Preface") 

Through parataxis, then, her text embodies Pratt's contact zone, wherein cultures "meet, 

clash, and grapple with each other [.. .] across lines of difference and hierarchy" (530, 

541). Anzaldua thus does what Keith Gilyard does in his CCCC address (which 1 discuss 

in the Introduction): she disrupts dominant cultural expectations and reveals privileged 

discursive practices as not natural but normalized and standardized. 

Such juxtapositions, as I have argued in each chapter thus far, can help to reveal 

the conventionality and arbitrariness of dominant discursive practices, and they can in 

turn help to demystify power relations mediated by discourse. If we accept that premise, 

and if we regard discourse as a mediating structure of lived experience, then we should 
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accept juxtapositions of other mediating structures as a way to similarly demystify their 

conventionality and arbitrariness. Disruptions of order can and should extend to 

structures of collaboration, including architectural designs and curricular sequences. In 

this final section I hope to illustrate the potential for a paratactic structuring of 

collaborative learning activities by offering a second example firom my own teaching 

practice: specifically the curricular design and the working contexts of a business writing 

class I taught recently at The University of Arizona G-I^A). 

English 307 is UA's main course in professional writing that emphasizes 

organizational communication.^ The curriculum revolves aroimd standardized forms of 

business writing: memos; proposals; letters of inquiry, complaint, and response; reports; 

resumes; and public relations materials. Unlike teachers of English 201 at EWU, teachers 

of 307 do not structure their individual sections around a commonly prescribed text and 

corresponding curricular design. (A common developmental sequence can, nevertheless, 

be found across most popular textbooks for business writing—one that begins with brief 

letters and memos and moves through to elaborate project proposals and formal reports. It 

is highly likely that many sections of 307 follow such order.) Because I was granted 

flexibility in developing 307, and because I was interested in real-wo rid writing and 

service-learning initiatives (the justifications for which can be discussed in more detail 

elsewhere), I chose to incorporate into the course a comprehensive external group project, 

one that would engage students off campus all semester long as they wTote for either 

businesses or service organizations of their choice. Specifically, groups of three or four 

were to each develop a promotional website for a particular organization. The projects 
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and the organizations provided immediate and concrete rhetorical contexts for the work 

each group did; the students composed letters of inquiry to and for their chosen 

organizations, as well as project proposals, formal reports, memos, and of course the 

websites. Four groups in the class worked for local businesses, three for local service 

organizations. 

The determining structure for the course's collaborative activities was thus not 

linked to any universal textbook logic; it was instead determined by the particular 

circumstances of each group's specific project. Moreover, those circumstances differed 

from group to group, necessitating discussions about the contingent nature of discourse 

production and illustrating such contingency directly within the students' experience. 

While some groups were struggling to compose memos, others were at the same time 

developing proposals. Our class discussions were therefore situated at awkward junctures 

of juxtaposed discursive practices. Further, because the organizations with whom and for 

whom the students were writing were comprised of a variety of individuals from differing 

cultures, groups also had to negotiate discourse on those grounds, often finding 

themselves at odds with one another and with the lessons of our chosen textbook.' What 

became increasingly clear to us over the course of the semester was that the "standard" 

models (and the corresponding guidelines) offered by our textbook were not imiversally 

applicable, even though they were presented as such; they ignored task-related and 

organization-related contingencies, and they ignored specific social and cultural contexts 

that my students were facing first-hand. 



While juxtapositions of differing discursive forms and social and cultural contexts 

played a key role in demystifying "business writing" as conventional and arbitrary, 

nothing so clearly demystified power relations maintained through discourse as did the 

paratactic juxtaposition of groups writing for businesses and groups writing for service 

organizations. One of American corporate culture's primary discursive tropes is what 

Stephen Katz calls the ethic of expediency, a form of communication that casts "technical 

criteria as a means to an end," one with "an ethos of objectivity, logic, and narrow focus," 

and one that shifts responsibility "from the writer (and reader) to the organization they 

represent, the organization whose voice they now speak with, in whose interest they act, 

whose ethos they have totally adopted as their own" (257-8, italics original). This 

dominant cultural discourse was indeed disrupted, its machinery "jammed," by the 

coexisting discourses of service communities within our classroom, discourses reflective 

of what Schutz and Gere call "public learning" and "private caring"—forms of social 

action that seek empowerment for others rather than for the self (or the organization to 

which the self belongs). As Schutz and Gere write, 

service learning can act as one entry point for English studies [to empower the 

marginalized] because multiple public and private spaces, operating at multiple levels, 

allow myriad kinds of difference to emerge into dialogue. Fluid and fragmented spaces 

like these allow the complex and multifaceted nature of discourse, as well as its 

embeddedness in large social structures, to be more effectively explored and contested. 

(146) 
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The systems of difference juxtaposed within service learning are thus complemented and 

further extended by the larger system of difference—the learning context—in which 

service interests and corporate interests collide. As a framework for collaboration, such 

parataxis mediates dialogue less as a unifying and homogenizing force that attempts to 

deny socieil and cultural differences, and more as a structure within which 

socioideological positions can be revealed as being bound to discursive formations. 

Finally it is worth noting here how the structure of 307 impacted yet another force 

mediating collaboration, one I have already examined in detail in the preceding chapter: 

in-class assessment. Because of 307's paratactic structure, I asked my students to 

accompany every major assignment wdth a cover memo, a document wherein they would 

discuss the contexts in which they were writing: each group had to describe its task and 

its rhetorical situation, including the group's relationship to and identification with its 

audience; each group also had to articulate the ways in which it negotiated that situation, 

indicating which rhetorical strategies it relied upon and which discursive stances it 

adopted; and finally each group was asked to reflect critically on the effects of its written 

discourse, considering the ways in which it might have contributed to particular 

worldviews. 

If—as the reader might guess would happen—an assignment was accompanied by 

an underwritten memo, one dashed off by a busy group member at the last minute, my 

response was usually something akin to this: 

Without knowing the rhetorical context of your letter more fully, I am left grading 
this as an arhetorical, standardized form. As a result, any particularly specific 
rhetorical strategies you may have used are lost on me as a grader. What remains 
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is a competent document that gets the Job done, but not necessarily one that rises 
above average with particular rhetorical strengths. Grade: C+. 

Thus my responses to cover memos and my grades on assignments very explicitly 

indexed the multi-layered contexts within which the entire course was situated. 

Embedded in this particular grading practice is a demand that both teachers and students 

actively acknowledge the contextual and conventional nature of various discourses that 

flmction to construct knowledge and authority—including assessment itself. Also 

embedded in this grading practice is a form of collaboration with the students. Simply put 

I was unable to effectively evaluate their work without their input and v^thout 

acknowledging their distinct positionalities in relation to specific social contexts. My 

techniques of assessing collaborative work were therefore enmeshed in my techniques of 

structuring collaborative work, each impacting the other in ways which—in this case— 

facilitated resistance to cultural reproduction. 

Conclusion 

As the above observation regarding assessment illustrates, structures of 

collaboration do not fiinction in isolation. They overlap and inform one another, living 

out the interrelatedness of overdetermining systems of difference described by Teresa 

Ebert in Chapter One. As the above observation also illustrates, we as teachers need not 

be at the complete mercy of such systems. We have some ability to effect change at large 

structural levels and at levels as localized as in-class grading procedures. In the next 

chapter, I illustrate additional ways of structuring collaboration as means for countering 

yet another interrelated system of difference: the disciplinary paradigm of higher 



education. What I hope to demonstrate there is an even greater degree of 

overdetermination at work on collaborative learning and, at the same time, further ways 

of achieving agency in the face of cultural reproduction. 
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Notes 

' See Chapter Four in this dissertation for discussions of Trimbur's "rhetoric of 

deproduction." 

^ See "Dealing with Reluctant Readers: Fostering Dialogue through Accountability." 

Teaching English in the Two-Year College 26.2 (1998'): 154-62. 

^ I discuss Eastern Washington University again in the next chapter when 1 describe the 

"mediating structures" of an interdisciplinary liberal arts program at EWU. 

I do not know if EWU's English 201 is still structured about Current Issues: it was 

during my years as an MA candidate. 

^ I discuss disciplinary canonical knowledge as a mediating force in collaboration in 

Chapter Four. 

^ UA also offers English 308, a course in technical writing that emphasizes document 

design. 

' We used Writing That Works by Jo Allen, a very typical business writing text. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DISCIPLINING THE STUDENT: COLLABORATION, CONSENSUS, 

AND DISCIPLINARY RHETORICS OF REPRODUCTION 

I have been arguing throughout this dissertation that normalized and naturalized 

structural and discursive conditions of higher education function invisibly to undermine 

collaborative learning's potential to facilitate resistance to cultural reproduction. I began 

developing this claim at the classroom level, looking first at assessment in Chapter Two 

and then at the relations among classroom activities and assignments in Chapter Three. I 

believe it is at these levels where instructors may at least initially feel the most able to 

effect change. If a teacher can engage in Bourdieu's notion of epistemic reflexivity—a 

critical reflection of the social and intellectual unconscious embedded in routinized 

practices of knowledge construction—within and about her immediate pedagogic action, 

she may feel enabled to make direct changes in what goes on in her classroom, in what 

she does with her students. 

Of course I do not want to suggest that we teachers are free to do what we want; 

our work is always limited and constrained, shaped and directed, by our institutional and 

social contexts. The content and activity of our courses has to fit curricular standards 

developed by our departments in response to an interplay among our universities' 

missions, market demands, and a host of reified traditions—to name just a few 

contributing forces. ("Academic fireedom" is, in these respects, a fiction.) I would like at 

this point to move my critical scrutiny toward those larger contexts, with an eye still 
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turned toward the invisible and the taken-for-granted. My purpose here is to continue 

developing my claim that the collaborative classroom is an overdetermined site of 

complicit cultural reproduction. I wish to demonstrate that what we critique and attempt 

to reconceive as teachers and scholars necessarily includes more than our immediate 

applications and procedures in the classroom. To illustrate I would thus like to examine a 

specific mediating condition of collaboration that exists at a level beyond classroom 

application: namely, the disciplinary paradigm. 

The situatedness of collaborative learning within the disciplinary structure of 

higher education often serves to construct the students and teachers who are collaborating 

as willing subjects of dominant cultures. Such situatedness undercuts dialogue and 

dissensus, encouraging instead a homogeneity in subject positionality and an 

understanding of knowledge as objective. If students are to collaborate in ways that 

enable them to resist the reproduction of dominant cultural capital, they must do so 

within an educational structure that enables the demystification of knowledge (and its 

embodiment in particular discursive forms) as a subjective privileged cultural arbitrary. 

Such an educational framework would discourage the reification of knowledge as 

objective and hierarchical, and would instead encourage an understanding of knowledge 

as socially constructed and culturally situated. The disciplinary paradigm, unfortunately, 

fimctions in just the opposite manner. 

I thus begin this chapter by sketching two interrelated theoretical claims: (1) that 

disciplinarity exists through, and reinforces, the codification of knowledge as objective, 

hierarchical, and intimately bound to dominant cultural privilege; and (2) that the 
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situatedness of collaborative learning within such a mediating structure hinders the 

potential for collaboration to enable resistance to cultural reproduction. 1 then further 

develop and support those claims through two extended examples: the first is an 

historical example, a fiiUy developed case study that illustrates the socially homogenizing 

force of disciplinarity on the production of knowledge and on those who participate in it; 

the second is a shorter example that illustrates the potential for subjective and socially 

contingent knowledge production enabled by mrerdisciplinarity. The former is an 

extended analysis of early publications of The Royal Society, the latter a description of a 

liberal arts pilot program begun a few years ago at a land-grant university where I was 

then teaching. I hope to demonstrate through this theoretical sketch and these examples a 

critical awareness of the disciplinary paradigm as a normalized means for composing 

students, knowledge, and discourse in accordance with dominant cultural values. By 

looking at collaborative practices as they are mediated by disciplinarity, and by 

examining the intended and unintended social consequences of that mediation, I hope to 

implicitly gauge the disciplinary paradigm's consequential validity. Moreover, because 

my primary focus is on the unseen epistemic and ideological force of disciplinarity (the 

social and intellectual unconscious embedded within its form and fimction), I am at the 

same time hoping to put into practice a version of Bourdieu's epistemic reflexivity. 
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Discipiinary Authority and Nonfoundational Knowledge: 

Antithetical Constructs in Collaborative Learning 

Two central tenets of collaborative learning, as it has been envisioned and 

popularized by Bruffee at least, are the subversion of objectivist thinking and the 

reduction of traditional hierarchies of knowledge. As I discussed in Chapter One, while 

Bruffee has been praised for these tenets (indeed they have been generally accepted as 

basic goals in composition pedagogy), he has also been strongly criticized for a model of 

collaborative learning that reinscribes dominant cultural ideologies through an uncritical 

acceptance of the discourses of the dominant culture. That is, Bruffee's application of 

collaborative learning asks students to join new knowledge communities by appropriating 

their discourses and knowledge and by challenging the authority of teachers and texts, but 

it fails to ask students to question and challenge the very discourses and knowledge they 

are appropriating. Collaborative learning's ultimately democratic goal, then, is 

undermined by its potential accommodation to hegemonic discourse. Thus what Bruffee 

calls reacculturation—bringing students into new communities of knowledgeable peers 

through consensus-making practices and the shared language of the establishment—some 

would call assimilation. Scholars who have sought to revise Bruffee's work, such as 

Trimbur and Myers, have conceived of collaborative contact zones not built upon 

practices of consensus but rather on opportunities for conflict and disagreement—for 

heteroglossia.' Such scholars hope that within conflictual spaces of face-to-face 

interaction, differing subject positions can be expressed, interrogated, and—to a limited 

extent—better understood. I extend such a postmodern critique to include along with 
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discourses the disciplinary structure within which collaborative learning too often must 

operate: just as it is difficult to "subvert the dominant paradigm" if one is using the 

language of that paradigm, it is also difficult to challenge the authority of teachers and 

texts if one is trying to do so within a structure that inscribes—even exists through—such 

authority. 

My emphasis here on Bruffee's vision of collaborative learning is neither a 

digression away from my own working definition nor a move to erect a straw-figure to 

deconstruct. I want to examine Bruffee because of his emphasis on the two tenets of 

collaborative leaiming outlined above; I want to explore the effect of disciplinarity on 

efforts to reduce hierarchies of knowledge and to challenge objectivist epistemologies 

through collaboration. These are goals central to Bruffee and to collaborative learning in 

general; they are also essential to any vision of collaborative learning that seeks to 

demystify knowledge as contingent and socially negotiated. Bruffee takes steps toward 

such demystification by making distinctions between what he calls foundational and 

nonfoundational knowledge: concepts most readers in academia are familiar with, even if 

they do not use the terms. Foundational knowledge is factual, the kind of information 

promoted by scholars such as E. D. Hirsch, whose cultural literacy campaign is an effort 

to establish a shared national base of information. Nonfoundational knowledge, on the 

other hand, is more easily characterized as socially constructed, as contingent upon 

subject positionality and necessary for critical thinking in a multicultural environment. It 

is what many of us hope our students will generate in their classroom discussions and in 

their writing. Understanding certain forms of knowledge as nonfoundational is essential 
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to resisting objectivist epistemologies and the authorities of teachers and texts. Bruffee 

has argued that students struggle with such resistance primarily because of their 

assumptions about the nature of knowledge. They tend to regard knowledge as 

foundational; hence they regard their teacher—one who has "mastered the material"—as 

the one in the classroom who has the right answers, the one who knows. As Bourdieu 

would note, the teacher has currency and power, for his or her foundational knowledge is 

a form of cultural capital; and as Paulo Freire would note, that capital is often "banked" 

in traditional approaches to education. I thus share Bruffee's lament about student 

perceptions of knowledge. What I lament fiirther—and what Bruffee does not appear to 

recognize—is that many teachers share similar assumptions about knowledge and 

experience similar difficulties in trying to adopt a nonfoundational approach to education. 

This is due in large part, 1 believe, to the nature of the disciplinary paradigm within and 

through which most instructors have been acculturated. 

This problem became evident to me during my involvement in faculty 

development workshops just a few years ago. The summer after piloting an 

interdisciplinary collaborative learning program (the focus of my second extended 

example, which I will discuss in more depth later), I helped to train senior faculty 

members from almost every discipline in collaborative learning techniques. Many of the 

instructors nodded enthusiastically during some introductory remarks I made about the 

importance of letting students participate in the construction of knowledge. Others gazed 

and nodded knowingly, assuring me that they were already doing so and would have 

usefiil ideas to contribute to each workshop. My impression then was that Bruffee's 
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assumptions were accurate, that these would be workshops primarily about practice and 

that the theory behind the practice could be taken for granted. Such was not the case. 

Once we began doing activities and engaging in discussions, frustrations surfaced. For 

many instructors, even for those wath vast years of experience, giving up what I would 

call epistemological authority—^the authority of the knower—was easier said than done. 

For example, one humanities professor, clearly unsetded by the notion of student-

generated knowledge, asked how long his colleagues in the composition department 

could stand pretending they did not know how to use semicolons. Such knowledge, 

outside discussions of rhetorical punctuation, is essentially foundational; simply put, 

there are correct ways and incorrect ways to use semicolons. What this professor's 

question revealed was that although he was willing to play a game of not knowing, he 

still saw himself as the knower and his students as nonknowers. 

In another instance, a different faculty member posited a lesson plan that involved 

the analysis of a particular painting—Michelangelo's "School of Athens." At the end of 

the lesson, the instructor planned to offer the students his (and his textbook's) 

interpretation as a way for them to "gauge their success." For instructors like this, much 

knowledge is indeed regarded as a foundational product. They readily agree it is socially 

constructed, but they do not admit students or classroom discourse into the process. 

Instead, they see class discussion and group work as a place for students to collectively 

discover extant information. For these teachers, their job as collaborative learning 

instructors—facilitators—is not to lecture but to posit questions that lead students to 

"right" answers. I am not suggesting that each of these teachers believes in a single 



answer for every question; each is obviously aware of competing theories in his or her 

respective field. However, those competing theories, as expressed by published and 

respected scholars, ultimately comprise the "true" knowledge or cultural capital for 

students to acquire. 

Such comparisons serve to reinforce the epistemological hierarchy between the 

students and the teacher. In comparing student-generated knowledge with disciplinary 

knowledge, the teacher moves from explicidy asking "What do you think?" to implicitly 

asking "Can you guess what I know?" This problem is certainly not restricted to 

workshops where teachers are on new ground, either. The following excerpt was written 

by long-time compositionist David Schwalm as a contribution to a discussion on the 

WPA listserv: "In the student-centered classroom, the performance of the teacher that 

characterizes the teacher-centered classroom is transmogrified into plans for student 

activities in which smdents will DISCOVER what they would be TOLD in a more 

traditional setting" (upper case original). Indeed Bruffee argues that the collaborative 

learning instructor's job is in fact to compare the ideas generated collaboratively by the 

students to the ideas already expressed by established members of a particular discipline. 

That comparison is part of what supposedly makes collaborative learning work; it is a 

means for reacculturating the students into a specific commvmity of "knowledgeable 

peers." Yet as Bizzell has argued, reacculturation in knowledge and discourse brings with 

it reacculturation in socio-ideological identification. A discipline is itself a discourse 

community, and as such it is subject to the criticisms and concerns Bizzell has articulated. 
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Critics may argue that, like a discourse community, a discipline is neither fixed 

nor coherent, the evidence for which lies in the evolutions of disciplinary knowledge. But 

as Richard Rorty notes, such evolutions come from what he terms "abnormal" 

discourse—a term that clearly underscores the privileging of established disciplinary 

discourse (which Rorty calls, not surprisingly, normal, and which Gilyard would suggest 

we call normal/rei/.) In this respect, disciplines are much like paradigms, a term 

popularized by Thomas Kuhn, on whose work both Rorty and Bruffee base much of their 

scholarship. Of paradigms, Kuhn writes. 

The study of paradigms [...] is what mainly prepares the student for membership 
in the particular scientific community with which he will later practice. Because 
he there joins men who learned the bases of their field from the same concrete 
models, his subsequent practice will seldom evoke overt disagreement over 
fiindamentals. Men whose research is based on shared paradigms are committed 
to the same rules and standards for scientific practice. That commitment and the 
apparent consensus it produces are prerequisites for normal science, i.e., for the 
genesis and continuation of a particular research tradition. (11) 

Notice in the above passage the terms bases, fiindamentals, and standards: all indicators 

of an objectivist epistemology. Despite postmodern theory that suggests instability, then, 

at a working level of routine application, the paradigms of a single discipline appear 

foimdational; they are maintained as truths made concrete through a social process. 

That process, in addition to discouraging disagreement over fundamentals, 

encourages specialization and even exclusion. The discourse of a particular discipline 

remains within that discipline, for as Kuhn notes, research is almost always discussed 

between professional colleagues of the same field "who prove to be the only ones able to 

read the papers addressed by them" (20). Wayne Booth laments this same observation in 

his characterization of the university as a /ww/r/versity; he argues that not only are 



disciplines exclusionary, but even within single disciplines, there are areas of 

specialization that serve to exclude members of the very same discipline. The result is a 

system of selection and exclusion, one that—as Bourdieu and Passeron note in describing 

cultural reproduction—privileges the meanings that are selected, treats as unworthy (or 

abnormal) all else, and conceals the arbitrariness of those selections and exclusions. This 

certainly occurs, as Xin Lu Gale has observed, within the collaborative classroom, where 

there is often a "tendency to privilege the teacher's discourse over the student's discourse 

without questioning why this should be the case. As a result, the teacher's traditional 

authority remains essentially intact, even though the collaborative learning approach 

gives the impression of a student-centered class" (2). Such a system thus runs counter to 

one that would invite resistance or critique, for when an individual is excluded from a 

conversation, he or she is denied the opportunity to question that conversation's 

"fundamentals" or the scholars who promote them. The possibility for the sort of 

paratactic juxtaposition I describe in Chapter Three is reduced, as are opportimities for 

understanding knowledge and discourse as privileged cultural arbitraries. 

That reduction is fiirther demonstrated by Dale Sullivan, who writes that in order 

to gain access, or membership, into the written conversation of a particular discipline, 

writers must first display their command of its knowledge and discourse ("Displaying 

Disciplinarity" 225). He labels disciplinarity as "a kind of orthodoxy," supporting his 

argiraient with an analysis of a scholarly article. What Sullivan's work reveals is that 

disciplines, as forms of orthodoxy, are indeed rife with normalized and naturalized 

hierarchies of knowledge: 
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[Ojrthodoxies have assumptions and methodologies that govern practice [...]. 
Assumptions are those things that are taken for granted as foundational truths 
about the nature of things and about ways of seeing [.... OJrthodoxies are 
hierarchical; that is, they have a ranking system that places some people, 
disciplines, or ideas above, alongside, or below others [-.-]• These hierarchical 
relationships govem who may say what to whom on what occasions. They lie 
behind "turf battles," insults, and attributions of authority. (229) 

If this is the case, then students, teachers, and texts all become situated in their respective 

positions in a particular social hierarchy during disciplinary conversations. Relying 

primarily on disciplinary discourse and knowledge in selecting course content, 

developing curricular requirements, or structuring activities in the collaborative 

classroom thus becomes more than a pedagogical technique in the vernacular sense; 

doing so also enacts technique as Ellul would define it: as a systemic means of efficiently 

arranging the conditions of production, an efficiency that necessarily homogenizes both 

the product and the producers. Notably such arrangement is not subordinate to human 

agency; to the contrary, individuals participating in productions govemed by technique— 

be they productions in knowledge or discourse—are integrated as objects in service of 

technique, enabling its growth and reproduction, what Ellul calls its "self-augmentation" 

(85-94). 

Indeed as Bazerman has noted, disciplinary discourse functions to legitimate and 

maintain the discipline as a project in and of itself; the means become the ends. Through 

his analyses of scientific discourse, Bazerman demonstrates the ways in which the very 

form of disciplinary' discourse makes valid its own construction and reproduction. I 

believe such validity needs to be called into question, particularly in terms of the social 

and cultural consequences that may be elided by the discipline's self-legitimating 
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function. As I have already demonstrated, one consequence of disciplinarity is that 

knowledge and discourse are made to appear objective and hierarchical; they are 

naturalized and universalized in ways that disable dialogue and dissensus and therefore 

resistance and critique. Such universalization tends to also construct both the producers 

and receivers of such knowledge and discourse in homogeneous ways, too often along 

dominant cultural lines. In the next section, I illustrate this process with a historical 

example; I analyze early publications of the Royal Society to exemplify how its 

discursive practices, reified by an emerging form of disciplinarity in the eighteenth 

century, served to efface social differences and discourage any positionality outside that 

privileged by a dominant culture. 

Disciplinary Dialogue and Socialization: 

The Rhetoric of the Royal Society 

The proceedings of the Royal Society in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

exemplify a social process of knowledge construction at an historical moment when the 

disciplinary boundaries of modem scientific practice are first being formulated." Indeed 

as Adrian Johns has argued, the public production and reception of scientific knowledge 

in many respects began with the Royal Society, which remains to this day the 

authoritative source of scientific communication. The rhetoric of such communication in 

early publications by the Royal Society' is characterized and constituted by consistent 

appeals to consensus—not just of knowledge but also of subject positionality. Early 

constructions of disciplinary knowledge in the Royal Society are legitimated and defined 
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in two primary ways: originally through consensual appeals to an homogenous cultural 

authority that denies social difference and later through consensual appeals to an 

homogenous textual authority that effaces social difference. The former is achieved 

through an explicitly epideictic form of removed authorial reporting and the latter 

through an implicitly epideictic form of essayist literacy Trimbur has called "a rhetoric of 

deproduction." 

The progression from one form to the other is, I believe, a result of societal 

conditions that enabled collaborative inquiry but ultimately gave it its particular shape. 

Those conditions comprise layers of contextual social forces that contribute to the 

overdetermination of both the disciplinary structure and the collaborative interactions it 

mediates. As Bakhtin has argued, conditions mediating dialogue are shaped by an 

interplay among centrifugal forces which threaten to tear apart meaning and order within 

existing social formations and centripetal forces that work to impose meaning and order 

on those formations. Thomas P. Miller provides a useful example of this process in The 

Formation of College English, where he argues that college English arose out of tensions 

among social conditions that enabled the spread of literacy beyond national centers of 

political power into the British cultural provinces and corresponding efforts to maintain 

the discourse and aesthetic tastes of the ruling class. As I will show, in the case of The 

Royal Society, specific societal conditions imposed upon collaboration a character of 

political indifference, a denial of positionalities outside the status quo or within the 

potential realm of disssensus or conflict. As a case study, then, the Royal Society can 



offer us a glimpse into the mediating (and mediated) nature of disciplinarity and its 

impact on collaboration. 

The Royal Society will also serve as an effective case study here because it offers, 

for me and many readers, some measure of remove from our own disciplinary lenses. The 

discipline-building codes embedded in much of the discourse of composition studies 

subtly serve the very fiinctions I wish to critique. To better understand what I mean, the 

reader need look no further than the first paragraph of this dissertation. In my description 

of collaborative learning in composition, I have executed a rhetorical move typical in this 

discipline: as Cheryl Geisler would suggest, I have "codified the context." That is, I have 

attempted to "enlist the reader in an ongoing project by constructing a shared view of the 

past and future" (18). If readers are to understand my argument, they need to be familiar 

with the practices of collaborative learning I reference—those that "we know when we 

see." They also need to be familiar with the significance of process and assessment, two 

important areas of disciplinary study. Within a few paragraphs of that opening, I begin to 

reference the political agenda embodied in the rhetorical reflexive turn and at work in this 

dissertation; it is an agenda that many—but certainly not all—compositionists share, one 

characterized by attempts to teach students to resist and subvert cultural hegemony. In 

addition to assuming—and constructing at the level of enthymeme—such shared 

knowledge and ideological positioning, my introduction also imiversalizes them. It is 

important to notice those places where I have used first-person and where I have not. / do 

not enter the discussion until after the (not my) context is established. Although I am 

simply following convention, that convention constmcts the discipline as unified and 
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consistent—a singular narrative of progression. Thus the status quo in composition is 

constructed in the very form and substance of some of the discursive practices that 

constitute its disciplinary existence. 

Thus in focusing my analysis outside current composition studies, I am in keeping 

with Thomas Kuhn's assertion that paradigms, when we are in them, are largely invisible. 

By examining some of the rhetorical practices of the early Royal Society, I may be able 

to demonstrate more clearly, through analogy, how the discursive and social foundations 

of the disciplinary paradigm create a homogenizing structure characterized by consensus 

and conformity. Notably I do not wish to make genealogical claims regarding the Royal 

Society's influence over our current disciplinary practices; rather, I offer the Royal 

Society as an archetype of similar social practices, one that may allow readers to see 

parallels between then and now and one that may encourage readers to more easily 

critique their own disciplinary structure. By the same token, 1 offer this caveat: I do not 

wish to make historical claims about the Royal Society beyond the rhetorical work of its 

textual practices and the general social conditions giving rise to that rhetorical work. My 

focus here is on the interplay among such social conditions, the largely unacknowledged 

epideictic form of scientific writing, and the socializing impact of that disciplinary form 

on collaboration. 

Early Transactions: Institutionalizing the Discourse of Gentlemen 

Underljing the formation of the Royal Society, according to Hunter and others,"* 

was a "quest for permanence," an attempt to find a structure within the parameters of 

which scholars could collaborate without risking the damaging divisions exemplified by 
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the English Civil War and Interregnum (Hunter, Establishing 10). Indeed the two decades 

preceding the Restoration are marked first and foremost by factions, by groups in conflict 

over fundamental disagreements about differing religions and about the relationship 

between religion and government (Haris; Key). The divide between the Parliamentarians 

and the Monarchs in general historical accounts of the Civil War is often represented as a 

divide between Puritanism and Episcopy—a reductive representation to be sure, but one 

illustrative of the religious and ideological intolerance that defines the period leading up 

to the Restoration. Such intolerance and partisan politics, moreover, existed not just at 

high levels of political office; dissension and conflict had torn apart local counties as 

well. As Newton Key argues, at the time of Restoration a "consensual mode of political 

practice" was revived at the county level, primary goals of which were to prevent open 

opposition and to limit political debate "to avoid involving a wider political nation" 

(194). Efforts toward social consensus were thus responses to what Paul Seaward 

considers the central questions of the Restoration: 

Was there any prospect of restoring the unity of a nation so divided by the 
partisan hatreds and private interests that had been thrown up by twenty years of 
disputed rule? Was it possible to recreate peace and prosperity in what was still, 
for all the rejoicing at the Restoration, a bitterly divided and politically 
unconfident country? (2) 

It is not surprising, then, to find efforts toward unity and consensus embedded in the 

work of the Royal Society, an organization that originated with a charter granted by 

Charles II—whose placement on the throne marks for most historians the beginning of 

the Restoration. Indeed Thomas Sprat, in his largely polemical Historv of the Roval 

Society, praises the institution's attempts to move public interest away from factions and 
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efforts of the Royal Society were thus similar to other cultural efforts in Britain—like the 

promotion of the "impartial spectator stance" developed in the essay of taste and manners 

of the eighteenth century—to divert public attention away from political matters to 

matters of politeness and indifference in a period of social unrest (Miller 53). 

Notably, however, scientific collaboration has the capacity to promote factions 

and foster contention—potential causes, and results, of social i/wsensus. Experiments 

may be considered impartial, but the findings of those experiments may serve to 

contradict others' work, calling into question hypotheses and laws already in the process 

of becoming foundational. Bazerman calls such conflict the "systematic competitiveness 

of modem science" (Textual Dynamics 14). He suggests, however, that this 

competitiveness can be held in check, even translated into cooperation, via textual 

mechanisms: "rhetorical forms," Bazerman argues, "set standards for the structuring of 

human relations" (6). Such structuring occurs even in the earliest issues of The 

Philosophical Transactions of the Roval Society: those issues demonstrate a rhetoric of 

disciplinary collaboration that embeds codes of consensus and conformity into the 

dialogue of an emerging discipline. I characterize that rhetoric here as an epideictic form 

of removed authorial reporting. Each scientist's discoveries are reported by a separate 

author, an editor of sorts who exists only as a voice of the institution. One might 

conjecture that the first such editor is Henry Oldenburg, the first secretary of the Royal 

Society who writes the introduction to the first volume. It may be he in that volume, for 

example, who introduces the reader to the work of Monsieur Auzout, 
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a French Gentleman of no ordinary Merit and Learning, who desired, that a 
couple [copies of his paper] might be recommended to the said Society, and one to 
their President, and another to his Highness Prince Rupert, and the rest to some 
other Persons, nominated by him in a Letter that accompanied this present, and 
known abroad for their singular abilities and knowledge in Philosophical Matters. 
(8, italics original) 

The editor then goes on to summarize Auzout's observations as if the editor were a 

reporter: 

The end of the Communication of the Paper was. That, the motion of the Comet, 
that hath lately appeared, having been predicted by the said Monsieur Auzout, 
after he has seen it (as himself affirms) but 4 or 5 times The said Author 
Dedicateth these his conceptions to the most Christian King, telliag him, that he 
presents Him with a design, which never yet was undertaken by an Astronomer [. 
. .] .(9) 

Several points are worth making here. First is the epideictic introduction of 

Auzout, that "Fre«c/7 Gendeman of no ordinary Merit and Learning." It is indeed high 

praise, perhaps serving primarily as a form of Aristotelian ethos construction—a 

rhetorical appeal to Auzout's character, developed within the rhetorical moment and 

designed to persuade the readers to trust in Auzout's intellectual and moral worth. Similar 

introductions can be found for most of the scientists whose work is presented in early 

issues of The Transactions. We can read observations, for example, of "that Worthy 

person," Robert Boyle ("Observations" 63), of "The Worthy and Inquisitive Dr. John 

Beal" (154), or even of an unnamed "observing Gendeman [.. .] out of Germany" ("An 

Account" 127). Indeed such descriptors of "worthy gendemen" may be textual strategies 

to allay readers' anxieties about the validity of reported obser\'ations. The formation of 

the Royal Society occurs, after all, at a moment in history when scientific knowledge is 

able to be textually represented and disseminated en masse. The shift to removed 
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reporting from direct, first-hand observation as the primary warrant for knowledge brings 

with it a need for trust in the reporter. As Steven Shapin has argued, knowledge has a 

collective moral character, and the construction of knowledge does in fact rely on trust. 

According to Shapin, what we know of the natural world (thing-knowledge) is 

inextricably bound to and dependent upon our trust in those who have informed us 

(people-knowledge). Shapin suggests that gentlemanly traits did indeed invoke authority 

among the emerging middle class in early modem culture (43). 

Still, as a construction of ethos the editor's praise for many of these scientists 

serves another fimction beyond the rhetorical moment. Such praise defines moral and 

intellectual worth in terms of social position, and, often, a singular social position—that 

of the gentleman. The term gentleman arises regularly in first few volumes of The 

Transactions, usually as an attribution of authority, as in the cases of Auzout and the 

unnamed scientist from Germany. We are introduced, for fiirther examples, to the 

findings of "This Intelligent Gentleman, Monsieur Petit" (41) and to those of "that 

ingenious and inquisitive Gendeman, Master Thomas Henshaw" (33). These invocations 

actually may not have even been accurate; the scientists whose work is represented in the 

early proceedings of the Transactions do indeed vary in political, national, and social 

affiliations. Yet those differences are consistently obscured in their textual re

presentations-, the scientists are summarily categorized as gentlemen, a category that 

needs to be understood in its historical context. Gentle was commonly understood in two 

ways: one, it meant "polite" or "courteous"; and two, it meant "Well-bom, belonging to a 

family of position," and "Of birth, blood, family [...]. Honourable, distinguished by 
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descent or position" (OED 450). Gentle was often synonjonous with noble, another 

descriptor regularly used in The Transactions to introduce authors, along with honorable, 

excellent, and eminent. All of these terms during the late seventeenth century invoked 

traditionally established political cind social hierarchies, as many of them do today. The 

gentleman was thus one who not only fit such hierarchies, but also one polite and 

courteous enough not to challenge his position. In the first example offered above, 

Auzout's social position is further reinforced by the simple note about to whom his paper 

was sent and even dedicated. The representation of Auzout's findings comes sandwiched 

within an invocation of acquiescence to established political and social stratification, 

within which the gentleman clearly and "naturally" fits and within which he knows his 

place (gender specificity intended). This is a time, then, when an emerging middle class 

is being granted access to (and thus participation in) the collaborative production and 

reception of scientific knowledge, represented for the first time en masse in textual form 

and removed from direct observation. This is also a time during which civil and political 

dissensus are to be avoided, when a quest for permanence can be fostered in subtle and 

consistent solidifications of social positioning. 

The relationship between the scientists and the removed authorial reporter in The 

Transactions solidifies such social positioning even further. In the very structure of the 

discourse, the scientists' individual voices are denied. Their words are not directly 

quoted; they have been paraphrased—transferred—through a representative of the 

Society who is himself effaced. What remains is a homogenous and homogenizing voice 

that complements and reinforces the explicit references to a preferred positionality. The 
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exclusion of any deviations from that voice and that preference normalizes and 

naturalizes them, concealing their status as privileged cultural arbitraries. Thus the 

structure of discourse in early Transactions instills trust in a fledgling disciplinary project 

and in particular class relations by naturalizing a preferred discursive form and social 

hierarchy, the authorities of which can then simply go without saying. Because the 

scientists and the "editor" are denied positionality beyond their preferred positions in that 

hierarchy, the possibility of legitimate social difference is also denied. The scientists 

submit themselves along with their work, not just to the institution of the Royal Society, 

but also to the cultural authority embodied therein. The collaborative generation of 

knowledge is thus authorized discursively by politeness and by a normalized 

acquiescence to political and social roles: what might simply be understood tacitly as 

disciplinary conventions. 

Even the reader is constructed in accordance with established norms of social and 

cultural identification. In preparing to relate observations of coldness gathered by Robert 

Boyle, the editor of the Transactions writes this: "But to take a short view of some of the 

particulars of this History, and thereby to give occasion to Philosophical men, to take this 

Subject more into their consideration, than hitherto hath been done; the Ingenious Reader 

will here see [...]" ("A Further Account" 47, italics original). Here the discourse makes 

plain that only the ingenious reader—a phrase routinely invoked in early volumes—^will 

see the truth of Boyle's observations, with ingenious understood in the seventeenth 

century as not only "intelligent, discerning, and sensible," but also "well bom or bred" 

rOED 957). Significant here is the conflation of those two qualities within one definition; 
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the authority of knowledge belongs to a domain clearly comprised of static cultural 

positions. The opportunity for differences in world views, for dissensus at the level of 

class, for example, is denied, eliminated through specific discursive codes that define 

much of the Royal Society's early disciplinary work. 

What remain in the realm: of conflict or dissensus are impartial differences over 

facts. Such a delimiting fiinction can be seen clearly, for example, in the resolution of 

differing astronomical observations between Monsieur Auzout and Monsieur Hevelius in 

the ninth issue of The Transactions: 

Whereas notice has been taken in Num. 6 of these Transactions, that there was 
some difference between those two deservedly celebrated Philosophers, Monsieur 
Hevelius and Monsieur Azizout [...] that thereupon some eminent English 
Astronomers, considering the importance of the dispute, had undertaken the 
examinations thereof [. . [T]here being such an unanimous consent in what has 
been just now declared, to the Controversie being about Matter of fact, wherein 
Authority, Number, and Reputation must cast the Balance, Mons. Hevelius, who 
is as well known for his Ingenuity, as Learning, will joyn and acquiesce in that 
sentiment. ("Of the Judgement" 150-1, italics original) 

Indeed the character of knowledge production is here revealed, and reinforced, through 

terms such as Authority, Reputation, fact. Ingenuity, consent, and acquiesce. The 

juxtaposition of these terms, as I liope my argument thus far has shown, is hardly 

coincidental. 

Evolving Transactions: Institutionalizing Rhetorics of Deproduction 

If the consistent construction of gentlemanly scientists and readers in early 

Transactions was in certain respects a response to an emerging middle class who placed 

their trust in particular class affiliations, one might expect such aristocratic constructs to 

lose their moral authority over time given the growing diversity among the literate. The 
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eighteenth century saw a rapid rise in cheap print literacy that expanded the literate 

society to include a more heterogeneous reading public. As David Ogg and Thomas P. 

Miller have both noted, such expansion was concurrent with the rise of coffee houses 

throughout Britain as sites of intellectual discussion and debate among a newly diverse 

group of literate citizens. These are indeed centrifiigal social forces that certainly would 

have threatened to tear apart the unity of any scientific knowledge construction grounded 

in homogeneous social positions. But the Society's goals that emphasized politeness and 

deemphasized politics were still strongly impressed upon its members and embedded in 

the content of its work. As Michael Hunter writes of the evolving Royal Society at this 

time, there remained "a strong incentive to find a healing, consensual philosophy" 

fEstablishing 10). Because the membership of scientists was growing more diverse, and 

because the cadre of educated readers certainly was also, attempts to find—or 

construct— a "healing, consensual philosophy" would not be successfully achieved in an 

increasingly narrow, classist definition of the collective moral character of knowledge. 

The culturally inscribed ethos of gentility was losing its rhetorical currency as well as its 

centripetal force to create unity. 

It is not surprising, then, to see the collaborative interactions of the Royal Society 

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and into the nineteenth, undergoing 

significant transformations. The changing societal conditions give rise to a new form of 

disciplinary consensus, one not grounded in static social positions but rather in a 

complete effacement of social positionality. The authority of the gentleman is slowly but 

surely transferred to the authority of the text, constructing a consensual philosophy 
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tiirough what Trimbur calls a "rhetoric of deproduction," in which all signs that a text is 

written by a positioned social being are erased. If social stratification could tear apart the 

collaborative work of the Royal Society, then textual mechanisms to elide that 

stratification would allow for the continuation of the Society's intellectual and political 

projects—in short, its disciplinary work. 

Within ten years such a transition becomes evident. The Society begins to publish 

articles that are a telling blend of the scientist's words and the still-unknown editor's. A 

1668 article begins this way: 

The Squaring of the Hyperbole, by an infinite series of Rational Numbers, 
together with its Demonstration, by that Eminent Mathematician, the Right 
Honourable, the Lord Viscount Brouncker. 

What the Acute Dr. John Wallis had intimated, some years since, in the 
Dedication of his Answer to M. Meibomius de propsrtionibus, vid. That the 
World one day would leam from the Noble Lord Brouncer, (sic) the Quadrature 
of the Hyperbole-, the Ingenious Reader may see performed in the subjoyned 
operation, which its Excellent Author was now pleased to communicate, as 
folio we th in his own words; 

My Method for Squaring the Hyperbola is this: 
Let AB be one Asymptote of the H3T5erbola EdC; and let AE and BC be parallel to 
th'other: Let also AE be to BC as 2 to 1; and let the Parallelogram ABDE equal 1. 
.. Supposing the Reader knows, that EA. a}.KH.... (645-6). 

Once again, we are assured the gendemanly traits of the eminent, honorable, even noble 

Lord Brouncker, here allowed to speak in a "subjoyned operation." Most of what follows 

is a diagram of mathematical formulae, laid out on the page much as it would be on a 

blackboard during a lecture. The reader, if he or she is to understand the article, must 

have some background in mathematics. Worth noting is the codification of disciplinary 

context by both the editor and the author, the former writing "What the Acute Dr. John 

Wallis had intimated... " and the latter "Supposing the Reader knows. .." This text 
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clearly stands as a transitional one, offering elements of moral authority grounded not 

only in consensual appeals to gentlemanly traits but also in consensual appeals to the text 

as an embodiment of assvuned disciplinary knowledge. The codification of the context, 

invoked through the simple phrases just mentioned, begins to inscribe a narrative of 

progression into the disciplinary work and situates this text within that progression. An 

article a few issues later, for instance, begins, "It is generally believed, that the Cochineel 

comes out of a fruit called the Prickle-pear''' ("Observations" 796). And in that same 

issue, another article begins, "The Doctrine of the Magnet and Magnetical Motions is yet 

so obscure [...]" ("The Variations" 789). Here the subject positions of the opening 

sentences of these articles are occupied by general beliefs and doctrine. Established 

knowledge—highlighted by its structural position at both the sentence- and article-

level—is beginning to appear to be more important than the scientists establishing it. 

Significant in these examples is the shift from contextualized agency in the 

editors' reporting to the appearance of decontextualized non-agency in the authors' 

transmission of information. Before 1668, typical articles told through the effaced editor 

would at least construct the scientist as a contextualized human being, one situated in the 

natural world who "observed," "noticed," and "recorded the effects of various 

phenomena—albeit from the perspective of a gentleman. By 1668, however, the author 

begins to grow less explicitly present within the text. This is somewhat ironic, given that 

more of the author's own words are being allowed and less editorial intrusion seems to 

occur. In the example above Lord Brouncker—whose work "followeth in his own words" 

the editor's introduction—seems to exist only partially, as a voice in the subtitle, 
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Method [ . . .]  is this." Brouncker is removed from the actual body of discourse, which 

quickly becomes a series of laws and conditions: "Let AB be one [..These are marks 

of Trimbur's essayist literacy, flmctioning to hide the fact that Brouncker is a real person 

situated in a specific context. When that fact is obscured (as it is through subjectless 

passive constructions in modem scientific discourse, for another example) the discourse 

appears to be a universal and objective statement of the Truth; its authorization rests in 

the concealment of its production. As Trimbur writes, "The 'divorce' of the author and 

the very impersonality of scientific texts are not just textual features or stylistic matters 

but rather served specialized social organizations such as the Royal Society as means to 

generalize their own practices and to guarantee the publicness and universality of their 

discourse" (79). 

Such disembodied writing, at first glance, suggests egalitarian collaboration. It 

can be seen as "unimpeded and public communication, where meanings may pass from 

one rational mind, the writer's, to another, the reader's, without reference to the social 

standing of either" (Trimbur 79). This would indeed be discourse sensitive to an 

increasingly diverse group of scientists and readers emerging out of the rising middle 

class and less amenable to aristocratic claims to authority. What happens, though, is that 

such diversity is merely effaced. Social differences are denied in the face of textual 

authority, as is the potential for positioned perspectives that might not be '^calm and 

indifferent^ Thus essayist literacy is "caught up in an unresolved dialectic of 

emancipation and domination" (Trimbur 82). It is both a product and a producer of 

centripetal and centrifugal forces at work in the formation of both natural philosophy and. 
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significantly, natural philosophers. While scientific work during this time is being 

conducted world-wide and coffee-houses are spreading throughout Britain, the adoption 

of essayist literacy becomes a means toward peaceful and homogeneous dialogue, a way 

to avoid further civil unrest. 

By the time The Transactions splits into Series A and B, into physics and biology 

respectively, the essayist literacy described by Trimbur is highly evolved. The opening of 

a typical article published in 1887, "On the Properties of Matter in the Gaseous and 

Liquid States under various Conditions of Temperature and Pressure," illustrates well a 

fully established rhetoric of deproduction. In this essay, attributions of authority are 

inscribed simply in the acronyms affixed to the author's name at the top of the first page. 

There are no editorial claims of honor or gentility, only "Thomas Andrews, M.D., LL.D., 

F.R.S."—a doctor of medicine, a doctor of law, and a fellow of the Royal Society. These 

are discursive markers of authority that reside more in the honoring of "objective" 

knowledge than in the honoring of social positions. The article begins, "According to 

DALTON, the particles of one gas possess no repulsive or attractive power with regard to 

the particles of another gas; and accordingly, if m measures of a gas A be mixed with n 

measures of another gas B, each will occupy m+n measures of space" (178.A.45). Thus 

the opening sentence codifies the disciplinary context clearly and concisely, indexing the 

Law of Dalton and assuming a level of specialized knowledge on behalf of the reader. 

There exists virtually no positioning of the author in terms of social or cultural context, 

eind there is no positioning of Dalton, except at the level of objective foundational 

knowledge. 
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Although Dalton's findings are introduced by an "according to" phrase, they 

quickly asstime an appearance of objective reality through the structure and form of the 

discourse. The law of Dalton is represented by mathematical formulae, a language of 

absolutes that deceptively implies a natural and simple correspondence between signifier 

and signified—a clarity that authorizes the text as a self-sufficient vehicle for truth. 

Lawflil and orderly self-sufficiency, according to Scollon and Scollon, is indeed a 

common discursive feature in scientific writing of this time period: "All instances of 

language that showed these properties were judged as natural. Language that was unclear, 

contextual, symbolic, or not strictly grammatical was judged unnatural and (by the 

wisdom of the Enlightenment) an offense of God's natural law" (44). In addition to 

concealing the rhetorical nature of texts, then, such a form of text production naturalizes 

its own authority and in turn assumes (and thus constructs) readers as agentless receivers 

of objective knowledge. The remainder of Andrews's essay continues, as readers might 

guess, in what appears to be clear, noncontextual, nonsymbolic language similar to the 

opening above, creating temporary unity among Andrews, his readers, and the emerging 

discipline of physics. 

The apparent unity and objectivity achieved by such discourse is, according to 

David Olson, unimaginable in dialogue but actualized in monologue. As Trimbur notes, 

such discourse "has the capacity to speak for itself (78). This begs the question, though: 

Who is speaking for whose self? Whose voice is in the text? If the answer is nobody, then 

there is nobody to talk back to. There is no positioned being embodying the ideology that 

lurks beneath the surface of the rhetoric of deproduction. That ideology can then escape 
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dialogic interrogation; it can avoid direct conflict or dissensus based on differing world 

views or social positions—exactly the character of collaborative inquiry that would be 

shunned by the Royal Society and by an establishment weary of civil discontent. Yet 

there axe positioned beings producing the rhetoric of deproduction. Moreover, those 

producers' ethos is still inscribed in that rhetoric; like the positionality of the individual 

scientists engaged in the disciplinary project, such ethos is effaced, obscured by the 

apparent clarity and neutrality of a naturalized language form. As Jearuie Fahnestock and 

Marie Secor have shown in their analyses of disciplinary arguments that utilize a rhetoric 

of deproduction,'^ epideictic moves are often implicit, invisibly embedded in what 

otherwise appears to be neutral discourse. As Fahnestock and Secor note, epideictic 

rhetoric "affirms the shared values of a community and harmonizes new insights with 

what is already believed" (94). Fahnestock and Secor argue that while an author may not 

be explicitly praised for his or her social, intellectual, or moral worth, he or she 

enthymematically develops such worth by relying on specific topoi, on particular 

rhetorical gestures and argumentative forms that have been accepted by the disciplinary 

community. In turn if a reader is to consider him or herself a part of that community, he 

or she will also have to accept those disciplinary norms, none of which is value-free or 

devoid of ideological positioning. At work in the Royal Society's disciplinary 

mediations, then, is the seeming disappearance of social positioning; the epideictic form 

becomes far less visible, coexisting with the rhetoric of deproduction in a way that makes 

positioned prose appear unpositioned. The process of socialization becomes bound up 

with the concealment of socialization. 



Thus despite a surface-level appearance of dialogue and perhaps an initial 

temptation to regard the Royal Society's written exchanges as early examples of 

disciplinary collaboration, one needs to consider the contextual forces shaping that 

discipline and that collaboration. The Royal Society's discourse legitimates not only its 

scientific collaborations, but also the social character of those collaborations, of those 

performing them, and even of those reading them. In short the discourse of the Royal 

Society, either initially when the writer and reader are constructed along particular class 

lines or later when those lines are obscured, constitutes a "dialogue" that is far removed 

from the heteroglossic vision informing this dissertation's definition of collaboration. 

From Critique to Application: 

A Return to the Present 

What this suggests, for our discipline and our time, is that we need to become 

even more aware of the rhetorical contexts impacting our own disciplinary structure and 

in turn our work within that structure. On the one hand, composition studies is currently 

being shaped and expanded in promising ways by the incorporation of traditionally 

oppressed voices, increasingly represented both in the subject matter being studied and in 

the discursive forms being produced in the classroom. This trend is no doubt in response 

to the relatively recent expansion in access to higher education that began with open 

admissions policies in the seventies—a movement similar in kind to the expansion of the 

reading public in Britain in the early years of the Royal Society. At the same time, 

however, the discipline of composition is being shaped by a multitude of social forces 



that seek unity, coherence, even standardization. The call for standardized testing has 

become a staple in State of the Union addresses; this will only make the work I outline in 

Chapter Two more difficult and unwieldy. The Back to Basics movement threatens to 

impose increased attention to foundational knowledge in the form of cultural literacy 

sanctioned by the status quo. The discourses of our field are evolving within the context 

of the English-only movement in California. And our work is being shaped by societal 

efforts not unlike those of the eighteenth century; many of us are struggling to respond 

ethically in our work to the kind of social conflict exemplified in the recent Columbine 

High massacre. Within such a context, the temptation is great to focus on "calm and 

indifferent" things. In fact in the 1999 edition of his book. Collaborative Learning. 

Bruffee argues that "the time for teaching the conflicts may be past" (256), that the time 

is ripe for teaching consensus: He writes, "The most pressing educational issue today is 

how to negotiate and resolve conflict. Negotiation and conflict resolution have both 

extrinsic and intrinsic educational importance. The extrinsic importance leaps graphically 

off the firont page of the daily newspaper and stares bloodily at us in the evening news" 

(256). In South Carolina, from where I write this, elementary and high school students 

are now receiving "character education" in the form of what is called the "Yes Ma'am, 

No Sir Campaign." They are being trained to be polite, in homogenizing ways, during a 

time of social unrest. These are indeed conditions contributing to our discipline's 

disciplining function. If disciplinarity is in general a technology of power, then one 

possible response to the disciplinary structure is in fact to build m^erdisciplinary 

structures, to find ways to construct collaborative practices across and beyond 
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disciplinary boundaries. This is similar to the move I suggest in Chapter Three, where I 

argue for configuring classroom practices in such a way as to facilitate, in their 

interrelations, opportunities for resistance, positioned dialogue, and critical reflection. In 

making this suggestion, 1 am not calling for the abandonment of disciplinarity altogether. 

After all, we have been working hard during the past three decades to gain status as a 

legitimate academic discipline by claiming our own theories and methodologies, as well 

as our own historical canon (Bizzell and Herzberg's The Rhetorical Tradition certainly 

comes to mind.) Some would no doubt argue that the most politically detrimental move 

we can make at this time is to relinquish our claims of legitimacy in favor of 

interdisciplinarity. What I want to suggest, however, is not one in place of the other. 

Rather, I suggest we follow the lead offered by cultural studies, a clear and emerging 

field whose advocates describe it as "vigilantly interdisciplinary." Stuart Hall and Angela 

McRobbie have both argued that cultural studies wishes to see itself this way because of 

its mission to enable students to resist the dominant culture; Hall and McRobbie are both 

acutely aware of what I have been critiquing here: the ways in which hegemony asserts 

itself in institutional structures like the disciplines. 

With that in mind, I want to argue for structured interdisciplinarity within the 

collaborative classroom. 1 believe that through such efforts we can begin to counter some 

of the effects disciplinarity has on both us and our students. Indeed what I am suggesting 

is, in concept, similar to the suggestions I have made in relation to both assessment in 

Chapter Two and classroom activities in Chapter Three: namely, paratactic juxtaposition. 

By juxtaposing differing disciplinary frameworks, we can begin to disrupt their self-
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augmenting and self-legitimating functions. We can begin to reveal their contingent 

natures in a way that accords with Lather's use of transgressive validity in research 

domains (described in Chapter Two) and with Bazerman's efforts to embed mechanisms 

for rhetorical reflexivity in teaching practices (described in Chapter One). In the next and 

final section of this chapter, I offer an example of one effort to structurally develop a 

fi-amework for interdisciplinary collaborative learning. I offer this example for three 

reasons: one, to further support my claims about disciplinarity by providing a useful 

coimter-model; two, to exemplify the kind of pedagogic action that could grow out of this 

dissertation's critique; and three, as a concrete illustration into and out of which fiuther 

theorizing might be done. 

An Example of Interdisciplinary Collaboration: 

The Junior Year Experience 

In the academic year 1995-96,1 cotaught a series of three upper-division liberal 

arts courses at Eastern Washington University (EWU), a small four-year college in the 

Pacific Northwest. This series, titled The Junior Year Experience, was to become a 

general education requirement of all EWU graduates. Not unlike ^""Freshman Year 

Experiences" now being offered throughout the country, this program was an attempt to 

increase enrollment and retention. It was developed in response to dwindling student 

numbers and to a local study of the business community. That study found that the most 

successful workers in the current job market—meaning those individuals who are able to 

move up the corporate ladder most consistently—are graduates of liberal arts colleges. 
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Although their technical expertise is no better than that of other employees, their 

collaborative skiUs and their abilities to approach tasks and solve problems from various 

perspectives enable them to advance more quickly (Lester). As an enrollment incentive, 

then, EWU now offers this centerpiece program as a way to give its graduates a "liberal 

arts college experience"(a form, ironically enough, of marketability). The program's core 

goals of "communication, critical thinking, and citizenship" promise to distinguish EWU 

graduates from graduates of competing institutions. 

The courses I taught in the program were interdisciplinary in two important 

ways—in the materials and in the expertise of both the students and teachers. The courses 

were not based in any particular discipline; each brought together students from business, 

fine arts, the sciences, and the humanities. Moreover, each course restricted the number 

of students from any one discipline, thereby ensuring a mix of representatives. Each 

course revolved around a specific general theme and made use of a variety of core and 

supplemental texts from different academic and nonacademic fields. For example, the 

middle course was titled The Individual and Society. Our core text was Rousseau's Social 

Contract, and our supplemental texts ranged from the then popular Calvin and Hobbes 

comic strip to the Declaration of Independence, from a modem dance performance 

(Wynton Marsalis's "Griot New York") to poetry by Robert Frost. As stated under 

"Goals and Objectives" in the instructor's guide for the course, "materials will draw from 

theoretical treatises, historical documents, fiction, poetry, essays, articles in the popular 

press, music, and the visual arts. Students will be asked to synthesize and integrate ideas 

from across these genres and to note the unique perspectives of each." (For a fuller 
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description of this course as a representative of The Junior Year Experience, see 

Appendix A.) 

Through small- and large-group discussions, students in each course examined 

ideas from different disciplinary perspectives by responding to open-ended questions 

typical of collaborative learning. For instance, we once asked the students in The 

Individual and Society to apply Frost's "Mending Wall" to Rousseau's concept of civil 

liberty. More specifically we asked them to analyze and evaluate each in terms of the 

other, begging in the process definitions, interpretations, and differently positioned 

perspectives. One student, a major in environmental science, was struck by the impulse 

toward individualism she saw in each work, and she was quick to offer implications as 

she saw them: isolation, disconnection, and the decay of necessary relationships for 

sustainable living.^ Another student, an English major, tempered that interpretation by 

noting the ambiguity in each: she articulated the complex similarities between Rousseau's 

opening line ("Man is bom free, yet everywhere he is in chains.") and the very absence of 

an article in Frost's title, "Mending Wall." Through such discussions the students learned 

both process and content; that is, they learned how to work together and generate ideas 

collectively, and they came to a richer understanding of the texts they were examining. 

We teachers were involved in the same kind of learning, for we were teaching 

outside of our own disciplines. I am a compositionist; my coinstructor in The Individual 

and Society was an economist. Periodically the conversation of the course would drift 

into our areas of specialization, but often it did not. In several instances there were 

students in class who had been exposed to more than we teachers about a given subject. 
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The same happened in the other two coxirses, where I co-taught with another 

compositionist, a biologist, a speech pathologist, a psychologist, and a computer 

programmer. Thus we were able to circumvent one specific problem with collaborative 

learning: BrufFee has argued that the collaborative learning instructor "is in the 

educationally fortunate position of not having to label the consensus formed by the class 

as merely right or wrong" rCollaborative Learning 46); but within the disciplinary 

paradigm, the teacher's expertise, his or her discourse, and the canonized consensus of 

the discipline he or she represents will, for many students, do just that. In The Junior 

Year Experience, on the other hand, we teachers were in the educationally fortunate 

position of being unable to label much of the students' collectively generated knowledge 

as merely "right" or "wrong." 

We assessed the students in each course according to both process and content. 

For the former, we evaluated their performances as participants in peer groups, in general 

class discussions, and in ongoing collaborative projects. For the latter, we evaluated the 

presentations they gave as individuals and as groups, and we evaluated their written work 

according to typical criteria of content and expression. Notably our assessment practices, 

like our curricular materials and our teaching assignments, functioned as a means to 

further structure—and make explicit—interdisciplinary collaboration. We built into our 

grading rubrics criteria that demanded students work together successfully with others 

from different disciplines—including us, the teachers. I hasten to admit, however, that 

our grading practices functioned much like my description of Sharon Cramer's in Chapter 

Two. That is, our efforts to promote effective collaboration also involved disciplining our 



students to behave in ways sanctioned by dominant cultural values; we provided 

checklists and feedback sheets to students, wherein we evaluated them on their 

contributions and on their interactive behavior. While this practice worked to structurally 

counter some of the centripetal forces of the disciplinary paradigm, it also provided some 

of its own in ways we did not then see. 

That significant problem notwithstanding (and I do not dismiss it lightly), at least 

one result of such structure was that teachers and students had what Vincent Kavaloski 

would call a "unity of inquiry," where ''everyone learns from everyone" (235-36). In 

"Interdisciplinary Education and Humanistic Aspiration," Kavaloski argues for a 

genuinely dialogic relationship between teachers and students as coconstructors of 

knowledge. He suggests that one way to promote such a relationship is to encourage 

instructors to pursue scholarship outside their own areas of competence. Notably 

Kavaloski implies that the "unity" in "unity of inquiry" informs and is informed by 

differently positioned individuals. Indeed the students regularly analyzed theories and 

practices from a variety of perspectives, playing at times Elbow's believing game and at 

others his doubting game. For one particular presentation in The Individual and Society, 

one of the groups in the class critiqued Hobbes's concept of the Leviathan and compared 

it to Rousseau's model of the social compact. The group outlined the strengths and 

weaknesses not only of Hobbes's model but also of various scholars who had critiqued 

the model before them; the group was careful to notice backgrounds and biases of 

different critics, including their own. In fact, when responding to inquiries in all three 

courses, the instructors and students habitually offered qualifiers to their answers, like 
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"As a poet, I'm. concerned with individual expression, so what / see here is..or "hi my 

government class last year we read the same material, but the focus was different [...] 

Such qualifiers served several functions: as a shared language between teachers and 

students, they encouraged epistemological equality and reinforced the view that an 

instructor's voice is but one perspective among many, including the students'; they 

reminded students that claims to truth are bound up with social affiliations and political 

leanings; and they were an entry point for the kinds of critical analyses and challenges to 

authority espoused by collaborative learning advocates. 

The rubric we used to programmatically assess each of the three courses was 

called a "Small-Group-Instructional-Diagnostic" (SGID)—a review performed by an 

outside evaluator in the absence of the instructors. The following is an excerpt fi'om the 

evaluator's summary of the SGID performed during The Individual and Society. The 

single quotation marks indicate comments taken directly firom the students' written 

responses on forms or spoken responses during discussion: "Instructor: Your feedback to 

[the students] is-'positive,' 'reinforcing,' and 'encouraging.' They felt that you are 

'learning with us.' Your summarizing is good. They praised your not necessarily 

expecting a 'right answer.' 'Ail (including the teachers) are learning'" (Jabon 1). What 

the students took jfirom that course was indeed an understanding of the social nature of 

knowledge and the ability to participate in heterogeneous constructions of knowledge. 
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Conclusion: 

The Need for Further Critique 

Lest I sound too optimistic or dangerously uncritical about my own teaching 

practices, I would like to conclude with some cautionary reflections. While I have offered 

in the above section moments of positive and effective interactions among students and 

teachers to illustrate the potential of interdisciplinary collaboration, there were, of course, 

ineffective and difficult moments in The Junior Year Experience. There were days when 

carefully constructed discussion forums disintegrated into fiustration, silence, or both. 

More often than not, it happened because we teachers invoked our epistemological 

authority, despite our best intentions not to. Sometimes we slid into "guess what we 

know" forms of inquiry; when we assigned particularly difficult readings, for example, 

we feared that students would misunderstand or simply be unable to read them. In an 

effort to head such a problem off, we provided handouts to clarify what we saw going on 

in the readings; the discussions that followed were usually quieter than normal, marked 

by students' efforts to match whatever framework we had given them. 

At other times we invoked our authority simply by commanding the floor as 

teachers. Some of us occasionally slid into lectures that had not been planned: long, 

complicated lectures delivered in academic discourse, the language that dominated every 

class session and—outside freewriting exercises, one poetry writing session, and a day 

where we worked with constructing visual "memory maps"—was invoked "naturally" 

and without question. While interdisciplinarity often mitigated our epistemological 

authority, it could not erase that given to us by our institutional positions and our 
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privileging of linguistic form. As teachers we are granted the power to politely deter 

students from "taking over" during discussions and to correct their grammar, but they do 

not have the same power over us. (As I demonstrate in Chapter Five, this power is 

inscribed even in computer technologies that appear to reduce it.) 

The lines between epistemological authority, institutional power, and disciplinary 

expertise are indeed difficult, if not impossible, to draw. Those forms of power are 

normalized in academia to the point that we often fail to consider them in any real depth 

as we structure our pedagogical practices from within them. When that happens, such 

practices—be they collaborative or not—become mechanisms for the exercise of power. 

And finally, when such exercises are mediated by dominant cultural discourses and 

knowledge, they become—among other things—vehicles of cultural reproduction. In the 

next and final chapter, I continue to analyze power and reproduction as they are 

embedded in mediating structures of collaboration. I extend my analysis further outward, 

beyond even disciplinarity, to critique the medium of instruction. At the same time, I 

return the reader to the level of classroom experience by focusing on one specific 

medium: the electronic medium of the intemetworked computer classroom. 
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Notes 

' See Chapter One. 

^ The Royal Society marks the emergence of disciplinary knowledge construction within 

the sciences. Early proceedings of The Transactions can be characterized broadly as 

belonging to, and creating, a new system of natural philosophy—a study of natural 

phenomena based on Baconian ideals of inductive observation and reflection. Although 

early volumes focus on a multitude of subjects—from chemistry experiments to optical 

inventions and animal and human autopsy reports—some distinct disciplinary parameters 

begin to emerge during the seventeenth century and solidify through the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. From the publication of its first volume in 1665, The Transactions is 

slowly and systematically divided into various sections of specialization, until, in 1888, 

the journal begins to be published in two separate issues—one dealing with physics, the 

other with biology. From a current vantage point, it is difficult to consider disciplinarity 

in such broad terms as "biology," let alone "natural philosophy." Current scientific 

disciplines have evolved to such a level of specialization that biology is now too general 

an area to be considered a discipline; instead, scholars must specialize in "molecular 

biology," "human physiology," "insect science," and so on. Nevertheless, natural 

philosophy was, during the seventeenth century, an emerging discipline, an area of 

specialization branching off from "philosophy" and marked especially by the scientific 

method of induction. 

^ See also Seaward; Martin; Key; Sprat. 
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While Fahnestock and Secor have analyzed articles from Literary Criticism, their work 

supports my argument about scientific discourse because, like scientific articles, the texts 

Fahnestock and Secor examine bear all the primary marks of Trimbur's essayist literacy. 

^ These are my summative words, not my students' exact words, taken from a reflective 

journal I was keeping at the time of the course. I certainly recognize the subjectivity of 

this practice, and I offer these paraphrases not as evidence of "what happened" but as my 

recollection (and no doubt interpretation) of the collaboration I witnessed. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ON BECOMING RHETORICIANS OF TECHNOLOGY: 

INTERROGATING THE MEDIUM AND THE MESSAGE 

IN THE COLLABORATIVE CLASSROOM 

I begin this chapter by reminding the reader that many of this dissertation's 

primary terms—and that which they signify—each needs to be understood according to 

both vernacular usage and socio-ideological function. Because the former often conceals 

and thus enables the latter, we cannot become complacent in relying on the apparent 

neutrality in vernacular conceptions of, say, assessments or techniques of collaboration. 

As I have tried to show, to assess is not merely to test or objectively evaluate; it is also to 

value, politically and subjectively. To engage in this or that pedagogical technique is not 

merely to choose one means toward the very same ends that other techniques will reach; 

it is to choose a set of practices that are ends in themselves and have inscribed in them 

processes of specific subject formation. To collaborate within a discipline is also to be 

disciplined as a willing subject within a particular arrangement of power relations. And 

finally to structure collaboration is not just to arrange peer group exercises or construct 

writing prompts that ask students to work together; as Bourdieu and Passeron would say, 

our lived experiences are mediated by seemingly objective structures—like 

disciplinarity—^which are in fact mechanisms of cultural reproduction. 

Even the term mediated must be imderstood as more than "objective," a point I 

wish to develop in this chapter as I move into critiquing the medium of instruction. The 
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specific example I analyze here is the electronic mediiun of the computer-enhanced 

collaborative classroom. The dual meaning of media—its common conception as a 

neutral conduit for communication and its McLuhanesque conception for substantively 

altering communication—makes it yet another of this dissertation's primary terms (and 

concepts) to be understood according to both vernacular usage and socio-ideological 

function. Computer mediated collaboration is not merely an instrumental means for 

achieving dialogue in the composition classroom, as some scholarship and much informal 

talk suggests; it is a technique (in its dual sense) and a technology (also in its dual sense) 

of collaborative learning, regularly informing and shaping individuals as subjects in 

accordance with dominant cultural values. Indeed I have been using technology 

throughout this dissertation to signify an abstraction—the exercise of power—as it is 

realized in various material and discursive practices. I come now to technology as it is 

most commonly regarded: as machine, as hardware and software designed to make more 

efficient, yet not sufficiendy alter, our pedagogical work. My hope is that by now the 

reader will be in a position to not take for granted the seeming neutrality of the "new 

technologies" many of us are rushing to incorporate into education. Such apparent 

neutrality does in fact dominate far too many applications of computer mediated 

pedagogy, helping the electronic medium of instruction flmction as a mechanism of 

cultural reproduction. As I argue below, technology has embedded within it—within 

structures routinized and taken for granted—a social and intellectual unconscious that 

needs to be unmasked if it is to be challenged. 
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The Rapid Normalization of Computer Mediated Collaboration 

If collaborative learning has receded quietly into the normalized background of 

composition studies, technology has advanced noisily to the foreground, particularly 

within the past few years. In saying that, I am of course referencing the vernacular; I am 

referring to ''new technologies" and more specifically new computer technologies, the 

incorporation of which into education is presently occurring at an unprecedented rate. 

Nearly forty percent of job ads for new assistant professors listed in the MLA's 

November 1999 online Job Information List included phrases such as "new 

technologies," "computer-assisted instruction," "computer-enhanced pedagogy," and 

"teaching with technology."' Notably these were ads for assistant professors in rhetoric 

and composition—not in technical or business writing or journalism, where the demand 

for experience ia computer-enhanced instruction is even higher. Moreover, the ads came 

from a diverse range of institutions including Colorado State University, the College of 

Mt. Saint Vincent, Fitchburg College, Texas A&M, and SUNY College at Cortland. 

At first glance one might think that, precisely because they are so new and their 

integration into education so prominent, new technologies would resist the kind of 

normalization that has led to collaborative learning's widespread tacit acceptance. Yet 

they are being normalized beyond our critical scrutiny—rapidly, and for at least two 

reasons. First, computer technology has become so ubiquitous in society that its 

instrumental role now goes without saying. Second, the speed with which computer 

technology is evolving has placed many educators in what Michael Apple refers to as a 

class of the deskilled: already overworked in developing curricula and in teaching, they 
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simply do not have the time to leam in any depth the new hardware and software 

applications that are flooding the market daily (166). Indeed the rapid evolution of 

computer technology has itself become a given; we accept that our new home PC is 

outdated before it's out of the box. 

In many cases in higher education, faculty and staff members are making the best 

of an impossible learning curve; they are teaching themselves—perhaps training is a 

more accurate term—to navigate electronic environments and use software applications 

one step ahead of (and sometimes one step behind) their students. Most writing teachers 

have already faced, for example, the double-edged problem/potential of students 

researching on the world wide web, many have incorporated listservs into their courses, 

and a growing number are being trained to use programs like Daedalus, Connect.net, 

Blackboard, and WebCT—to name only a few such course-management applications. A 

regular request on the Writing Program Administrator's Listserv (WPA-L) has become 

something akin to this: "Dear Colleagues, I've been asked to teach with technology next 

semester, and I'd like to know what software people are using in their classrooms." Such 

requests routinely eam responses from all across the country, many of which are 

anecdo tally evaluative, often taking the shape of something like, "I've used such-and-

such software and have found that its chat function facilitates classroom discussions 

nicely. The newest version, though, can be clunky at times." 

While such responses are valuable and even necessar>', they too often fail to 

examine critically the socio-ideological impact of new technologies. Like discourse, 

electronic media can structure social relations, deny diversity, and even conceal the 



means by which power is enacted. When we ignore such functions, we run the risk of 

undermining the democratic agenda at the heart of this dissertation and much of this 

discipline's scholarship.^ Yet such ignorance is hardly surprising; few teachers in 

composition would consider themselves technical experts, and fewer still would consider 

themselves rhetoricians of technology. Critical apparatuses for interrogating electronic 

media aren't exactly overflowing in our field. Writing teachers and computers are a bit 

like undergraduates and academic discourse: we are certainly aware of the onmipresence 

of new technologies, we use them with limited success, and we know that computer 

literacy is a form of power; but we have not yet developed the critical tools necessary to 

fully understand the epistemic nature of technology. Nearly a decade ago, in CCC, 

Cynthia Selfe and Gail Hawisher argued that all too frequently "writing instructors 

incorporate computers into their classes without the necessary scrutiny and careful 

planning that the use of any technology requires," and that such teachers "must assess 

ways in which the use of computer technology might shape, for better and worse, their 

strategies for working with students" (55). While that 1991 call was shaped by a previous 

context and somewhat differing concerns, it nonetheless needs to be reiterated, especially 

given the inevitability of the electronic medium as a standard(ized) mode of composition 

instruction. 

Such a call certainly needs to be reiterated if cultural reproduction is to be resisted 

in the computer mediated collaborative classroom. Emerging out of listserv discussions 

and hallway conversations these days is a surface-level perception that new technologies 

are mediating democratic dialogue, that they are facilitating the kind of heteroglossic 
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collaboration described as an. ideal in Chapter One. That perception, I will argue, arises 

from what Andrew Feenberg refers to as an "instrumentalist" understanding of 

technology, one in which technology is regarded as an apolitical "tool" available for 

human use. In the next section I elaborate on that perception by outlining some 

commonly referenced ways in which electronic media appear to facilitate collaboration 

that is resistant to cultural reproduction. In the section following, I call into question that 

appearance by explicating electronic media as a mediating structure, one that encourages 

conformity to dominant cultural norms and values and subjugates users accordingly. I 

hope in the process to undo normalized perceptions of technology that both conceal and 

facilitate the reproduction of privilege. I hope also to model a methodology for critically 

interrogating computer-mediated pedagogy, one that may serve teachers and 

administrators as they continue making what many would argue is an unavoidable 

transition to teaching in electronic domains. 

Rhetorical Reflexivity and Democratic Collaboration in Cyberspace 

The electronic medium has earned considerable praise for its seeming potential to 

facilitate rhetorical reflexivity and democratic collaboration in the writing classroom. For 

example, MUDs and MOOs (MU*s)—networked environments that promote 

synchronous and asynchronous interactions among users—have been hailed for the ways 

in which they enable heteroglossia, a condition likely to reveal and therefore promote 

critiques of the constructedness of discourse and social relations. During this decade, and 

particularly since the publication of Faigley's Fragments of Rationality in 1992, teachers 



have been extolling the postmodern virtues of MU*-based interactions—^what Faigley 

initially defined, with enthusiasm he may now regret, as "achieved Utopia." In addition to 

providing a forum for normally silenced students to voice differently positioned 

perspectives, MU*s can mask gender and race by allowing anonymity during 

conversation, thereby short-circuiting biased receptions of marginalized voices and 

undercutting explicit social stratification (Sproull and Keisler; Rheingold). Students in a 

chat session, for example, can not only hide their social identities, they can also 

manipulate them. An African-American woman, for example, can enter a chat room as 

"Butch" or "Eddie" or, for that matter, "Dr. Charles Winthorpe, III." In some chat rooms, 

students can even de-gender themselves; at LinguaMOO, for instance, a student can 

choose as his or her gender "Spivak," resulting in pronouns such as E, Em, Eir, Eirs, and 

Eirself. Such manipulation, according to proponents, can help to deconstruct and call into 

question naturalized markers of social identification (Romano). Thus, as the writers of the 

textbook Teaching Online argue, most MXJ*s and [Intemet Relay Chat]s can help 

interrogate the assumptions which underlie our social interactions" (78). Embedded in the 

technology, then, is a mechanism for rhetorical reflexivity, one that can lead teachers and 

students to collaboratively explicate social relationships and some of the discursive 

means for maintaining them. 

The heteroglossic potential of MU*s is extended further when we consider the 

way in which the medium shapes the message. Scholars have commented on the 

fractured, fragmentary text that comprises synchronous MU* conversations, as well as 

the increased access they offer to traditionally privileged domains of discourse. ̂  Such 
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simultaneous fragmentation and access allegedly undercuts and demystifies monologic 

narratives and the fictitious coherent selves that are constmcted and objectified by them. 

As Doug Hesse notes about a politically charged e-mail thread on a national listserv, 

"The issues under discussion [are] scrutinized from several perspectives, and new-

contingencies continually [destabilize] hegemonic positions" ("Saving a Place" 46). The 

result, then, is a discourse that potentially represents a kind of contact zone in action. The 

MU* becomes a place where competing voices find equal ground in an explicitly 

intertextual envirorunent that mitigates the dominance of privileged positionalities.'* 

Tharon Howard agrees, arguing that one reason for the rapidly increasing popularity of 

wide area networking systems (WANS) may be that such electronic spaces 

expose citizens to voices traditionally silenced by homophobic, phallocentric 
media. In the immature micropolitical environment of today's networks, NT on 
WANS is still relatively free of the kinds of overt editing and censoring that 
occurs in print, television, or radio. WANS offers forums where the repressed 
voices of homosexuals, feminists, Marxists, and left-wing liberals can be heard 
alongside those of the homophobes, misogynists, neo-nazis, and right-wing 
conservatives. Juxtaposed to media that tend to offer the monological voice of a 
mythical, centered mainstream [. ..], WANS can open us to a polyphony so 
diverse and centrifugal that it sometimes appears to lead to sheer anarchy. (21) 

Though he does not mention Bakhtin, Bazerman, or Pratt in the above passage, Howard's 

argument clearly invokes the language and categories of their work, suggesting in the 

synthesis the potential for rhetorical reflexivity and democratic collaboration in electronic 

environments. 

Furthermore, the potential "anarchy" of networked space referred to by Howard is 

representative of a postmodern condition that may work against what Bourdieu sees as 
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one means of reproducing dominant cultural power in education—namely the privileging 

of certain cultural conventions to the exclusion of others. As Marilyn Cooper defines it. 

Postmodernism is, above all, a response to our increased awareness of the great 
diversity in human cultures, a diversity that calls into question the possibility of 
any "universal" or "privileged" perspective and that thus values the juxtaposition 
of different perspectives and different voices and the contemplation of 
connections rather than a subordinated structure of ideas that achieves a unified 
voice and a conclusive perspective. (142) 

This brand of postmodernism, then, can be a usefiil condition to construct in the 

collaborative classroom, for it can undermine traditional modes of discourse and social 

interaction that conceal contingency and positionality. Donna LeCourt suggests, for 

example, that virtual spaces can help us to "jam" discourse in ways that enable 

representations of the self that do not have to accord with dominant cultures (more 

specifically, for LeCourt, in ways that subvert traditional expectations of gender 

performance). Scholars like Howard, Le Court, and Cooper are thus seeking ways to 

reveal and disrupt the arbitrariness of privileged discourses, and they hope to find such 

democratizing pedagogic action in electronic media. 

Even without the move into postmodernism, even without critiquing culturally 

privileged discourse conventions, democratic dialogue seems inherent in the capacity for 

new information technologies to simply "give voice" to those outside the centers of 

power. As Doug Bailey has written in Civilization. "The full interactive potential of the 

Internet offers a real chance to restore some purpose to our politics by restoring some 

power to our people" (71). Peter Jennings, in the same magazine, responds to Bailey by 

acknowledging his own potential obsolescence; he admits that new electronic 

communications media—especially the Internet—give rise to countless new voices. 
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which may in turn threaten Jennings's very powerfiil role in the democratic process. His 

prophesy is not to be taken lightly, for it implies the replacement of the authorial, 

unidirectional mediator between power and citizenry with direct, two-way access. This is 

of course Howard Rheingold's idealized vision of the hitemet. In The Virtual 

Community, he outlines the democratic possibilities of a decentralized discursive system 

within which virtually anyone (pun intended) can gain easy access to the civil and 

political spheres where policy and power are collectively determined. Tharon Howard 

partially shares this view, arguing that 

Today, with $200-$300 for a modem, communications software, a used PC, and a 
telephone line, an individual can set up his or her own electronic bulletin board 
system or BBS. Or with a $2000-53000 investment in the electronic equivalent of 
the printing press, private citizens can produce and distribute World Wide Web 
publications on any topic or topics they consider important, and have the ability to 
reach a potential audience easily as large as their local newspaper or television 
station." (48) 

Notably the assumption that cyberspace is a kinder, gentler agora—open to citizens like 

never before—is often a bridge that draws together both strands of what I am defining in 

this dissertation as democratic pedagogic action: critiquing dominant cultural discourses 

and opening the door to marginalized discourses. In "Supporting Deliberative 

Democracy: Pedagogical Arts of the Contact Zone of the Electronic Sphere," Phillip 

Bums argues that "the electronic public sphere is more heterogeneous with respect to 

ethnicity, social and economic status, education, age, culture, and other factors than a 

single classroom can be" (130). It is because of such heterogeneity. Bums suggests, that 

democratic deliberation in networked electronic spaces can effectively embody a contact 

zone pedagogy. 



The political agenda at the heart of composition's rhetorical reflexive turn, then, 

appears to be a natural and easy outgrowth of an enabling medium for collaboration. As 

far as "enabling mediums" go, I have thus far begun to look only at MU*s, and only in 

the most general sense. I have barely scratched the surface of a category that includes e-

mail, chat, listservs, newsgroups, e-conferencing, and a host of networked applications 

useful for the collaborative writing classroom. I've not considered the ways in which, for 

example, students can share documents online; writing software applications like 

Connect.net, Daedalus, and Commonspace are regularly being utilized in composition 

classrooms across the country, offering students easy access to one another's in-process 

drafts and facilitating the social construction (and deconstruction) of knowledge in active 

online collaboration. But I believe I have offered enough for my purposes here. I have 

tried to stay within the bounds of that with which many of my readers will be familiar, 

and I hope I have begun to demonstrate the potential of the electronic medium to foster 

rhetorical reflexivity and democratic collaboration. I have also advanced enough claims 

that warrant a second look, that need to be explored beneath the surface and beyond the 

obvious. In the next section I will attempt to problematize some of what I have sketched 

here by examining some of the socio-ideological functions embedded invisibly in new 

technologies, those that reside at the level of the taken for granted—in interfaces, 

operating procedures, and programming designs. 
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The On/Off Switch, or the Power Button? 

When it comes to language, scholars in composition studies understand the value, 

and routinely undertake the practice, of close reading—analyzing texts to get beneath the 

surface and beyond the apparent. Many of us teach our students to observe the multiple 

levels at which they are constructed as willing subjects by various discourses; we do so 

by examining words as epistemic and conventional, refusing to accept them as apolitical 

or natural. The same needs to be done with technology; it is a text, not merely a tool, and 

we must position ourselves to read that text closely. Technology critic Andrew Feenberg 

would undoubtedly agree. In Critical Theory of Technologv. Feenberg distinguishes 

between instrumental and substantive theories of technology. The first, he argues, reflects 

the most widely accepted—^yet a short sighted—view of technology: "It is based on the 

common sense idea that technologies are 'tools' standing ready to serve the purposes of 

their users. Technology is deemed 'neutral,' without valuative content of its own" (5). 

What this means, according to Feenberg, is that technologies appear to be indifferent to 

social and political concerns, embodying only universal standards of efficiency and 

increased productivity of labor. 

Differing from instrumental theory is substantive theory, exemplified by Ellul in 

The Technological Society. This theory, as Feenberg notes, "argues that technology 

constitutes a new type of cultural system that restructures the entire world as an object of 

control" (7). While Ellul distinguishes technology from technique, arguing that the 

former is a concrete embodiment of the latter, Feenberg collapses that distinction and 

uses technology to signify both the machine and the mediating force that Ellul ascribes to 
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each. The basic premise of the theory is an inevitable relationship between socio-

ideological spheres and utilitarian functions of technology. For a simple example, 

Feenberg takes fast food; 

The substitution of "fast food" for the traditional family dinner can serve as a 
htunble illustration of the unintended cultural consequences of technology. The 
unity of the family, ritually reaffirmed each evening, no longer has a comparable 
locus of expression. No one claims that the rise of fast food "causes" the decline 
of the traditional family, but the correlation is surely significant. [. . .] The 
substantive theory of technology attempts to make us aware of the arbitrariness of 
[efficiency as a naturalized value], or rather, its cultural character. The issue is not 
that machines have "taken over," but that in choosing to use them we make many 
unwitting cultural choices. Technology is not simply a means but has become an 
environment and a way of life: this is its "substantive" impact. (7-8) 

Without explicitly referencing scholars such as Bourdieu, Bazerman, or Foucault, 

Feenberg nonetheless articulates the socio-ideological fiinctions of technology using 

terms and concepts common to those scholars' research into education, discourse, and 

culture. The above passage treats technology as a mediating structure that is both 

constructed and constructing. 

In the context of Feenberg's distinctions, I believe it would be fair to label many 

recent efforts to incorporate electronic media into writing programs as being informed 

primarily by an instrumentalist perspective. Exchanges like those on the WPA-L, which I 

referred to in my introduction, often revolve around the utilitarian functions of particular 

software applications. Administrators and teachers tend to ask. How might we use this 

technology? They do not tend to ask. How might this technology use us? On the surface, 

much of the scholarship represented in the previous section does address some of 

technology's substantive impact. Scholars who claim that electronic environments create 

postmodern conditions that disrupt and demystify traditional discourses, for example, are 
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certainly attending to epistemic, socio-ideological functions of technology.^ Yet those 

particular functions, in the context of the rhetorical reflexive turn in composition studies, 

are also instrumental functions. That is, a basic goal of composition pedagogy these days 

often includes constructing postmodern conditions in the writing classroom; therefore 

that is what many of us look for when we evaluate technologies as tools to help us 

achieve our ends. In doing so, we restrict our examinations to what the technology can do 

for us, and we tend to cease our examinations when we find what we are looking for. We 

stop short of asking what the technology does beneath the surface of its instrumental role. 

Admittedly the line between instrumental role and substantive impact is not 

entirely clear cut, as the above example illustrates. Nor are the two functions necessarily 

always in opposition. I do not wish to suggest here that an instrumentalist perspective is 

simply wrong; I certainly find value in the view that new technologies are tools to 

enhance traditional pedagogical goals, and I do hold onto hope for some form of 

individual agency amidst what Ellul refers to as technology's restructuring of the world 

as an object of its control. ̂  Still, if we are to attend to the socio-ideological functions of 

new technologies, we have to look beneath the surface of technology-as-tool. For this 

reason 1 find Feenberg useful, for while he rejects the fatalism of a purely substantive 

view and argues that human action can shape civilization and its relationship with 

technology, he also rejects the seeming neutrality of technology, agreeing with Herbert 

Marcuse that "technological rationality has become political rationality'" (Marcuse xvi). 

Feenberg writes. 

The values and interests of ruling classes and elites are installed in the very design 
of rational procedures and machines even before these are assigned a goal. The 
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dominant form of technological rationality is neither an ideology (an essentially 
discursive expression of class self-interest) nor is it a neutral requirement 
determined by the "nature" of technique. Rather, it stands at the intersection 
between ideology and technique where the two come together to control human 
beings and resources in conformity with what I will call "technical codes." 
Critical theory shows how these codes invisibly sediment values and interests in 
rules and procedures, devices and artifacts that routinize the pursuit of power and 
advantage by a dominant hegemony. (14) 

While Feenberg's focus—the interrelations of labor, production, and technology in 

capitalist society—is much broader than mine is here, his emphasis on exposing 

technological rationality as political rationality can effectively guide us in our efforts to 

critically interrogate the rhetoricity of electronic media being implemented in the 

collaborative writing classroom. Feenberg's goal, as the above passage illustrates, is to 

make the invisible visible, to reveal both the democratic potentialities and the processes 

of social domination at work in technology. 

Feenberg's work thus complements, not surprisingly, Bourdieu's. From within 

differing argumentative frameworks—one arguing for a specific theory of technology, 

the other for a practice of epistemic reflexivity—each would encourage a critical 

evaluation of routinized technological conditions, particularly as a means for 

interrogating the unseen reproduction of cultural power. With Bourdieu and Feenberg in 

mind, then, I wish to return to the specific claims referred to in the previous section 

regarding computer-mediated collaboration. 1 hope to look beyond the immediate and the 

apparent to reveal some of the technical codes embedded in new technologies that 

invisibly sediment particular values and interests to routinize and conceal the pursuit of 

power by a dominant culture. 
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In a recent review of three books about computer-enhanced pedagogy. Ken 

McAllister observes that scholarship in this area "is maturing." That is, stakeholders in 

computers and writing circles are moving beyond simple technophilic and technophobic 

positions to explore the '"significant social and political consequences" involved in 

teaching with technology (192-3). While McAllister's observation is accurate, I believe 

the circle he invokes needs to be widened. As I've tried to show in my introduction, we 

are all quickly becoming stakeholders in computers and writing; hence the increasing 

need for all of us to be exploring the social and political consequences of our computer-

enhanced initiatives. 

Consider, for example, my (and others') unproblematic use of the term "easy 

access" in relation to ordinary citizens joining democratic deliberations online. 

Unfortunately, Howard's vision, cited in the preceding section, of people plugging into 

the World Wide Web and reaching large audiences without difficulty ignores 

distributions of wealth that ultimately determine access to the means of production. As 

McAllister notes, "Very few people in the world [.. .] have the kind of money that 

Howard says can give 'private citizens' access to the same communicative power that 

newspapers and TV stations possess" (193-94). Indeed Howard's figure of $2000-53000 

may seem a small amount to some, but that is a privileged perspective, and it is not 

shared by a large majority of people who have traditionally been denied access to 

democratic participation. Even beyond private citizenry, similar economic realities exist 

in public institutions. Lester Faigley, for instance, looks beyond the figures of the 

National Center for Educational Statistics, which deceptively suggest impressive 
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exponential increases in public schools' access to the World Wide Web: "Even though 

the student-to-computer ratio in American schools has risen by about 9-to-l, over half of 

those machines are so obsolete that they cannot be connected to the Internet. Cheap 

Internet access does little to help classrooms still equipped with XTs, Apple Els, and 

Commodore 64s" (131). Beneath the surface, then, of the claims made by people like 

Peter Jennings and PhilUp Bums lies a less-than-visible hindrance to truly democratic 

collaboration; simple and straightforward access, a Foucauldian authorial function of 

sorts that delimits who gets to participate and, in turn, what perspectives get voiced. 

Thus when we talk in our classrooms and with our colleagues about 

intemetworked collaboration with smdents from around the globe and across social 

boundaries, we need to be careful about claims of heterogeneity and contact zone 

dialogics. Electronically mediated conversations that supposedly bring together diverse 

voices may not so much be examples of heteroglossia as examples of categorical 

differences within shared socio-economic positions. When we ignore issues of access, we 

risk assuming democratic action is occurring when in fact we are merely reproducing the 

status quo and perpetuating traditional power relations. As James Porter writes, regarding 

Howard RJieingold's vision of the Intemet referenced above. 

When you examine the particular features that constitute RJieingold's ideal 
electronic citizen, his vision seems less benign. Rheingold's community is white 
and upper middle class, with the leisure time to surf the net. It is mostly male, 
mostly baby boomers and their offspring, mainly centered in the cultural space 
between San Francisco and Silicon Valley. They are technologically sophisticated 
yuppies, but yuppies with a 1960s social conscience. They are liberals, but not 
radicals. They are, in Rheingold's own words, the "granola-eating Utopians" (48). 
They are—not Rheingold's own words—the people who are most like RJieingold. 
(232) 
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Even if we could ignore the flinction of economic stratification that is embedded 

in new technologies (an ignorance that happens too often, as Charles Moran and Lester 

Faigley have both shown), we need to examine the ways in which electronic media 

further facilitate the appearance of democratic dialogue to the effacement and erasure of 

actual democratic dialogue. It is indeed easy to point out the potential for heterogeneity 

and direct access to power that is fostered by the Internet. But consider for a moment 

some of the less obvious yet equally inherent functions of the Internet—and of the 

software and hardware that grant (and control) our access. As Bums reluctantly concedes, 

there are "'certain nondemocratic tendencies of the Internet itself." Drawing on recent 

scholarship. Bums articulates the extent to which an individual's online interactions are 

restricted by specific technical codes: 

[M]ost Internet browser and search engine interfaces are oriented toward 
information-retrieval rather than discussion (Selfe and Selfe 487); they encourage 
self-selected topics, resiilting in "an intricate organizational structure of 
information routing, storage and retrieval that ultimately confines information to 
narrowly specific categories and subcategories" (Knapp 191-92); and virtual 
forums themselves tend to isolate discussions, fi-agmenting the public sphere into 
relatively homogenous sites of narrowly focused discourse (Healy 62). (131) 

What Bums describes, and Rheingold exemplifies, is unfortunately what critics of 

Bruffee describe when they suggest that his version of collaborative learning in 

composition is a means of assimilation. Only in this case the assimilation is a function not 

just of a teaching methodology but also of the mediating technology—a function that 

resides beneath a surface of what appears to be endless access to diversity. 

Consider, too, how technologies can engender easy dismissals and exploitation of 

the apparently empowered citizen-collaborator. In 1999 Harper's magazine printed an e



mail exchange t±iat occurred between Richard Bausch, a writer from Virginia, and one of 

his governmental representatives. Senator John Warner. After expressing his concern 

over Clinton's impeachment in an e-mail sent directly to the Senator, Bausch received a 

seemingly heartfelt e-mail response, one that began, "Dear Fellow Virginian: It is 

important that you have provided me with your views concerning the impeachment of 

President Clinton. I am listening carefully to the views of the people of Virginia, 

and 1 commit to you that 1 will reach decisions based not on politics but rather on the best 

interests of the nation" (19). When Bausch sent a follow-up query, the e-mail response he 

received was identical to the first, beginning with "Dear Fellow Virginian: It is important 

that you have provided me with your views [. . .] ." Warner's response, like the first, was 

obviously a form-letter. Bausch continued to send letters—some purposefully 

nonsensical—^via e-mail, each one being answered with the exact same response. While 

this same deception certainly happens in print media, it was not too long ago that a form 

letter was blatant as such: the addressee was often in a slightly darker font, the name 

regularly failing to line up after the "Dear." Most readers probably remember this, but 

they may not remember exactly when that visible reminder disappeared, which it did for 

the most part with the advent of cheap desktop publishing in the mid-1980's. Like 

Senator Warner's email responses, the form letter was made all but invisible by new 

technology, increasing in many cases the deception and exploitation of the public.' How 

many citizens, one wonders, have considered themselves engaged in a democratic 

process online when in fact their voices have been essentially ignored? 
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The implications of tie above example for teachers of rhetoric in general are 

obvious. At the very least, many of us want to teach our students to be critically aware of 

such insidious communication practices and of the ways in which they are enabled, 

quietly and invisibly, by electronic media. For the growing number of us using new 

technologies to foster collaboration in the classroom, the implications run even deeper, 

for here we have an illustration of how technology conceals the constructedness, 

arbitrariness, and artificiality of discursively maintained social positions. Moreover, the 

"quiet and invisible" effects of technology also include unintentional constructions of 

authority and power relations, as I will demonstrate below. Indeed we need to be 

interrogating the technologies we are using for the ways in which they encourage 

antidemocratic exchanges between students, teachers, and others in the networked 

community. 

In the previous section I referred to scholarship by Cooper, LeCourt, Howard and 

others who have suggested that virtual space is rife with postmodern possibilities, 

particularly in terms of creating an "anarchic" environment where normalized discursive 

conventions are disrupted, along with the power relations sustained by them. 

Synchronous virtual discussions—chat sessions—often do appear, at least on the surface, 

to live up to such claims. Many teachers using chatrooms with their students are initially 

amazed at the lack of control they have over the conversation; the instructor's voice and 

authority appear to be reduced amidst a mass of scrolling student input. This happens to 

an even greater extent if the teacher and students are all using pseudonyms—a practice 

that certainly promises to remove many of the normalized markers of social positioning. 
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It is thus not surprising to find an increasing number of software applications developed 

explicitly for the collaborative writing classroom to include chatroom options: Daedalus, 

Commonspace, Connect.Net, and Aspects are common examples that many readers will 

recognize. Similarly a growing number of more general educational software programs— 

many of which are being utilized for writing instruction—are now including synchronous 

discussion fora: WebCT, Syllabase, and Blackboard are three examples. The latter. 

Blackboard, is being used at my own institution by approximately forty English 

instructors, partly because it has been site-licensed to the university and partly because it 

is easy to use; teachers with little to no technological savvy can host an entire course 

online with just a web browser. They need no skills in HTML coding for building web 

pages, nor do they need to understand how to build MU*s; everything is constructed via 

templates for them.^ 

The problem, however, is what is constructed for them. In the case of 

Blackboard's chat feature, a number of mediating ftmctions are built in which serve to 

directly counter the supposed anarchy inherent in virtual synchronous discussions. In an 

early version of Blackboard (2.0), both the teacher and the students cormected to the chat 

room using a pseudonym, and all had equal access to a few basic features, such as 

sending and receiving private messages and being able to log the entire transcript of the 

session to analyze later.^ A later version of Blackboard (3.0), however, eliminated the 

pseudonym option. Teachers and students in this more recent version are clearly 

represented as themselves in chat. Moreover, the teacher's chat room now looks 

substantially different than the students': it features a control panel (an appropriate term). 



upon which are buttons that enable the teacher to restrict "floor" access to particular 

speakers, to eject unruly participants altogether, and to grant or deny reqiMests for various 

interactions. Regardless of what the teacher wants to do in this environment, he or she is 

authored to be an authoritarian. The contact zone that might-have-been is now an even 

more restrictive environment than a traditional classroom. At least in a faoce-to-face 

environment, an unruly student can disrupt the process by butting into the: conversation, 

by demonstrating frustration, or by signaling to others his or her silenced ^Josition. In 

Blackboard's chat space, an unruly or resistant student can be simply ejec=ted—an 

interaction only seen by that student and the teacher—while the conversatEion continues 

essentially uninterrupted. The exercise of authority is concealed. Moreover, the 

encouragement of such authority is similarly subtle; a point-and-click optiion on an 

orderly control panel is painless, simple, clean. An instructor who might otherwise feel 

the discomfort of his or her authority being challenged in a face-to-face situation no 

longer needs to. 

Such authoritarian control is further encouraged outside the real-tiime 

collaboration that occurs in Blackboard's chatroom—and in ways that are even less 

obvious. Blackboard enables teachers, for example, to post homework ass ignments, 

related reference sheets, reading materials, and other electronic documents useful for 

students to access online. What's notable about this fiinction is that each tame a document 

is housed in Blackboard, the instructor can enable a feature titled "Track Contents 

Usage." The instructor is able to see, for each and every document online, which students 

have read that document, exactly when, and how often. The instmctor is tlhus in a position 
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to discipline students from, a vantage point of frightening precision, from a perspective 

that can even gauge the extent to which students access an assignment's supporting 

matericils. The students, of course, are in positions to discipline themselves. In this one 

regard, they are not unlike the inmates of Bentham's prison model—the panopticon— 

wherein individuals modify and regulate their own behavior not because they are being 

observed but because they might be being observed. Foucault's analysis of panopticism, 

as most readers will remember, demonstrates how, within the right context, subjects 

become the willing authors behind their own domination rPiscipline and Punish"). A 

brand of what might be called e-panopticism is similarly embedded in the technical codes 

of listservs and newsgroups, where participants are always aware that authority figures 

can lurk silendy; as a graduate student engaged in classroom listserv discussions, I 

routinely witnessed students censoring themselves in the face of the instructor's virtual 

presence and in the face of the possibility of that presence. 

Returning to Blackboard's chat feature. Blackboard 3.0 is further "evolved" from 

the previous version in that the students' and teacher's ability to record a chat session no 

longer exists. This may seem to some an insignificant loss, and on the siirface it is. Our 

face-to-face interactions, after all, are rarely recorded, and a substantial amount of 

productive collaboration occurs in such ephemeral space. But if we are dedicated to a 

pedagogy that seeks to demystify power relations as they are arbitrarily constructed and 

maintained through discourse, and if we choose to interact with our students in an 

environment that has been designed to be even more authoritarian than the traditional 

classroom, we should at least be able to reflect in detail on the dynamics of those 



discursive interactions with our students. With the loss of such a simple feature as 

logging transcripts, we are disempowered. Composition's rhetorical reflexive turn is 

severely hindered, even countered, by a fiinction of technology that—Intentionally or 

not—literally erases processes by which power is constructed. 

Even software designed explicitly for collaborative learning, and developed with 

the help of writing teachers, fimctions in similar ways. Norton's Cormect.Net, for 

example, allows students to electronically exchange documents with one another for 

feedback or coauthoring. Students can also submit drafts for the teacher's evaluation and 

feedback—a collaborative transaction across hierarchical lines and differing subject 

positions. Specifically, a teacher using Cormect.Net is able to dovmload a student's 

docimient into Microsoft Word, respond directly in the margins and/or text, and then 

return the document to the student, all electronically. This process is "facilitated" by 

"grading remark buttons"—small icons that can be inserted into the student's document 

and, when clicked on, reveal teacherly feedback. According to Connect.Net's online 

brochure, these stock buttons "contain your most common annotations." How the makers 

of Connect.Net know what my most common aimotations are is beyond me. Of course 

they don't, really. Rather, what they know are typical responses that supposedly cut 

across a multiplicity of genres, rhetorical situations, and writing styles. The grading 

remark buttons, not surprisingly, are either reductive, strictly grammatical, or both. A few-

examples: "Good"; "Revise indicated text"; "E.xpand indicated text"; "Delete indicated 

text"; "Sentence boundary problem"; and "Mechanical error." Indeed such prescribed 

remarks do not effectively cut across a multiplicity of genres, rhetorical situations, and 



styles; instead they deny that multiplicity. Whether "indicated text" should be expanded, 

deleted, revised, or left alone depends upon the subject, the reader, and—notably—the 

positionality embodied and revealed in the writer's stance and discursive form; there is 

no room to embed such contingency in the prescribed markers. 

Nor is there room for questioning. The teacher's authority is reinforced simply 

through the imperative form of the remarks. There is a distinct absence of buttons that 

might invite dialogue. A button could read, for example, "Your style here is distinctly 

different from the norm; is this intentional?" or "Why this word choice?" or even "I'd 

like to know more about this." But they do not. Thus the teacher's expectations, 

reasoning behind comments, and even questions that might deconstruct his or her 

authority or invoke the context surrounding the collaborative situation remain unstated. In 

turn the student's positionality remains unaddressed. The potential for rhetorical 

reflexivity is reduced, as is the potential for writing to be seen as a site for such action. 

Connect.Net's interface, then, facilitates Trimbur's "rhetoric of deproduction," erasing 

indications that the response was written by a positioned being. To be fair, Cormect.Net 

does offer blank grading remark buttons that can be individually created, as well as a 

button that will allow the teacher to insert fully formed contextualized remarks. But it is 

difficult to ignore the flmction of Ellulian technique at work here. As one enthusiastic 

user of Connect.Net has written, "Online grading is much more efficient for both 

instructor and student. I can save time by clicking on the handbook or "Sentence 

boundary problem" icon instead of typing 'This is a fragment'" (Ellison, italics mine). 

Expediency is indeed seductive, but it comes with a price—in this case the loss of 
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collaboration between teacher and student and an effacement of the kinds of difference 

upon which contact zone pedagogies are based. 

Other socio-ideological functions of Blackboard and Connect.Net are even less 

obvious (and thus, perhaps, more dangerous). For example, beyond Blackboard's 

functionality is the way in which it is represented. "Blackboard" clearly invokes the 

metaphor of the classroom—or more specifically, of the front of the classroom. 

Traditionally the blackboard is the teacher's space, where his or her knowledge and 

discourse are displayed for the students to internalize, a relationship embodied and 

transmitted simply in the software's name. And like most software applications today. 

Blackboard and Connect.Net are accessed by a user going to his or her computer's 

desktop and OTperung folders. Metaphors of a universalized corporate model—a 

significant and undeniable embodiment of one of America's most dominant cultures— 

abound in new technologies. When we ask our students (and ourselves) imwittingly and 

unreflexively to subscribe to those metaphors, we are continuing to reproduce that 

dominant culture, despite our efforts to demystify or critique its rhetoric. These 

observations may seem a stretch to some, but as Bourdieu would note, such taken-for-

granted metaphors exemplify at least one way in which a group's or class's culture is 

defined: through regular selection and exclusion that treats as worthy certain routinely 

inculcated meanings and as unworthy all else. 

I do not wish to imply here that teachers have lost all agency, that they have no 

say in how new technologies are used or that they cannot be critical of the programs they 

are implementing. Of course instructors can turn a software application's authoring 
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function into an empowering learning experience with their students, especially if they 

can embed reflexive critiques into their use of that application. But the less obvious the 

technical codes at work, and the less direct, the less likely their interrogation. New 

technologies can engender a shift in agency, a subtle but sure transition of power away 

from the user and onto the technology itself. The efficiency of using Connect.Net's 

grading remark buttons is one such example; assessment slides out of the hands of the 

teacher and into the programming of the application. Indeed we would be wise to 

appraise the consequential validity of Connect.Net's assessment fimctions. We might ask 

what is being valued when the grading remark buttons are used. Whose valuation is it? 

And what is the result? The answers to those questions range from "Somebody else's 

ideas about writing are being valued" to "A reductive (even current-traditional) 

conception of writing is being valued and promoted in the name of corporate efficiency, 

and the result is an invalidation of writing that might embody cultural diversity and 

resistance to dominant hegemonies." 

Validating assessment practices according to not just normalized evidential bases 

but also consequential bases is a move analogous to—and instructive for—^validating the 

electronic medium according to both instrumental and substantive bases. In the context of 

composition's rhetorical reflexive turn, such validation (or invalidation) should be 

motivated by Bourdieu's goal of epistemic reflexivity and informed by Feenberg's 

critical theory of technology; that is, in assessing the validity of the electronic medium, 

we should seek to unmask the social and intellectual imconscious (e.g. the adherence to 

socially inscribed hierarchies) embedded in its technical codes. For a specific example. 
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one might coasider the validity of Blackboard's chatroom by asking the obvious; Does 

the chat function do what it says it does—allow students and teachers to interact in real 

time online? On its surface, the chat fimction is indeed valid. It serves its instrumental 

purpose. Yet we might further consider the chatroom's validity by asking: What is being 

valued in this particular chatroom's design, operation, and layout? and What are the 

social consequences of that valuing? The answers to such questions are largely sketched 

above: they lie in the socio-ideological impact of technology as a mediating structure of 

collaboration. As I have begun to show, that structure, regardless of Utopian aspirations 

espoused by digital enthusiasts, facilitates cultural reproduction and discourages 

resistance to it. 

Conclusion: 

Critique in Action 

I have tried to demonstrate in this chapter that we must interrogate new 

technologies as rigorously as we interrogate texts. We must closely read their technical 

codes, focusing on the indirect and the peripheral. The functions of technology are 

multifaceted, and many go routinely unseen and unconsidered. When we assert, "This 

software does what we want it to," we need to also ask, "What else does it do that is 

outside our direct and immediate scrutiny?" We need to critically examine the social, 

ideological, and political functions of the technical codes embedded in both the software 

and hardware we implement. In short, we need to become rhetoricians of technology. 

What's more, we need to engage in such rhetorical inquiry collaboratively, with our 



students—the justifications for which are spread throughout this dissertation. If we are to 

unmask the ways in which the electronic medium facilitates (mediates) cultural 

reproduction, then we need to constmct conditions that help to demystify those ways; 

involving our students—particularly those whose primary cultural identifications are not 

representative of dominant cultures—can help us to recognize the cultural capital 

embedded in and reproduced through the technology. This may be capital teachers 

routinely fail to see, given their own identification with it. Engaging in collaborative 

critique with students, however, can help mitigate that problem. 

In the business writing course 1 described in Chapter Three, for example, I built 

into our lesson plans regular and consistent opportunities for critical reflections of the 

medium of instruction. Just as the students and I together discussed the benefits of face-

to-face dialogues that brought into the same discursive space corporate and service 

ideologies, we also analyzed our discursive interactions that were mediated online. As I 

describe in more detail in Chapter Three, we regularly held discussions using an 

electronic conferencing program called Caucus site-licensed by the university. At the end 

of many online collaborative sessions, I would ask the students to reflect (either online 

again or face-to-face) on the djTiamics of their collaborative work as it occurred within 

Caucus. A wide range of reflections often emerged. They included, as one might expect, 

both negative and positive responses: some students felt more able to express their own 

positioned perspectives in an electronic environment; others felt the loss of human 

contact that they believed would have encouraged more sensitivity to social and cultural 

differences during collaborative work; and still others (both positively and negatively) 
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acknowledged the efficiency of the medium. When prompted, the students were able to 

also critique the indirect and the peripheral facets of the medium. One reflective 

discussion, for example, revolved around a particular synchronous'" discussion session; 

students described how the design of the interface itself tended to encourage the same 

kinds of contributions by participants: short, evaluative remarks that fit neatly into one 

dialogue box and matched the discursive siy/e of other participants. 

Notably my business writing students and I did not draw on critical theory^ in our 

reflective sessions—at least not explicitly. These days when I teach in electronic 

environments, I include readings by such scholars as Feenbeg, Rheingold, Apple, and 

Romano. These readings help students consider their experiences within the electronic 

medium from a variety of differing frameworks, some more critical than others. Just as 1 

often do not accept an assignment from students without a cover letter explicating the 

rhetorical conditions of its production (see Chapter Three), I try not to collaborate with 

students without reflecting on the medium. These are moves I believe we need to make 

with our students; they can help us to remain vigilantly aware of the medium's mediation. 

As (not i_f or when) hardware and software applications become routinized in the 

collaborative classroom, the social tendency is to soon see them in strictly instrumental 

terms, which can mean not seeing them at all. As Dennis Baron notes, "As the old 

technologies become automatic and invisible, we find ourselves more concerned with 

fighting or embracing what's new" (31). Baron offers the analogy of calculators in math 

classes, arguing that many years ago, they were of concern to teachers and parents who 

worried that students would rely too heavily on them and fail to leam arithmetic tables; 
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regardless of whether or not that has happened, calculators no longer face scrutiny—not 

because the values of parents and teachers have necessarily changed, but because 

calculators are tools taken for granted, considered even "indispensable," in math classes. 

I thus offer this chapter as a call for further development of critical methodologies 

for interrogating the electronic medium and new technologies in general. I have here only 

begun such work; I welcome critical receptions of it, especially those that suggest 

revision and development. For those of us seeking to resist cultural reproduction in our 

classrooms, and for those of us wishing to maintain a sense of agency amidst the 

omnipresence of new electronic media, I believe this call to be simply unavoidable. 
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Notes 

' On November 18, 1999, tJiere were 86 listed job ads at 

http://www.ade.org/auto/jil2/jilsearch2.pl. The search descriptors were simply 

Professor and Composition and Rhetoric. Of the 86 listings, 32 included some mention of 

technology. 

" See Introduction. 

^ See, for example, Cogdill; Hesse; and Bums. 

For further examples and discussion, see Blair; and Urion. 

^In the subdiscipline of computers and writing, the substantive impact of technology has 

long been recognized. For example, two correlations—similar to Feenberg's correlation 

between the rise of fast food and the breakdown of the family unit—have now become 

commonplace: the correlation between the emergence of word processing and the process 

paradigm in composition in the early 1980's, as well as between electronic conferencing 

and social-constructivist views of language and writing half a decade later (Hawisher 

1992). 

^ In the foreword to The Technological Society. Ellul acknowledges the pessimistic 

character and overall determinism of his theory. 

^ Publisher's Clearinghouse, for instance, recently lost a landmark lawsuit for its carefully 

crafted—and not so obvious—form-letters that have resulted in the financial ruin of 

numerous Americans, who have been tricked into believing that they were one or two 

purchases away from being millionaires. 

http://www.ade.org/auto/jil2/jilsearch2.pl
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8 • This user-friendly approach to classroom software is fast becoming the trend: Syllabase 

operates in a similar fashion, and Daedalus has recently moved to a strictly browser-

based configxiration. 

' While Blackboard 2.0 did not have a built in "logging" feature, users could nonetheless 

"copy and paste" the entire transcript into a word processing program. 

While Caucus is not an Internet Chat Relay forum, synchronous chat can be 

approximated by students posting data and immediately refreshing their browser 

windows. 



CONCLUSION 

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM: INSTITUTIONALIZING COLLABORATION 
AND CRITICAL SCRUTINY 

Bourdieu's notion of epistemic reflexivity, the critical evaluation of routinized 

operations and procedures of knowledge production, needs to be both collaborative and 

bound to institutionalized structure—a point I referenced in Chapter Two and have 

attempted to apply throughout this dissertation. If we as teachers are to create 

opportunities for unmasking the social and intellectual unconscious embedded in, for 

example, our assessment techniques, we need to structure those opportunities into our 

daily work. Indeed I have followed each chapter's critique of a particular mediating 

condition of collaboration with a structural revision of that condition (or at least some 

guiding parameters for such a revision). I have done so partly to model critical analysis as 

a prelude to pedagogic action, but also as a means for initiating institutionalized, 

collaborative critique. I believe this to be one way to fiirther the agenda that is central to 

the rhetorical reflexive turn in composition studies, and it is, I also believe, a necessary 

response to normalized technologies of cultural reproduction in education. 

The structural revisions 1 have suggested have primarily been focused within the 

classroom. I have suggested, for example, collaborative grading techniques, making only 

passing references to large-scale and programmatic assessments. I have described 

techniques of arranging classroom activities in relation to one another. I have offered 

interdisciplinary approaches to curricular developments and collaborative assignments, 

again within individual classroom settings. And, in the last chapter, I have described 
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methods of critiquing new technologies with students in class. I would like now to open 

the door to structuring institutionalized collaborative critiques at levels beyond the 

classroom, for those levels impact what we do and inform what goes on inside our 

classrooms at least as much our teaching practices do. I wish to open that door as a way 

to extend the work I have begnn here, to tentatively suggest fijrther ways of imagining 

how academics might go about constructing conditions that foster collaboration and 

resistance to cultural reproduction. 

I wish to make such tentative beginnings by citing institutional initiatives that 

have already been established in composition studies and that have within them 

opportunities for collaboration and critical reflection, for positioned dialogue that can 

unmask normalized technologies of power in education. Specifically I reference writing 

across the curriculum programs and service learning projects—examples that will be 

familiar to most readers. I draw upon recent scholarship in composition studies to briefly 

describe each, not as they exist within any specific local context, but as they are 

articulated in more general terms. I do so to illustrate their overall potential for 

encouraging resistance to cultural reproduction, and I leave up to the reader the task of 

imagining ways in which they might be adapted to local contexts. 

Crossing Boundaries: 

Writing Across the Curriculum and Service Learning 

The exclusionary functions of the disciplinary paradigm, which I define as a 

mediating structure of cultural reproduction in Chapter Four, have certainly been 
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facilitated within the US by higher education's relationship to the marketplace. The 

elective curriculum was introduced in nineteenth century American colleges, according to 

David Russell, to prepare students for work in the new industrial society, one rapidly 

developing upon an economic system of assembly-line production and mass 

consumption, enabled, of course, by the work of Henry Ford. Fordism, according to 

Gramsci, affected more than just industry; it became an essential part of civil and 

political spheres and was integrally related to societal efforts to move away from 

economic individualism and toward a planned economy (279). Higher education's role 

was thus not simply to "prepare students" as I've suggested above, but to create workers 

for a marketplace characterized by Fordist principles of discrete tasks centrally plarmed 

and hierarchically organized. The elective curriculum helped to do this by encouraging 

disciplinary specialization and thus furthering the compartmentalization of productions 

(and reproductions) of knowledge. Complementing Gramsci, Russell has called this 

model one of social efficiency: a primarily probusiness effort that reinforces the dominant 

capitalist structure and makes schools the direct servants of industry (138-40). Thus 

disciplinarity itself is a function of overdetermining conditions, ones that seem nearly 

impossible to undo. Given such overdetermination, and given the force with which 

disciplinary exclusion hinders collaboration by homogenizing dialogue and restricting 

those who participate, 1 wish to develop even further the suggestions I offered at the end 

of Chapter Four. There I called for ways to embed interdisciplinarity into the curricular 

content and classroom practices of individual courses. 
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Such efforts can be complemented by college-wide writing across the curriculum 

programs, commonly referred to as WAC. Chris Anson defines WAC as an institutional 

effort to explicitly contextualize writing instruction within differentiated structures of 

education, each with differing values, conventions of style, and "ways of knowing" 

(Anson 773). That contextualization, because it is explicit, can help to unmask 

naturalized discourses and epistemologies tacitly accepted and promoted by teachers as 

well as students in particular disciplines. By default WAC also then contextualizes 

collaboration (long since accepted as essential to writing instruction) within such 

explicitly differentiated structures. Moreover, given that WAC programs usually require 

faculty members firom those structures to work together in developing methods of 

teaching writing, opportunities are built in for dialogues comprised of differently 

positioned perspectives. While juxtaposing the discourses of faculty members from 

varying academic disciplines is no heteroglossia, it is nonetheless a means for 

revealing—on at least one level—the constructed and constructing nature of specialized 

discourses and knowledge. 

WAC is thus a structural condition that can encourage (1) collaboration across the 

boundaries of distinct discourse communities and (2) an explicit awareness of those 

boundaries and their mediating functions. The result, according to Trimbur, is that WAC 

has the potential to "produce new producers of knowledge outside existing monopolies of 

experitise" rCrisis and Change 145). Such is a potential I find promising but others may 

not. As Russell notes. 

Specialized instruction is, by its very nature, elitist, in that it is carried on by 
specialized communities with certain powers, sanctioned by the wider society, to 
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regulate areas of public knowledge and life. When WAC programs threaten those 
elites—by asking them to change the pedagogical practices that form new 
members, or by altering the examination processes by which those entering a 
discipline or profession are selected and credentialed—then resistance comes [ . .. 
. The] instructor's role has been traditionally (and logically) defmed in terms of 
"discipline": showing students the "right" way within the constraints of that 
discipline. Thus, he may find his identity as a teacher of a discipline challenged 
by student responses that propose answers or use evidence or methods of inquiry 
not accepted by the discipline. (293) 

Indeed Russell concludes that "on an institutional basis, WAC exists in a structure that 

fundamentally resists it" (295, italics original). While this troubles Russell because of his 

commitment to writing instruction and its marginalization within the university, I am 

partially encouraged by his conclusion. For if the structure resists WAC, the inverse must 

also be true. The elitism Russell references needs itself to be resisted; it is both a product 

and a producer of a mediating structure that serves "to regulate public knowledge." 

While WAC can help to undermine such regulation, it does not—as I've noted— 

facilitate collaboration in any heteroglossic sense. Conversations across disciplinary 

boundaries are not necessarily conversations across significant cultural boundaries. 

Collaborations within WAC can reveal the contingency of disciplinary discourses and 

knowledge, but they can only indirectly—either through analogy or through integred 

association—reveal the contingency of culturally privileged discourses and knowledge. 

That contingency is more directly demystified through another institutional initiative: 

service learning. Made possible through collaborations among faculty members, students, 

service organizations, and (often) mediating agencies on campus, service learning 

programs situate students as social activists within service communities. Students serve 

as volunteers, integrating their coursework with their community work; in the process. 
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they interact with individuals and groups excluded from centers of dominant cultural 

power. 

According to Bruce Herzberg, service learning programs—much newer than 

WAC and gaining more currency in our field each day—are a means for teaching not just 

writing but social action through writing: in other words, civic discourse, a recently 

recuperated buzzphrase in composition studies. The citizenship implicit in civic discourse 

is inherendy communal; it is a form of collaboration that exists not merely for the sake of 

learning but also as its own end. Unlike early articulations of collaborative learning that 

stressed collaboration primarily as a means for more effectively understanding content,' 

civic discourse is fundamentally a lesson in working and communicating with differently 

positioned others, especially those on or outside the margins of dominant cultures. 

Service learning is thus a mediating structure of education particularly well-suited to 

mitigating the reproduction of privilege. 

Like WAC, service learning is also interdisciplinary by nature—or, as Arme Gere 

and Aaron Schutz characterize it, "unencumbered by a disciplinary identity" (129). What 

Schutz and Gere are referring to is the fact that service learning is a pedagogical initiative 

being incorporated in disciplines outside composition; it is not necessarily "ours." Even 

when examined strictly within composition studies, though, service learning remains 

interdisciplinary, for it requires students to engage in social interactions beyond their 

normal disciplinary contexts and often beyond academic contexts. This is the case even in 

service learning projects that engage students as writing tutors in the community, such as 

Herzberg's first-year composition course^ or Linda Flower's writing course in "literate 
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action."^ While such efforts initially appear to remain within the reading-and-writing 

boimds of English studies, they are often an attempt, as Flower writes, at "intercultural 

discourse, an attempt to cross boundaries of race, background, and education on the 

bridge of collaboration and writing" (251). 

Because service learning is often characterized as situating students at sites of 

dialogue and difference outside the academy, it can be seen as having the potential to 

foster inquiry into social, political, and cultural conditions—a goal posed by Berlin in his 

vision for refiguring English studies. In Composition in the Twenty-First Century. Berlin 

writes that in addition to providing "an education that enables workers to be excellent 

communicators, quick and flexible learners, and cooperative collaborators" (222), we 

must also help students to become "active and critical agents in shaping the economic, 

social, political, and cultural conditions of their historical moment" (223). Indeed 

Herzberg writes that he wants his students—as they work within a service learning 

ft-amework—to develop "a social imagination, an awareness of the human 'world' as a 

common historical project, and not simply as a state of nature to which we must adjust 

ourselves" (31?).** In other words service learning is for Herzberg a way to help students 

denaturalize an apparent state of nature that begs accommodations to it. Because service 

learning becomes a way to help students interrogate societal conditions and engage in 

active citizenship through public discourse, it may thus be a way to help them critique 

even the social efficiency model that has contributed to the compartmentalized structure 

of higher education and is itself a mediating condition of cultural reproduction. 
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I am not surprised that service learning and WAC are being promoted as models 

for the future of composition and, at least implicitly, as potential responses to the 

concerns of cultural reproduction and hopes for democratic equality that have informed 

the rhetorical reflexive turn. For me the promise of these institutional initiatives lies 

primarily in their structural resistance to elitism and exclusion and to the normalization of 

privileged discourses and knowledge. Their promise also lies, I believe, in their reliance 

upon collaboration as a means for producing, rather than merely reproducing, knowledge 

and authority. 

Certainly there are insititutional initiatives other than WAC or service learning 

that may help to facilitate resistance to cultural reproduction. At die University of South 

Carolina, for example, I co-direct the Program for Incorporating New Technologies in 

English (PINTE). This is a departmental initiative designed to encourage successful 

integrations of computer mediated pedagogy into the curriculum. I have been fortunate 

enough to define what "successful" means in developing this program. As a result I have, 

along with my colleague. Daphne Desser, created an infrastructure of faculty 

development and support that demands sustained collaborative research into pedagogical, 

theoretical, and political issues related to teaching with technology. Most of those who 

wish to teach in our "smart" classrooms are required to become a part of PINTE; they are 

thus required to participate in such collaborative research. 

Significantly, we have been granted a great deal of autonomy and authority in 

developing PINTE; moreover, we have constructed the program firom the ground up. 

Many institutions either already have in existence a complicated institutional structure 
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mediating the incorporation of new technologies, or they have none at all; in both cases, 

there may be litde or no room for demanding the kind of rigorous faculty investment that 

we have built into this particular program. I offer service learning and WAC as my 

primary examples here because, unlike PINTE, they have enough disciplinary clout to 

withstand such institutional hindrances. Indeed they are easily recognizable in 

composition studies, needing (for my purposes here) less definition than specification. 

The irony of this justification does not escape me. Tapping into existing technologies of 

power to demystify those same technologies of power seems at best complicated and at 

worst self-defeating. In defense, however, I offer this: Athough "the dominant culture" is 

a fictitious monolith, the systemic means for reproducing dominant cultural power and 

privilege oftentimes feels monolithic; sometimes the maker's tools are all we have. 

A Final Note of Irony 

I would be remiss if I concluded this dissertation without at least acknowledging 

the irony of my own discursive stance in this work. I am struck by the fact that this 

dissertation accommodates and reproduces the discourses and knowledge privileged in 

composition studies. While I have consciously drawn on the works of multidisciplinary 

and interdisciplinary scholars, such as Bourdieu, Pratt, Foucault, and others, most of them 

have been essentially adopted by our discipline; they belong to the "foundational 

knowledge" that comprises composition. Many of the rhetorical gestures I have made in 

writing this work have been moves to accommodate academic standards shared by my 

dissertation committee members, each of whom has been acculturated into academia to 
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various degrees; indeed I have written this dissertation within the context of the 

epistemological and institutional hierarchies that have mediated its production and will 

certainly mediate its defense. And should I pass that defense, this dissertation will 

become, for me, a form of cultural capital that will grant me access to a social position of 

further privilege and power. 

I say this not to disparage the dissertation process or my own role within it. I 

recognize that the discourses and knowledge of this academic discipline have enabled me 

to better understand, and begin to address, cultural reproduction in the collaborative 

classroom. What's more, I appreciate the academic style in which this dissertation is 

written; it affords me a certain amount of distance from my subject and enables me to 

analyze through abstraction—allowances useful for the kind of critique 1 have pursued 

here. Yet I need to remind myself, and the reader, that those allowances are not natural; 

they are normalized conventions privileged in academia, as are institutional hierarchies 

and disciplinary formations. I offer that reminder because I do not wish to become 

complacent in my own participation in the reproduction of privilege. It is through 

complacency that dominant cultural authority is maintained as such. For those of us 

committed to education as a practice of challenging that authority, critical self-reflection 

is as necessary as the critique of technologies of power. Acknowledging irony simply 

makes the self-reflection less disquieting. 
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Notes 

' See, for example, Bruffee's 1984 article, "Collaborative Learning and the Conversation 

of Mankind." 

While Herzberg discussed this course at the 1998 WPA conference, he also has written 

about his experiences in "Community Service and Critical Teaching," 1994. 

^ See Flower's article, "Literate Action," 1996. 

^ In this quotation, Herzberg is citing Kurt Spelkneyer. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FOUR 

The following excerpts are the preamble, catalog description, and outline of course goals 

and objectives from the instructor's guide to the second course in Eastern Washington 

University's Junior Year Experience. The goals and objectives reflect the overarching 

goals of the liberal arts program. Their emphasis, as the reader will note, is on 

collaborative learning in an interdisciplinary setting. 

Preamble 

The Individual and Society is an inquiry course that uses specific topics and 

questions as a means to examine the relationships among individuals and societies. It is 

designed as a course that could be taught by a faculty member from any discipline. The 

essence of the course exists in four topics and their attendant inquiries developed in this 

Guide, as well as in die core texts. 

The principles of academic rigor and integrity have guided us in developing an 

interdisciplinary course that will allow faculty to teach through the variety of disciplines 

across campus. Some course material will be common to all sections, and the rest will be 

chosen by each instructor. Predicated on the idea that all our disciplines can and do 
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communicate, the shared core texts, inquiries, and experiences will link the courses and 

model the variety of ways we, as academics, explore common issues. 

Catalog Description 

Liberal Arts Enrichment (LAEC) 320. The Individual and Society4 cr. An 

interdisciplinary exploration of forms of social order: what individuals gain and sacrifice 

as members of different societies; the roles of institutions and organizations; how people 

balance their memberships in subcultures and in their larger societies; the relationship of 

social paradigms to social change. Prerequisites: LAEC 310, completions of seven 

GECRs, completion of either the Cultural Diversity or the International Studies 

requirement, or permission of the Director of Liberal Arts Enrichment. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR LAEC 320 

The goals and objectives for LAEC 320 follow from basic assumptions about the Liberal 

Arts Enrichment Courses, including: 

1. Course materials will draw from theoretical treatises, historical documents, 

fiction, poetry, essays, articles in the popular press, music, and the visual arts. 

Students will be asked to synthesize and integrate ideas across these genres and to 

note the imique perspectives of each. 
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2. Classes will be student-centered with students shouldering primary responsibility 

for class activities. Professors will serve as expert guides, facilitators, and 

consultants, usually taking positions off center-stage and participating as 

searchers and learners with the students. This approach will limit the use of 

extended lecture as a means for conducting class time. 

3. The course, focusing on the social aspects of human life, carries a special 

responsibility for cultivating collaborative learning and small group activities. It 

should try to create conditions for social formation and collective endeavor, 

enabling students to experience the benefits of engaging one another in learning 

communities and the challenges inherent in trying to cooperate with others. 

4. Class activities will focus on building students' abilities to express themselves 

orally and in writing, continuing practices established in LAEC 310. Students will 

complete a variety of writing projects and make a variety of oral presentations in 

class. This course will meet the "Guidelines for Writing Enriched Courses." (An 

"Overview" of the guidelines is attached.) 

5. Student activities will focus on developing analysis, synthesis, integration, and 

critical thinking, again, continuing practices established in LAEC 310. Students 

will apply socio-political theory to actual situations in an attempt to understand 

the nature of such situations and people's behavior in them. They will use theory 

to interpret a variety of texts. Students will look for common elements among the 

texts and integrate the ideas firom each, or they will distinguish among the ideas 

and evaluate their differences. 
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6- The Liberal Arts Enrichment Program is committed to assessment. 

The following distinguishes between the content and the process of the course and 

suggests goals and objectives for each. The content goals come from the course 

outline which was distributed to faculty in May, 1995. 

A. Content Goals and Objectives 

Goal Al: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the human urge to associate and 

of the relationships among different social forms, behaviors, and values. 

Objectives: 

A 1.1 Students will identify the essential elements and structures of at least two 

different theories of social formation. 

A1.2 Students ill compare the theories with each other and with ideas from other 

texts. 

A 1.3 Students will apply these theories to a variety of historical and current 

situations. 

A1.4 Students will evaluate relative strengths and weaknesses in the theories. 

Goal A2: Students will demonstrate an understanding of what individuals gain and 

sacrifice as members of different societies. 
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Objectives: 

A2.1 Students will explain and compare the gains and sacrifices as perceived 

through dissimilar or opposing socio-political theories. 

A2.2 Students ill compare and contrast theoretical gains and sacrifices with gains 

and sacrifices expressed in non-theoretical texts. 

A2.3 Students will compare the gains and sacrifices in different forms of social and 

political order. 

A2.4 Students will judge the consequences of resistance to or acceptance of social 

and political control. 

Goal A3: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the ways people balance their 

membership in subcultures and in the larger society. 

Objectives: 

A3.1 Students will describe minority perspectives within a larger society. 

A3.2 Students will analyze attitudes and behavior toward minority groups within the 

society. 

A3.3 Students will explain the challenges facing people with simultaneous 

membership in different social groupings. 

A3.4 Students will identify and evaluate factors that affect behavior of minority 

members within a larger society. 
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Goal A4: Students will demonstrate an understanding of social paradigms and their 

relationship to social change. 

Objectives: 

A4.1 Students will describe tensions between different social paradigms. 

A4.2 Students will examine modes of social change. 

A4.3 Students will explain how tensions between different social paradigms can 

affect social change. 

B. Process Goals and Objectives 

Goal Bl: Students will collaborate with one another and establish learning communities. 

Objectives: 

B1.1 Students will engage one another in small and large groups. 

B1.2 Students will support and challenge their classmates' efforts to understand 

ideas in the course. 

B1.3 Students will correspond with one another and with the professor via Email and 

other forms of electronic communication. 

B1.4 Students will elicit ideas from one another, compare and evaluate those ideas, 

and integrate them where possible. 
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Goal B2: Students will develop their oral communication skills. 

Objectives: 

B2.1 Students will respond extemporaneously in class. 

B2.3 Students will combine oral and visual techniques to explain and defend 

complex ideas to an audience. 

Goal B3: Students will develop their writing skills. 

Objectives: 

B3.1 Students will write in a variety of forms. 

B3.2 Students writing will integrate and synthesize ideas from course materials and 

apply theory to interpret concrete situations. 

B3.3 Students will review one anther's writing and recommend revisions. 

B3.4 Students will submit multiple drafts of writing assignments. 


